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FOREIGN OBJECT DETECTION IN WIRELESS
ENERGY TRANSFER SYSTEMS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/989,799,

filed on May 7, 2014, and to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/072,992, filed on

October 30, 2014, the entire contents of each of which are incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This disclosure relates to wireless energy transfer and methods for detecting foreign

object debris (FOD) near wireless power transmission systems.

BACKGROUND

Energy or power may be transferred wirelessly using a variety of known radiative, or far-

field, and non-radiative, or near-field, techniques as detailed, for example, in commonly owned

U.S. patent application 12/613,686 published on May 6, 2010 as US 2010/010909445 and

entitled "Wireless Energy Transfer Systems," U.S. patent application 12/860,375 published on

December 9, 2010 as 2010/0308939 and entitled "Integrated Resonator-Shield Structures," U.S.

patent application 13/222,915 published on March 15, 2012 as 2012/0062345 and entitled "Low

Resistance Electrical Conductor," U.S. patent application 13/283,81 1 published on October 4,

2012 as 2012/0248981 and entitled "Multi-Resonator Wireless Energy Transfer for Lighting,"

the contents of which are incorporated by reference.

SUMMARY

The entire contents of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Nos. 61/716,432, filed on

October 19, 2012, 61/866,703, filed on August 16, 2013, and 61/877,482, filed on September 13,

2013, and of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/059,094, filed on October 21, 2013, now published

as U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2014/01 11019, are incorporated by reference herein.

In general, in a first aspect, the disclosure features wireless power transfer systems that

include a power source featuring at least one resonator, a power receiver featuring at least one

resonator, where the power receiver is configured to receive electrical power transmitted



wirelessly by the power source, a first detector featuring one or more loops of conductive

material, where the first detector is configured to generate an electrical signal based on a

magnetic field between the power source and the power receiver, a second detector featuring

conductive material, and control electronics coupled to the first and second detectors, where

during operation of the system, the control electronics are configured to: measure the electrical

signal of the first detector, compare the measured electrical signal of the first detector to baseline

electrical information for the first detector to determine information about whether debris is

positioned between the power source and the power receiver; measure an electrical signal of the

second detector, where the electrical signal of the second detector is related to a capacitance of

the second detector; and compare the measured electrical signal of the second detector to

baseline electrical information for the second detector to determine information about whether a

living object is positioned between the power source and the power receiver.

Embodiments of the systems can include any one or more of the following features.

The power source can be a component of a vehicle charging station. The power receiver

can be a component of a vehicle.

The electrical signal generated by the first detector can include at least one of a voltage

and a current. The electrical signal of the second detector can include at least one of a voltage

and a capacitance.

The baseline electrical information for the first detector can correspond to an electrical

signal of the first detector when no debris is positioned between the power source and the power

receiver. The baseline electrical information for the second detector can correspond to an

electrical signal of the second detector when no living objects are positioned between the power

source and the power receiver.

Determining information about whether debris is positioned between the power source

and the power receiver can include comparing a likelihood value that debris is positioned

between the power source and the power receiver to a threshold value. The control electronics

can be configured to determine the likelihood value by calculating mean and covariance matrices

for the baseline electrical information for the first detector, and determining the likelihood value

based on the mean and covariance matrices. Determining information about whether a living

object is positioned between the power source and the power receiver can include comparing the

measured electrical signal of the second detector to a threshold value.



The first detector can include multiple loops of conductive material positioned in at least

a first plane between the power source and the power receiver. The second detector can include

a length of conductive material positioned in at least a second plane between the power source

and the power receiver. The first and second planes can be parallel. The first and second planes

can be the same plane.

A magnetic field generated by the power source in the second plane can have a full width

at half maximum cross-sectional distribution, and a circular perimeter of minimum size that

encircles the second detector in the second plane has an enclosed area that is 100% or more (e.g.,

110% or more, 120% or more, 130% or more, 14 0% or more, 150%> or more, 175%> or more,

200% or more) of the full width at half maximum cross-sectional distribution.

The length of conductive material can form a serpentine pathway in the second plane.

The length of conductive material can include a plurality of segments extending substantially in a

common direction, and a spacing between at least some of the segments can vary in a direction

perpendicular to the common direction. A magnetic flux density generated by the power source

in a first region of the second plane can be larger than a magnetic flux density in a second region

of the second plane, and a spacing between successive segments in the first region can be smaller

than in the second region.

The first detector can include a plurality of loops spaced from one another in the first

plane, and a spacing between adjacent loops can vary. A magnetic flux density generated by the

power source in a first region of the first plane can be larger than a magnetic flux density in a

second region of the first plane, and the spacing between adjacent loops can be smaller in the

first region than in the second region. The first and second planes can be positioned closer to the

power receiver than to the power source.

A total cross-sectional area of the at least one resonator of the power receiver can be 80%

or more (e.g., 90%> or more, 100% or more, 120%> or more, 140%> or more, 150%> or more, 175%

or more) of a full-width at half maximum cross-sectional area of a magnetic field generated by

the power source at a position of the power receiver.

The power source can be configured to transfer 1 kW or more (e.g., 2 kW or more, 3 kW

or more, 4 kW or more, 6 kW or more, 8 kW or more, 10 kW or more, 15 kW or more, 20 kW or

more) o f power to the power receiver.



The power source can be configured to transfer power at multiple different energy

transfer rates to the power receiver. The control electronics can be configured to: adjust the

power source to transfer power at a selected one of the multiple different energy transfer rates;

and obtain baseline electrical information that corresponds to the selected energy transfer rate.

Obtaining the baseline electrical information can include retrieving the information from

an electronic storage unit. The control electronics can be configured to measure the baseline

electrical information by: activating the power source with no debris in the vicinity of the power

source to generate a magnetic flux through the first detector; and measuring the electrical signal

of the first detector in response to the magnetic flux. The control electronics can be configured

to activate the power source and to measure the electrical signal of the first detector with the

power source and the power receiver at least partially aligned. The control electronics can be

configured to activate the power source and to measure the electrical signal of the first detector

without power transfer occurring between the power source and the power receiver.

The power source can be configured to generate a magnetic flux of at least 6.25 µΤ (e.g.,

at least 7 µΤ , at least 8 µΤ , at least 10 µΤ , at least 15 µΤ, at least 20 µΤ , at least 30 µΤ , at least

50 µΤ) at a position between the power source and the power receiver.

The first detector can include multiple loops, and the control electronics can be

configured to measure electrical signals generated by at least some of the multiple loops to

determine information about misalignment between the power source and the power receiver

based on the measured electrical signal. The at least some of the multiple loops can be

positioned adjacent to an edge of the power source. The control electronics can be configured to

determine the information about misalignment by comparing electrical signals generated by the

at least some of the multiple loops.

The control electronics can be configured so that if the likelihood value corresponding to

whether debris is positioned between the power source and the power receiver exceeds the

threshold value, the control electronics interrupt wireless power transfer between the power

source and the power receiver. The control electronics can be configured so that if the likelihood

value corresponding to whether debris is positioned between the power source and the power

receiver exceeds the threshold value, the control electronics reduce an energy transfer rate

between the power source and the power receiver. The control electronics can be configured so

that if the likelihood value corresponding to whether debris is positioned between the power



source and the power receiver exceeds the threshold value, the control electronics provide a

warning indicator to a user of the wireless power transfer system.

The control electronics can be configured so that if the measured electrical signal of the

second detector exceeds the threshold value, the control electronics interrupt wireless power

transfer power the power source and the power receiver. The control electronics can be

configured so that if the measured electrical signal of the second detector exceeds the threshold

value, the control electronics reduce a magnitude of a magnetic field generated by the power

source. The control electronics can be configured so that if the measured electrical signal of the

second detector exceeds the threshold value, the control electronics provide a warning indicator

to a user of the wireless power transfer system.

Each resonator in the power source can be an electromagnetic resonator having a

resonant frequency f = ω/2π, an intrinsic loss rate Γ, and a Q-factor Q = ω/(2Γ), and the Q-factor

for at least one of the resonators in the power source can be greater than 100. Each resonator in

the power source can have a capacitance and an inductance that define the resonant frequency f .

The Q-factor for at least one of the resonators in the power source can be greater than 300.

Each resonator in the power receiver can be an electromagnetic resonator having a

resonant frequency f = ω/2π, an intrinsic loss rate Γ, and a Q-factor Q = ω/(2Γ), and the Q-factor

for at least one of the resonators in the power receiver can be greater than 100. Each resonator in

the power receiver can have a capacitance and an inductance that define the resonant frequency f .

The Q-factor for at least one of the resonators in the power receiver can be greater than 300.

Embodiments of the systems can also include any of the other features disclosed herein,

in any combination, as appropriate.

In another aspect, the disclosure features methods that include measuring an electrical

signal generated by a first detector featuring one or more loops of conductive material positioned

between a power source and a power receiver in a wireless power transfer system, comparing the

measured electrical signal generated by the first detector to baseline electrical information for the

first detector to determine information about whether debris is positioned between the power

source and the power receiver, measuring an electrical signal generated by a second detector

featuring conductive material, where the electrical signal of the second detector is related to a

capacitance of the second detector, and comparing the measured electrical signal generated by

the second detector to baseline electrical information for the second detector to determine



information about whether a living object is positioned between the power source and the power

receiver.

Embodiments of the methods can include any one or more of the following features.

The power receiver can be a component of a vehicle, and the methods can include using

the power source to transfer electrical power to the vehicle. The baseline electrical information

for the first detector can correspond to an electrical signal of the first detector when no debris is

positioned between the power source and the power receiver. The baseline electrical information

for the second detector can correspond to an electrical signal of the second detector when no

living objects are positioned between the power source and the power receiver.

Determining information about whether debris is positioned between the power source

and the power receiver can include comparing a likelihood value that debris is positioned

between the power source and the power receiver to a threshold value. The methods can include

determining the likelihood value by calculating mean and covariance matrices for the baseline

electrical information for the first detector, and determining the likelihood value based on the

mean and covariance matrices. Determining information about whether a living object is

positioned between the power source and the power receiver can include comparing the

measured electrical signal of the second detector to a threshold value.

The methods can include using the power source to transfer 1 kW or more (e.g., 2 kW or

more, 3 kW or more, 4 kW or more, 6 kW or more, 8 kW or more, 10 kW or more, 15 kW or

more, 20 kW or more) of power to the power receiver.

The power source can be configured to transfer power at multiple different energy

transfer rates to the power receiver, and the methods can include adjusting the power source to

transfer power at a selected one of the multiple different energy transfer rates, and obtaining

baseline electrical information that corresponds to the selected energy transfer rate. Obtaining

the baseline electrical information can include retrieving the information from an electronic

storage unit.

The methods can include activating the power source with no debris in the vicinity of the

power source to generate a magnetic flux through the first detector, and measuring the electrical

signal of the first detector in response to the magnetic flux to obtain the baseline electrical

information for the first detector. The methods can include activating the power source and

measuring the electrical signal of the first detector with the power source and the power receiver



at least partially aligned. The methods can include activating the power source and measuring

the electrical signal of the first detector without power transfer occurring between the power

source and the power receiver.

The methods can include generating a magnetic flux of 6.25 µΤ or more (e.g., 7 µΤ or

more, 8 µΤ or more, 10 µΤ or more, 15 µΤ or more, 20 µΤ or more, 30 µΤ or more, 50 µΤ or

more) between the power source and the power receiver.

The methods can include measuring electrical signals generated by multiple loops of the

first detector, and determining information about misalignment between the power source and

the power receiver based on the measured electrical signals. The methods can include

determining the information about misalignment by comparing electrical signals generated by

the multiple loops.

The methods can include interrupting wireless power transfer between the power source

and the power receiver if the likelihood value corresponding to whether debris is positioned

between the power source and the power receiver exceeds the threshold value. The methods can

include reducing an energy transfer rate between the power source and the power receiver if the

likelihood value corresponding to whether debris is positioned between the power source and the

power receiver exceeds the threshold value. The methods can include providing a warning

indicator if the likelihood value corresponding to whether debris is positioned between the power

source and the power receiver exceeds the threshold value.

The methods can include interrupting wireless power transfer between the power source

and the power receiver if the measured electrical signal of the second detector exceeds the

threshold value. The methods can include reducing an energy transfer rate between the power

source and the power receiver if the measured electrical signal of the second detector exceeds the

threshold value. The methods can include providing a warning indicator if the measured

electrical signal of the second detector exceeds the threshold value.

The methods can also include any of the other steps and/or features disclosed herein, in

any combination, as appropriate.

In a further aspect, the disclosure features an apparatus for detecting debris and living

objects, the apparatus including a first detector featuring one or more loops of conductive

material, where the first detector is configured to generate an electrical signal based on a

magnetic field between a power source and a power receiver of a wireless power transfer system,



a second detector featuring conductive material, and control electronics coupled to the first and

second detectors, where during operation of the wireless power transfer system, the control

electronics are configured to: measure the electrical signal of the first detector; compare the

measured electrical signal of the first detector to baseline electrical information for the first

detector to determine information about whether debris is positioned between the power source

and the power receiver of the wireless power transfer system; measure an electrical signal of the

second detector, where the electrical signal of the second detector is related to a capacitance of

the second detector; and compare the measured electrical signal of the second detector to

baseline electrical information for the second detector to determine information about whether a

living object is positioned between the power source and the power receiver of the wireless

power transfer system.

Embodiments of the apparatus can include any of the features disclosed herein, including

any of the features disclosed herein in connection with any of the systems, in any combination,

as appropriate.

In another aspect, the disclosure features a wireless power transfer system, including a

power source featuring at least one resonator, a power receiver featuring at least one resonator,

where the power receiver is configured to receive electrical power transmitted wirelessly by the

power source, a detector positioned between the power source and the power receiver, where the

detector is configured to generate an electrical signal based on a magnetic field between the

power source and the power receiver, and control electronics coupled to the power source and

detector, where the control electronics are configured to: activate the power source to generate a

magnetic field between the power source and the power receiver; measure the electrical signal of

the detector; and determine whether debris is positioned between the power source and the power

receiver by comparing baseline information to the measured electrical signal, where the baseline

information includes information about an electrical signal generated by the detector when no

debris is positioned between the power source and the power receiver, and where the control

electronics are configured to compare the baseline information to the measured signal by

determining mean and covariance matrices for the baseline information and determining whether

debris is positioned between the power source and the power receiver based on the mean and

covariance matrices.

Embodiments of the systems can include any one or more of the following features.



The control electronics can be configured to calculate a likelihood value that debris is

positioned between the power source and the power receiver based on the mean and covariance

matrices. The control electronics can be configured to calculate a probability value between 0

and 1 that debris is positioned between the power source and the power receiver, based on the

likelihood value. The control electronics can be configured to determine whether debris is

positioned between the power source and the power receiver by comparing the likelihood value

to a threshold likelihood value.

The control electronics can be configured to obtain the baseline information. The control

electronics can be configured to obtain the baseline information by retrieving the information

from an electronic storage unit. The control electronics can be configured to obtain the baseline

information by activating the power source with no debris in the vicinity of the power source to

generate a magnetic flux through the detector, and measuring the electrical signal of the detector

in response to the magnetic flux. The control electronics can be configured to activate the power

source and to measure the electrical signal of the detector with the power source and the power

receiver at least partially aligned. The control electronics can be configured to activate the

power source and to measure the electrical signal of the detector without power transfer

occurring between the power source and the power receiver.

The baseline information can include information about electrical signals generated by

the detector that correspond to different operating states of the system. The different operating

states can correspond to different energy transfer rates between the power source and the power

receiver. The different operating states correspond to different alignments between the power

source and the power receiver. The different operating states can correspond to different

spacings between the power source and the power receiver measured along a direction

orthogonal to a plane defined by the at least one resonator of the power source.

The control electronics can be configured to obtain the baseline information by

measuring the electrical signal of the detector multiple times in response to the magnetic flux,

and the mean and covariance matrices can include contributions from the multiple measurements

of the electrical signal. The control electronics can be configured to generate mean and

covariance matrices that correspond to each of the different operating states. The control

electronics can be configured to determine the operating state of the system by comparing the



measured electrical signal of the detector to the mean and covariance matrices corresponding to

each of the different operating states.

The power source can be a component of a vehicle charging station. The power receiver

can be a component of a vehicle.

The electrical signal generated by the detector can include at least one of a voltage and a

current. The detector can include multiple loops of conductive material positioned between the

power source and the power receiver. The multiple loops can be spaced from one another in the

plane, and a spacing between adjacent loops can vary.

A magnetic flux density generated by the power source in a first region of the plane can

be larger than a magnetic flux density in a second region of the plane, and the spacing between

adjacent loops can be smaller in the first region than in the second region.

The detector can be positioned closer to the power receiver than to the power source. A

total cross-sectional area of the at least one resonator of the power receiver can be 80% or more

(e.g., 90%o or more, 100% or more, 120% or more, 14 0% or more, 150% or more, 175% or more)

of a full-width at half maximum cross-sectional area of a magnetic field generated by the power

source at a position of the power receiver.

The power source is configured to transfer 1 kW or more (e.g., 2 kW or more, 3 kW or

more, 4 kW or more, 6 kW or more, 8 kW or more, 10 kW or more, 15 kW or more, 20 kW or

more) of power to the power receiver.

The control electronics can be configured to compare the measured signal to a portion of

the baseline information that corresponds to the operating state of the system.

The power source can be configured to generate a magnetic flux of 6.25 µΤ or more (e.g.,

7 µΤ or more, 8 µΤ or more, 10 µΤ or more, 15 µΤ or more, 20 µΤ or more, 30 µΤ or more, 50

µΤ or more) between the power source and the power receiver.

The detector can include multiple loops of conductive material each configured to

generate an electrical signal when the power source generates a magnetic field, and the control

electronics can be configured to measure the electrical signals generated by at least some of the

multiple loops and to determine information about misalignment between the power source and

the power receiver based on the measured electrical signals. The at least some of the multiple

loops can be positioned adjacent to an edge of the power source. The control electronics can be

configured to determine the information about misalignment by comparing electrical signals



generated by the at least some of the multiple loops. The control electronics can be configured

so that if debris is positioned between the power source and the power receiver, the control

electronics interrupt wireless power transfer between the power source and the power receiver.

The control electronics can be configured so that if debris is positioned between the

power source and the power receiver, the control electronics reduce an energy transfer rate

between the power source and the power receiver. The control electronics can be configured so

that if debris is positioned between the power source and the power receiver, the control

electronics provide a warning indicator to a user of the wireless power transfer system.

Each resonator in the power source can be an electromagnetic resonator having a

resonant frequency f = ω/2π, an intrinsic loss rate Γ, and a Q-factor Q = ω/(2Γ), and the Q-factor

for at least one of the resonators in the power source can be greater than 100. Each resonator in

the power source can have a capacitance and an inductance that define the resonant frequency f .

The Q-factor for at least one of the resonators in the power source can be greater than

300.

Embodiments of the systems can also include any of the other features disclosed herein,

in any combination, as appropriate.

In a further aspect, the disclosure features methods that include activating a power source

to generate a magnetic field between the power source and a power receiver of a wireless power

transfer system, measuring an electrical signal generated by a detector positioned between the

power source and the power receiver, and determining whether debris is positioned between the

power source and the power receiver by comparing baseline information to the measured

electrical signal, where the baseline information includes information about an electrical signal

generated by the detector when no debris is positioned between the power source and the power

receiver, and where comparing the baseline information to the measured signal includes

determining mean and covariance matrices for the baseline information and determining whether

debris is positioned between the power source and the power receiver based on the mean and

covariance matrices.

Embodiments of the methods can include any one or more of the following features.

The methods can include determining a likelihood value that debris is positioned between

the power source and the power receiver based on the mean and covariance matrices. The

methods can include determining a probability value between 0 and 1 that debris is positioned



between the power source and the power receiver, based on the likelihood value. The methods

can include determining whether debris is positioned between the power source and the power

receiver by comparing the likelihood value to a threshold likelihood value.

The methods can include obtaining the baseline information by retrieving the information

from an electronic storage unit. The methods can include obtaining the baseline information by

activating the power source with no debris in the vicinity of the power source to generate a

magnetic flux through the detector, and measuring the electrical signal of the detector in

response to the magnetic flux. The methods can include activating the power source and

measuring the electrical signal of the detector with the power source and the power receiver at

least partially aligned. The methods can include activating the power source and measuring the

electrical signal of the detector without power transfer occurring between the power source and

the power receiver.

The baseline information can include information about electrical signals generated by

the detector that correspond to different operating states of the system. The different operating

states can correspond to at least one of different energy transfer rates between the power source

and the power receiver, different alignments between the power source and the power receiver,

and different spacings between the power source and the power receiver measured along a

direction orthogonal to a plane defined by the at least one resonator of the power source. The

methods can include obtaining the baseline information by measuring the electrical signal of the

detector multiple times in response to the magnetic flux, where the mean and covariance

matrices include contributions from the multiple measurements of the electrical signal.

The methods can include generating mean and covariance matrices that correspond to

each of the different operating states. The methods can include determining the operating state

of the system by comparing the measured electrical signal of the detector to the mean and

covariance matrices corresponding to each of the different operating states.

The methods can include using the power source to transfer electrical power to a power

receiver in a vehicle. The methods can include using the power source to transfer 1 kW or more

(e.g., 2 kW or more, 3 kW or more, 4 kW or more, 6 kW or more, 8 kW or more, 10 kW or

more, 15 kW or more, 20 kW or more) of power to the power receiver.

The methods can include comparing the measured signal to a portion of the baseline

information that corresponds to the operating state of the system.



The methods can include using the power source to generate a magnetic flux of 6.25 µΤ

or more (e.g., 7 µΤ or more, 8 µΤ or more, 10 µΤ or more, 15 µΤ or more, 20 µΤ or more, 30 µΤ

or more, 50 µΤ or more) between the power source and the power receiver.

The methods can include interrupting wireless power transfer between the power source

and the power receiver if debris is positioned between the power source and the power receiver.

The methods can include reducing an energy transfer rate between the power source and the

power receiver if debris is positioned between the power source and the power receiver. The

methods can include providing a warning indicator if debris is positioned between the power

source and the power receiver.

Embodiments of the methods can also include any of the other steps or features disclosed

herein, in any combination, as appropriate.

In another aspect, the disclosure features apparatus for detecting debris, the apparatus

including a detector, where the detector is configured so that when the detector is positioned

between a power source and a power receiver of a wireless power transfer system, the detector

generates an electrical signal based on a magnetic field between the power source and the power

receiver, and control electronics coupled to the detector, where the control electronics are

configured to: measure the electrical signal of the detector in response to a magnetic field

between the power source and the power receiver; and determine whether debris is positioned

between the power source and the power receiver by comparing baseline information to the

measured electrical signal, where the baseline information includes information about an

electrical signal generated by the detector when no debris is positioned between the power source

and the power receiver, and where the control electronics are configured to compare the baseline

information to the measured signal by determining mean and covariance matrices for the

baseline information and determining whether debris is positioned between the power source and

the power receiver based on the mean and covariance matrices.

Embodiments of the apparatus can include any of the features disclosed herein, including

any of the features disclosed herein in connection with any of the systems, in any combination,

as appropriate.

In a further aspect, the disclosure features apparatus for detecting foreign object debris

around a wireless power transfer system, the apparatus including a plurality of detectors, each

detector featuring one or more loops of conducting material, and a controller configured to



measure at least one of a voltage and a current in each detector and to determine, based on the

measurements, whether foreign object debris is present around the wireless power transfer

system, where at least some of the plurality of detectors include a first number of loops of the

conducting material, and at least some of the plurality of detectors include a second number of

loops of the conducting material larger than the first number.

Embodiments of the apparatus can include any one or more of the following features.

At least some of the plurality of detectors can include one loop and at least some of the

plurality of detectors can include two or more loops. At least some of the plurality of detectors

can include three or more loops.

During operation, the apparatus can be positioned so that magnetic flux generated by a

wireless power transfer source passes through the plurality of detectors, and detectors featuring

the first number of loops can be positioned in regions where the magnetic flux is larger than in

regions in which detectors featuring the second number of loops are positioned.

The plurality of detectors can form an array. Spacings between at least some adjacent

detectors in the array can be different. Cross-sectional areas of at least some detectors in the

array can be different from cross-sectional areas of at least some other detectors in the array.

Embodiments of the apparatus can also include any of the other features and aspects

disclosed herein, including features and aspects disclosed in connection with different

embodiments, in any combination as appropriate.

In another aspect, the disclosure features methods for detecting foreign object debris

around a wireless power transfer system, the methods including measuring at least one of a

voltage and a current in each one of a plurality of detectors, and determining, based on the

measurements, whether foreign object debris is present around the wireless power transfer

system, where each of the detectors includes one or more loops of conducting material, and

where at least some of the plurality of detectors include a first number of loops of the conducting

material, and at least some of the plurality of detectors include a second number of loops of the

conducting material larger than the first number.

Embodiments of the methods can include any one or more of the steps and features

disclosed herein, including steps and features disclosed in connection with different

embodiments, in any combination as appropriate.



In a further aspect, the disclosure features wireless power transfer systems that include a

wireless power transfer source configured to generate a source magnetic field at a first frequency

to transfer power to a wireless power receiver, an auxiliary magnetic field source configured to

generate an auxiliary magnetic field at a second frequency, at least one detector configured to

generate an electrical signal in response to perturbations in the magnetic field generated by the

auxiliary magnetic field source, and a controller configured to determine whether foreign object

debris is present around the wireless power transfer system based on the electrical signal.

Embodiments of the systems can include any one or more of the following features.

The systems can include at least one auxiliary coil and at least one amplifier. The first

frequency can be equal to the second frequency, or different from the second frequency. The

systems can include a power supply coupled to the wireless power transfer source and configured

to provide power to drive the wireless power source, where the power supply can be turned off

when the auxiliary magnetic field source is generating an auxiliary magnetic field.

The systems can include up to four auxiliary coils and up to four amplifiers. The systems

can include a source resonator coil wound over a first area and the at least one auxiliary coil can

be configured to be wound over the first area. The at least one auxiliary coil can include two sets

of conductor windings connected in series, each of the two sets of conductor windings being

wound over one of a second area and third area, respectively. A sum of the second and third

areas can be substantially equal to the first area. The at least one auxiliary coil can include four

sets of conductor windings connected in series, each of the four sets of conductor windings being

wound over one of a second, third, fourth, and fifth area, respectively. A sum of the second,

third, fourth, and fifth areas can be substantially equal to the first area. The auxiliary magnetic

field can induce a current in the source resonator coil, and the current in the source resonator coil

can generate a magnetic field having a strength greater than the auxiliary magnetic field. The

systems can include at least one auxiliary coil that can have a first portion of a conductor

winding on a first circuit board and a second portion of a conductor winding on a second circuit

board, where a connector between the first and second circuit boards can provide an electrical

connection between the first and second portions of the conductor winding.

Embodiments of the systems can also include any of the other features and aspects

disclosed herein, including features and aspects disclosed in connection with different

embodiments, in any combination as appropriate.



In another aspect, the disclosure features wireless power transfer systems that include a

source resonator, a power amplifier coupled to the source resonator and configured to drive the

source resonator to generate a magnetic field at a first frequency to transfer power to a wireless

power, an auxiliary amplifier that can be selectively connected to and disconnected from the

source resonator and configured to drive the source resonator to generate a magnetic field at a

second frequency different from the first frequency and non-resonant with the wireless power

receiver, and a controller configured to operate the system in one of two modes of operation,

where in a first mode of operation, the power amplifier drives the source resonator and electrical

power is transferred to the wireless power receiver, and where in a second mode of operation, the

auxiliary amplifier drives the source resonator and the controller is configured to determine

whether foreign object debris is present around the wireless power transfer system.

Embodiments of the systems can include any one or more of the following features.

The systems can include a tank circuit that isolates the power amplifier from the auxiliary

amplifier when the auxiliary amplifier is connected to the source resonator. The systems can

include one or more detectors each configured to generate an electrical signal based on the

magnetic field generated when the auxiliary amplifier drives the source resonator, where the

controller is configured to determine whether foreign object debris is present around the wireless

power transfer system based on each of the electrical signals.

Embodiments of the systems can also include any of the other features and aspects

disclosed herein, including features and aspects disclosed in connection with different

embodiments, in any combination as appropriate.

In a further aspect, the disclosure features wireless power transfer systems that include a

wireless power transfer source configured to generate a magnetic field to transfer power to a

wireless power receiver, one or more detectors each featuring a coil positioned in proximity to

the wireless power transfer source, and a controller configured to detect changes in inductance of

each of the one or more coils, and to determine based on the changes whether foreign object

debris is present around the wireless power transfer system.

Embodiments of the systems can include any one or more of the features and aspects

disclosed herein, including features and aspects disclosed in connection with different

embodiments, in any combination as appropriate.



In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, a foreign object debris

detection system may measure perturbations in the electromagnetic field around the resonators of

a wireless energy transfer system using magnetic field sensors and/or gradiometers. The sensors

and/or gradiometers may be positioned in the electromagnetic field of a wireless energy transfer

system. The sensors and/or gradiometers may be positioned to substantially cover an area over

which FOD should be detected. In an embodiment for a wireless power transfer system of a

vehicle, an area over which FOD should be detected may include a region of the underside of a

vehicle, or the entire underside of a vehicle, or a region larger than the underside of a vehicle, or

a region that may not be under the underside of a vehicle. The sensors and/or gradiometers may

include loops of wire and/or printed conductor traces forming loops, figure-8 loops, and/or

structures including one loop or multiple loops that generate an electrical signal proportional to

the amount of magnetic flux crossing the surface area enclosed by the loop and/or loops. The

loop and/or loops may be connected to high-input-impedance readout circuitry. The readout

circuitry may measure the voltage and/or the current and/or the relative phase of the voltages

and/or currents in the loops. In embodiments, a system may include multiple layers of loops to

increase the detection probability of FOD. In embodiments, the loops may be designed to

operate without significantly affecting characteristics of a wireless power transfer system such as

the perturbed quality factors of the resonators, the efficiency of the energy transfer, the amount

of power transferred, the amount of heat generated by the system, and the like.

In this disclosure, it is understood that a gradiometer is a type of sensor. A gradiometer

may include one or more detectors. For example, the one or more detectors can be used to detect

a magnetic field flux around the detector.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, a foreign object debris

detection system may measure perturbations in the electric field around the resonators of a

wireless energy transfer system using electric field sensors and/or gradiometers. The sensors

and/or gradiometers may be positioned in the electromagnetic field of a wireless energy transfer

system. The sensors and/or gradiometers may include lengths of wire and/or printed conductor

traces and/or any type of conducting path and they may include a single or multiple conducting

paths. The conducting path or paths may be constructed to substantially cover the area where

FOD may need to be detected. In an embodiment, an electric field sensor may be a single

conducting path that travels back and form across the FOD surface and in another embodiment



there may be multiple substantially straight conducting paths that traverse the FOD surface and

are sensed individually or after a parallel electrical connection and/or in a multiplexed manner.

The electric field sensors and/or gradiometers may be connected to high-input-impedance

readout circuitry. The readout circuitry may measure the voltage and/or the current and/or the

relative phase of the voltages and/or currents in the sensors. In embodiments, a system may

include multiple layers of sensors to increase the detection probability of FOD. In embodiments,

sensors may be designed to operate without significantly affecting characteristics of a wireless

power transfer system such as the perturbed quality factors of the resonators, the efficiency of the

energy transfer, the amount of power transferred, the amount of heat generated by the system,

and the like.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, there is provided a

wireless energy transfer system that may include at least one foreign object debris detection

system. The system may include at least one wireless energy transfer source configured to

generate an oscillating magnetic field. The foreign object debris may be detected by a field

sensor positioned in the oscillating electromagnetic field. The voltages and/or currents of the

field sensors may be measured using readout circuitry and a feedback loop based on the readings

from the sensors may be used to control the parameters of the wireless energy source.

In this disclosure, "FOD" is used to refer to foreign object debris. It is understood that

detecting FOD may be referred as foreign object detection and/or living object detection (LOD).

In the industry, it is becoming more common to refer to detecting living objects as LOD, rather

than FOD, but it is also generally recognized that FOD include a wide variety of materials and

objects. In this disclosure, it is understood that foreign objects may include living objects.

Accordingly, although the terms "FOD" and "LOD" are both used, it is understood that LOD

may be considered as detecting FOD. Techniques disclosed in relation to detecting FOD are

applicable to LOD, and vice versa. For example, an FOD sensor may be used as an LOD sensor,

and methods for using an FOD sensor are applicable to an LOD sensor. Further, in this

disclosure, a "living object" is an object that is composed, at least partially, of living organic

tissue, e.g., cells. A living object can be an entire organism (e.g., a human, an animal, a plant).

A living object can also be a portion of an organism (e.g., one or more limbs or body parts of a

human, animal, or plant). A living object can also include an object (or a portion thereof)



composed, at least partially, of organic tissue that was once living, but is now dead (e.g., a limb

of a tree, a body of an animal).

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram that shows a side view of a resonator with a resonator

cover providing passive FOD mitigation.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram that shows two loops of wire that may be used as

individual field sensors and that may be fashioned into a gradiometer that senses the difference

in the magnetic flux captured by the two individual field loops.

FIG. 3A is a schematic diagram that shows a two-lobe configuration of two small

conductor loops arranged to have opposed magnetic dipoles (such a structure may be referred to

as a magnetic quadrupole).

FIG. 3B is a schematic diagram that shows a 4-lobe configuration of aligned magnetic

quadrupoles.

FIG. 3C is a schematic diagram that shows a 4-lobe configuration of opposed

quadrupoles, sometimes referred to as an octupole.

FIG. 3D is a schematic diagram that shows a 4-lobe configuration of conductor loops

extending in a linear dimension.

FIG. 4A is a schematic diagram that shows a FOD detector array including loops with a

substantially square shape to achieve high area- fill factor.

FIG. 4B is a schematic diagram that shows an embodiment of a FOD detector with two

offset arrays, an arrangement that may be used to eliminate blind spots.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram that shows an exemplary FOD detector connected to a

readout circuit.

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram that shows an array of exemplary FOD detectors connected

to readout circuitry.

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram that shows an array of FOD detectors connected to readout

circuitry and a synchronization or reference loop.

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram that shows an example embodiment of FOD detector

loops.



FIGS. 9A-9C are graphs that show voltage measurement curves from a figure-8

gradiometer sensor.

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram that shows a block diagram of an exemplary EV charger

system.

FIGS. 1lA-1 1C are schematic diagrams that show asymmetrical sensors with different

shapes.

FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram that shows a symmetric arrangement of FOD sensors.

FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram that shows an asymmetric arrangement of FOD sensors.

FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram that shows another asymmetric arrangement of FOD

sensors.

FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram that shows a further asymmetric arrangement of FOD

sensors.

FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram that shows an exemplary layout of a FOD detection

sensor board.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram that shows an exemplary layout of a FOD detection

sensor board with shielding traces.

FIGS. 18A-18F are schematic diagrams that show different arrangements of sensors.

FIGS. 19A-19E are schematic diagrams that show different arrangements of sensors.

FIGS. 20A-20C are schematic diagrams that show different arrangements of sensors.

FIGS. 21A-21D are schematic diagrams that show different arrangements of sensors.

FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram that shows an arrangement of FOD sensors.

FIG. 23 is a flow chart that shows a series of steps for detecting high fields using field

sensors.

FIG. 24 is a flow chart that shows a series of steps for stand-alone FOD detection.

FIG. 25 is a flow chart that shows a series of steps for implementing different modes of

operation of a FOD detection system.

FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a combined foreign object debris

and living object debris detection system.

FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of control electronics that include a

computer system for detecting foreign object debris and/or living object debris.



FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram showing example arrangements of wireless power

transfer systems.

FIG. 29 is a schematic diagram showing example alignments between a source coil and a

device coil.

FIG. 30 is a set of plots of simulation results obtained by a FOD sensor board.

FIG. 3 1 is a set of plots showing the simulation results of FIG. 30 subtracted by a

baseline pattern.

FIG. 32 is a set of plots of simulation results with rescaled color bars.

FIG. 33 is a set of plots of simulation results obtained by a FOD sensor board.

FIG. 34 is a set of plots showing the simulation results of FIG. 33 subtracted by a

baseline pattern.

FIG. 35 is a set of plots of simulation results with rescaled color bars.

FIG. 36 is a set of plots of simulation results obtained by a FOD sensor board.

FIG. 3 is a set of plots of simulation results obtained by a FOD sensor board.

FIG. 38 is a set of plots of simulation results with rescaled color bars.

FIG. 39 is a set of plots showing the simulation results of FIG. 37 subtracted by a

baseline pattern.

FIG. 40 is a schematic diagram of a wireless power transfer system.

FIG. 4 1 is a set of plots of simulation results obtained by a FOD sensor board.

FIG. 42 is a schematic diagram of a source.

FIG. 43A is a schematic diagram of a LOD sensor arrangement.

FIG. 43B is a set of schematic diagrams of LOD sensors.

FIG. 44 is a set of schematic plots showing an example measurement of two sensors.

FIG. 45 is a schematic diagram of a source.

FIG. 46 is a flow chart showing a series of steps for detecting FOD in one operating

mode of a wireless power transfer system.

FIG. 47 is a flow chart showing a series of steps for detecting FOD in a second operating

mode of a wireless power transfer system.

FIG. 48 is a flow chart showing a series of steps for detecting FOD in a third operating

mode of a wireless power transfer system.

FIG. 49 is an isometric view of a source coil of a wireless power transfer system.



FIG. 50 is a schematic diagram of source and receiver coils of a wireless power transfer

system.

FIG. 51 is a plot of magnetic field strength in a plane parallel to, and displaced from, the

plane of the source coil of FIG. 49.

FIG. 52 is a plot of magnetic field strength in one quadrant of the plot of FIG. 51.

FIG. 53 is a schematic diagram of a detector array in which individual detectors include

different numbers of loops.

FIG. 54 is a schematic diagram of a wireless power transfer system that includes an

auxiliary magnetic field source.

FIG. 55 is a schematic diagram of a wireless power source that includes a power

amplifier and a switchable auxiliary amplifier.

FIG. 56 is a schematic diagram of an apparatus that detects FOD by measuring changes

in inductance of detector coils.

FIGS. 57A and 57B are schematic diagrams of embodiments of a FOD detection system.

FIGS. 58A and 58B are schematic diagrams of embodiments of a wireless power source

and FOD detection system.

FIGS. 59A and 59B are schematic diagrams of embodiments of one or more auxiliary

coils for a FOD detection system.

FIG. 59C is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a portion of one or more auxiliary

coils for a FOD detection system.

FIG. 59D is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of one or more auxiliary coils for a

FOD detection system and a wireless power source.

FIGS. 60A and 60B are schematic diagrams of embodiments of one or more auxiliary

coils for a FOD detection system.

FIG. 6 1 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of one or more auxiliary coils for a

FOD detection system.

FIG. 62 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of one or more auxiliary coils for a

FOD detection system.

FIGS. 63A and 63B are schematic diagrams of embodiments of portions of one or more

auxiliary coils for a FOD detection system.



Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements. It is understood

that the figures show exemplary embodiments even if it is not so stated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Wireless power transfer systems that rely on an oscillating magnetic field between two

coupled resonators can be efficient, non-radiative, and safe. Non-magnetic and/or non-metallic

objects that are inserted between the resonators may not substantially interact with the magnetic

field used for wireless energy transfer. In some embodiments, users of wireless power transfer

systems may wish to detect the presence of these "foreign objects" and may wish to control, turn

down, turn off, alarm, and the like, the wireless power transfer system. Metallic objects and/or

other objects inserted between the resonators may interact with the magnetic field of the wireless

power transfer system in a way that causes the metallic and/or other objects to perturb the

wireless energy transfer and/or to heat up substantially. In some embodiments, users of wireless

power transfer systems may wish to detect the presence of these "foreign objects" and may wish

to control, turn down, turn off, alarm, and the like, the wireless power transfer system. In certain

embodiments, a user may detect heating of a wireless power transfer system and control, turn

down, turn off, set an alarm of the system for safe operation. Techniques for wireless power

transfer, detecting the presence of foreign objects or detecting heating of a wireless power

transfer system are described, for example, in commonly owned U.S. patent application

13/608,956 filed on September 10, 2012 and entitled "Foreign Object Detection in Wireless

Energy Transfer Systems," U.S. provisional application 61/532,785 filed on September 9, 201 1

and entitled "Foreign Object Detection in Wireless Energy Transfer Systems," U.S. patent

application 12/899,281 filed on October 6, 2010 and entitled "Vehicle Charger Safety System

and Method," and U.S. patent application 12/567,716 field on September 25, 2009 and entitled

"Wireless Energy Transfer Systems," the contents of each of which are incorporated by

reference.

Foreign Object Debris (FOD) positioned in the vicinity of wireless power transfer

systems can be benign and/or may interact with the fields used for energy transfer in a benign

way. Examples of benign FOD may include dirt, sand, leaves, twigs, snow, grease, oil, water,

and other substances that may not interact significantly with a low-frequency magnetic field. In

embodiments, FOD may include objects that may interact with the fields used for wireless power



transfer in a benign way, but that may be restricted from the region very close to the resonators

of the wireless transfer systems because of perceived danger, or out of a preponderance of

caution. A common example of this type of FOD is a cat that may wish to sleep between the

resonators and/or the resonator coils of a wireless vehicle charging system. Although unlikely,

some may perceive a possibility of a human, especially a child, positioning themselves between

the resonators in a high-power system where the human exposure effects may exceed certain

exposure guidelines and regulations. In some cases, humans, animals, organic material, and the

like may be a type of FOD in a wireless power transfer system. In some embodiments, the

detection of living objects such as cats and people may be referred to as living object detection

(LOD). In embodiments, some FOD may interact with the magnetic field in a way that may

perturb the characteristics of the resonators used for energy transfer, may block or reduce the

magnetic fields used for energy transfer, or may create a fire and or burning hazard. In some

applications, special precautions may be necessary to avoid combustible metallic objects

becoming hot enough to ignite during high-power charging. Some metallic objects can heat up

and have enough heat capacity to cause a burn or discomfort to a person who might pick them up

while they are still hot. Examples include tools, coils, metal pieces, soda cans, steel wool, food

(chewing gum, burgers, etc.) wrappers, cigarette packs with metal foil, and the like.

Thus what are needed are methods and designs for detecting or mitigating the effects of

FOD in the vicinity of a wireless power transfer system.

Methods for mitigating FOD risks can be categorized as passive mitigation techniques

and active mitigation techniques. Passive mitigation techniques may be used to prevent FOD

from entering or remaining in the regions of high electromagnetic fields (e.g., magnetic, electric

fields). Passive mitigation techniques may lower the likelihood of FOD interacting hazardously

with electromagnetic fields. Active mitigation techniques may be used detect and react to the

presence of FOD.

In this disclosure, "wireless energy transfer" from one coil (e.g., resonator coil) to

another coil (e.g., another resonator coil) refers to transferring energy to do useful work (e.g.,

mechanical work) such as powering electronic devices, vehicles, lighting a light bulb or charging

batteries. Similarly, "wireless power transfer" from one coil (e.g., resonator coil) to another

resonator (e.g., another resonator coil) refers to transferring power to do useful work (e.g.,

mechanical work) such as powering electronic devices, vehicles, lighting a light bulb or charging



batteries. Both wireless energy transfer and wireless power transfer refer to the transfer (or

equivalently, the transmission) of energy to provide operating power that would otherwise be

provided through a connection to a power source, such as a connection to a main voltage source.

Accordingly, with the above understanding, the expressions "wireless energy transfer" and

"wireless power transfer" are used interchangeably in this disclosure. It is also understood that,

"wireless power transfer" and "wireless energy transfer" can be accompanied by the transfer of

information; that is, information can be transferred via an electromagnetic signal along with the

energy or power to do useful work.

In some embodiments, a wireless power transfer system may utilize a source resonator to

wirelessly transmit power to a receiver resonator. In certain embodiments, the wireless power

transfer may be extended by multiple source resonators and/or multiple device resonators and/or

multiple intermediate (also referred as "repeater" resonators.) The resonators can be

electromagnetic resonator which are capable of storing energy in electromagnetic fields (e.g.,

electric, magnetic fields). Any one of the resonators can have a resonant frequency f = ω/2π, an

intrinsic loss rate Γ, and a Q-factor Q = ω/(2Γ) (also referred as "intrinsic" Q-factor in this

disclosure), where ω is the angular resonant frequency. A resonant frequency f of a resonator,

for example, in a power source or power receiver of the system, can have a capacitance and

inductance that defines its resonant frequency f .

In some embodiments, any one of a source, receiver, repeater resonator can have a Q-

factorthat is a high Q-factor where Q>100 (e.g., Q>100, Q>200, Q>300, Q>500, Q>1000). For

example, the wireless power transfer system can include a power source having one or more

source resonators, and at least one of the source resonators having a Q-factor of Qi>100 (e.g.,

Qi>100, Qi>200, Qi>300, Qi>500, Qi>1000). The wireless power transfer system can include a

power receiver having one or more receiver resonators, and at least one of the receiver resonators

having a Q-factor of Q2> 100 (e.g., Q2>100, Q2>200, Q2>300, Q2>500, Q2>1000). The system

can include ate least one receiver resonator having a Q-factor of Q >100 (e.g., Q >100, Q >200,

Q >300, Q >500, Q >1000). Utilizing high Q-factor resonators can lead to large energy

coupling between at least some or all of the resonators in the wireless power transfer system.

The high Q factors can lead to strong coupling between resonators such that the "coupling time"

between the resonators is shorter than the "loss time" of the resonators. In this approach, energy

can be transferred efficiently between resonators at a faster rate than the energy loss rate due to



losses (e.g., heating loss, radiative loss) of the resonators. In certain embodiments, a geometric

mean can be larger than 100 (e.g., >2 , / ¾ >300, >5 ,

1000) where i andj refer to a pair of source-receiver resonator, source-repeater

resonator or repeater-receiver resonators (e.g., i=\,j=2, or z'=l , '=3, or z'=2, '=3.) Any one of the

resonators can include coils described in the following sections. Techniques for utilizing high-Q

resonators are described, for example, in commonly owned U.S. patent application 12/567,716

field on September 25, 2009 and entitled "Wireless Energy Transfer Systems," the contents of

which are incorporated by reference.

Passive Mitigation Techniques

Passive mitigation techniques may be used to keep FOD from entering the regions

between resonators or specific regions of high electromagnetic field, thereby preventing the

interaction of the FOD with the electromagnetic fields.

By way of additional exemplary embodiments, the design of a resonator cover in a

wireless power transfer system may provide a passive FOD mitigation technique. In

embodiments the enclosure of a source and/or device and/or repeater resonator may be shaped to

prevent FOD from coming close to the areas of the resonators and/or the resonator coils where

the electromagnetic field may be large. In embodiments, a resonator enclosure may be thick

enough to keep external objects from getting closer than a specified distance from the resonator

or resonator coil. For example, the enclosure may include extra enclosure material and/or an air

gap and/or potting materials and/or other objects and/or materials between the resonator coil and

the outside surface of the resonator. In embodiments, the distance from the resonator coil

surface to the enclosure surface may be 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 5 mm and the like. In embodiments, the

distance between the top resonator coil surface and the top enclosure surface and the bottom

resonator coil surface and the bottom enclosure surface may be different. In embodiments, the

resonator coil may be positioned substantially in the middle of the thinnest dimension of the

resonator enclosure. In other embodiments, the resonator coil may be positioned substantially

offset from the middle of the thinnest dimension of the resonator enclosure. In embodiments, a

resonator coil may be positioned substantially away from a surface that may be exposed to FOD.

In embodiments, the resonator enclosure may include a keep-out zone providing for a minimum



distance between FOD and the resonator components. The keep-out zone may be sufficiently

large to ensure that the fields at the outside of the keep-out zone are sufficiently small to not

cause safety or performance concerns.

A resonator enclosure may be designed to be curved, angled, or shaped to force any FOD

on the enclosure to roll off the surface of the enclosure or cover and away from the resonator

and/or high electromagnetic fields. The resonator enclosure may be shaped or positioned to allow

gravity to pull objects away from the resonators. In some embodiments, the enclosures and

position of the resonators may be designed to use other natural or omnipresent forces to move

FOD away. For example, the force of water currents, wind, vibration, and the like may be used

to prevent FOD from accumulating or staying in unwanted regions around resonators. In

embodiments, the resonator surfaces where FOD may accumulate may be arranged to be

substantially perpendicular to the ground so that objects may not naturally rest and accumulate

on the resonators.

An example resonator cover providing a degree of passive FOD protection is shown in

FIG. 1. A magnetic resonator 104 of a wireless power transfer system may be surrounded with

or enclosed by or placed under a shaped cover 102. The cover 102 may be shaped to force FOD

106 to roll down the cover 102 due to the force of gravity. The shape of the cover 102 may

prevent FOD 106 from accumulating on top of the cover 102 and/or in the vicinity of the

resonator 104 by forcing any FOD to the sides of the resonator and/or away from the regions

surrounding the resonator where the magnitude of the electromagnetic fields is high enough to

cause a hazardous condition due to heating of or interaction with the FOD. In embodiments, the

FOD may be forced far enough away from the high field regions to no longer pose a risk of

being heated and/or ignited by the fields and/or of interacting negatively with the fields. In some

embodiments, the cover may include portions shaped as cones, pyramids, mounds, ovals,

spheres, and the like. In some embodiments, the cover may include materials that are slippery,

such as Tefion®, for example, to make it difficult for FOD to remain situated between the source

and device resonators.

In other exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, a passive FOD technique may include

sizing the resonators and/or resonator components to reduce the maximum electromagnetic field

density (e.g., magnetic field density, electric field density) anywhere in the region of wireless

power exchange below a desired limit. In some embodiments, relatively large resonator coils



may be used to mitigate a subset of FOD risks. For a fixed level of power transfer the use of

larger resonator coils may reduce the electromagnetic field strength per unit area required to

transfer a certain amount of power wirelessly. For example, the maximum electromagnetic field

strength generated by a source may be reduced below a threshold where heating or other hazards

may be known to occur. Passive mitigation techniques may not always be possible or practical or

sufficient. For example, reducing a FOD hazard by increasing a resonator size may not be

practical owing to the system cost or weight constraints or to the desire to integrate a resonator

into a system of a specified volume. However, even in applications where a completely passive

technique may not be possible, practical and/or sufficient, passive mitigation techniques may be

used to at least partially reduce the FOD risk and may be complementary to active mitigation

techniques. In some applications, only active mitigation techniques may be utilized.

Active Mitigation Techniques

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, an active mitigation

technique for FOD may include a detection system that may detect certain objects, certain types

of objects, metallic objects, organic objects, hot objects, perturbations in resonator parameters,

and/or perturbations in magnetic field distributions.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, FOD, such as metallic

objects, may be of sufficient size, extent, and/or material composition to perturb the efficiency

or power transfer capabilities of a wireless energy transfer system. In such cases, the presence of

said FOD may be determined by examining the change in one or more of the voltage, current,

and/or power associated with a source resonator and/or device resonator and/or repeater

resonator of a wireless power system. One or more of the source, device, or repeater resonators

may have an intrinsic quality factor of at least 100 (e.g., at least 200, at least 500). Some FOD

may perturb the parameters of the resonators used for energy transfer and/or may perturb the

characteristics of the energy transfer. A FOD may change the impedance of a resonator for

example. In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, these perturbations may

be detected by measuring the voltage, current, power, phase, impedance, frequency, and the like

of the resonators and the wireless energy transfer. Changes or deviations from expected or

predicted values may be used to detect the presence of FOD. In an exemplary embodiment,



dedicated FOD sensors may not be needed to detect and react to FOD in a wireless power

system.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, FOD may only weakly

perturb the wireless energy transfer and may not be substantially detectable by monitoring

electrical parameters of the resonators and/or the characteristics of the wireless energy transfer.

Such objects can still create a hazard, however. For example, FOD that only weakly interacts

with the magnetic field may still heat up substantially. The FOD may heat up due to the

magnetic field or electric field generated during the wireless energy transfer. An example of a

FOD that may only weakly interact with the electromagnetic field but that may experience

significant heating is a metal-foil-and-paper wrapper such as is often found in chewing gum and

cigarette packages and as is often used to wrap food from fast food establishments such as

Burger King and Kentucky Fried Chicken. When placed between the resonators of a 3.3-kW

wireless energy vehicle charging system, a chewing gum wrapper may not be detectable by

examining the electrical parameters associated with the resonators and/or the energy transfer

system. However, said wrapper may still absorb enough power to rapidly heat and for the paper

backing to eventually burn.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, an active mitigation

system for FOD may include temperature sensors to detect hot spots, hot areas, and/or hot

objects on and/or near-by a wireless energy transfer system. A system may include any number

of temperature sensors, infrared detectors, cameras, and the like to detect a heat source, heat

gradient and the like in and around a wireless energy transfer system. In embodiments, hot

object sensing may be used alone or in addition to other active and/or passive mitigation

techniques and can be used to further improve the detectability of heated FOD and/or reduce the

false-alarm rate of other active FOD detection systems.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, an active mitigation

system for FOD objects that only weakly perturb the electromagnetic field between two

resonators may include sensors for measuring small changes in the magnetic field in the

proximity of the FOD objects. For example, a metal-foil-and-paper chewing gum wrapper may

not substantially alter the magnetic flux between two resonators, but it might substantially alter

the magnetic flux through a smaller sensor coil or loop or sensor or gradiometer if it covered

and/or blocked any portion of the coil or loop area or sensor or gradiometer. In embodiments,



local disturbances in the magnetic field caused by the presence of FOD may be detected by

measuring magnetic field changes, variations, gradients, and the like, in the vicinity of the FOD.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, a FOD sensor may be

realized using a small wire loop 202 as shown in FIG. 2 . Such a sensor may be placed on or

near the resonators used for wireless energy transfer. During operation, a wireless energy

transfer system may generate a magnetic field that may pass through the loop. The loop may

develop a voltage proportional to the amount of magnetic flux threading the inside of the loop

208. In some embodiments, a voltage induced in a loop may be less than 5V. In another

embodiment, a voltage induced in a loop may be less than 10V. If, for example, a chewing gum

wrapper is placed so that it partially covers the loop and/or or deflects and/or absorbs magnetic

flux near the loop, then the voltage developed by the loop may change and the change in voltage

may be detected and determined to indicate the presence of FOD. In embodiments, a conducting

loop may be used to indicate the presence of FOD in a wireless power transfer system.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, a FOD sensor may be

realized using two small wire loops 202, 204 as shown in FIG. 2 . Such a sensor may be placed

on or near the resonators used for wireless energy transfer. During operation, a wireless energy

transfer system may generate a magnetic field that may pass through the two loops. Each

individual loop may develop a voltage proportional to the amount of time-varying magnetic flux

threading the inside of each loop 206, 208. The difference between the voltages developed by

the two loops may be, to first order, proportional to the gradient of the magnetic field in

proximity to the loops. If the two loops are placed in a region of substantially uniform field and

the loops are substantially similar, then the difference between the magnitudes of the voltages

developed by the two loops may be very small. If, for example, a chewing gum wrapper is

placed so that it partially covers one of the loops but not the other, then the difference in voltage

developed by the two loops may be larger than when the wrapper was not present because the

metallic foil of the gum wrapper may deflect or/or absorb some of the magnetic flux that would

have normally passed through that loop. In some embodiments, the magnetic flux passing

through a loop may be less than 6*10 6 T-m 2 .

In embodiments, the output signals developed by the two loops may be subtracted from

each other so that the structure formed by the combination of the loops produces a small signal

when the sensed field is substantially uniform, and a measurably larger signal when there is a



gradient in the field between the two loops. When the loops and/or coils are configured to

generate a signal in the presence of a field gradient and/or a non-uniform or substantially non

uniform field, they may be referred to as being arranged as a gradiometer. Note the signals

from different loops may be subtracted using analog circuitry, digital circuitry, processors,

comparators, and the like. Note that the loops may be connected together in a specific

configuration, such as in a figure-8 configuration, so that the voltage induced by the magnetic

field crossing the surface area of one of the loops is approximately equal and opposite to the

voltage induced by the magnetic field crossing the area of one of the other loops in the sensor.

The sensitivity of the sensor and/or gradiometer may be related to the magnitude and/or phase

of the voltage difference between the two loops.

Note that a so-called "figure-8" conducting loop may be formed by taking one large

conducting loop, pinching it in the middle so that the one large loop forms two approximately

equal-sized smaller loops, and then twisting one loop relative to the other by 180 degrees, or an

odd multiple of 180 degrees. In embodiments, the figure-8 conducting loops may be realized

using any type of conducting traces including, but not limited to, wire, Litz wire, conducting

tubing, PCB traces, conducting inks, gels, paints, ribbons and the like.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, the sensitivity of the loop

and/or coil and/or sensor and/or gradiometer may be adjusted to preferentially detect objects of

a given size, or above a given size. The sensitivity may be adjusted to reduce false detection

rates, to lower the noise of a detection system, and/or to operate over a range of frequencies. In

embodiments, the size and shape of the loops may be adjusted to adjust the sensitivity of the

sensor. For example, the loops of a sensor may be smaller to lower background signals and to

improve sensitivity to smaller FOD. However, if the sensor loops are too small, some FOD

may completely cover all the loops of the sensor, so that a signal may not be produced by the

FOD. Such scenarios may be mitigated by using multiple FOD sensors and positioning them

throughout the region where FOD should be detected. Then, even when one FOD sensor does

not detect the FOD, it is likely that at least one other sensor will. In the example given above,

the larger FOD may completely cover some sensors, but only partially cover others. The

sensors that are partially covered may detect the FOD, and the system can be programmed to

react appropriately. In embodiments, the loops may be adjusted to include more turns and/or to

include additional loops, such as four loops, or eight loops for example. In embodiments, the



loops may be positioned to have rotational symmetry or they may be arranged in a linear

arrangement or they may be shaped to fill a region of any size and shape. In embodiments, the

loops may be substantially two dimensional and in other embodiments that may be extended in

a third dimension to improve performance. For example, loop sensors may be realized on a

printed circuit board (PCB) and multiple loop sensors may be realized on one layer (or two to

form the figure-8), or multiple loops sensors may be realized on more than two layers of a PCB.

In embodiments where the magnetic field density may be non-uniform in the locations

where gradiometers may be placed and/or where other gradiometer and/or loop designs may be

implemented, the presence of metallic objects may result in amplitude and/or phase changes in

waveforms corresponding to the difference between the two loop voltages. In embodiments, the

loops may have a plurality of turns. In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting

embodiments, the loop areas 206, 208 may be sized according to the magnetic field strength of a

wireless energy transfer system, the desired sensitivity of the detection method, the complexity

of the system and the like. If the metallic FOD is substantially smaller than the loop area, only a

weak signal may arise when the FOD is present. This weak signal may risk being overwhelmed

by noise or interfering signals. If the loop is sized to be on the order of (e.g. within a factor of 3)

of the minimum FOD size to be detected, then the signal may be sufficiently large for detection

with low false-alarm rate. In embodiments, a FOD sensor and/or gradiometer may include one

or more loops of different sizes, shapes and/or arrangements. In embodiments, a FOD sensor

may include regions with one sensor, more than one sensor or no sensor.

In an exemplary and non- limiting embodiment, an arrangement of FOD sensors may be

optimized via an algorithm, computing systems, user or market feedback data, testing, etc.

In accordance with exemplary and non- limiting embodiments, another way to measure a

field gradient in the vicinity of a metallic object may be to create a coil (also referred to as a

loop) in a fashion that directly outputs a voltage that may be proportional to the local gradient in

the magnetic field. Such a coil may serve the purpose of the two coils depicted in FIG. 2, but

may require only one voltage measurement. If, for example, one were to double the area of one

of the loops depicted in FIG. 2 and then twist it into a figure-8 shape where each lobe of the

figure-8 had approximately equal area, but the voltage induced in each lobe by the local

magnetic field is opposite in sign, then the voltage developed across its two terminals can be

proportional to the difference in magnetic flux between the two lobes. If the magnetic flux



passing through both loops is substantially equal, then the output signal from the sensor may be

substantially zero. FIGS. 3A-3D depict some exemplary configurations of twisted loops that

may be capable of directly creating a voltage that may be proportional to a local gradient in the

strength and/or density of the magnetic field.

The two loops shown in FIG. 2 may be referred to as magnetic dipoles and the loops in

FIG. 3A may be referred to as gradiometers and/or magnetic quadrupoles and the loops in FIG.

3B may be referred to as gradiometers and/or octupoles. The quadrupole configuration may

develop a voltage proportional to the magnetic field gradient in the left-to-right orientation. The

4-lobe configurations can be configured to measure field gradients (FIG. 3B), and gradients of

field gradients (FIG. 3C). FIG. 3D is representative of embodiments where multiple lobes may

extend along a linear dimension to cover a FOD detection area that is rectangular, for example.

Multiple sensors configured as shown in FIG. 3D may be configured in arrays to cover FOD

detection areas of any shape and size. In embodiments, higher-order multipoles with an even

number of lobes can also be configured to measure spatial perturbations to the magnetic field. In

embodiments, the lobes depicted in FIG. 3A-3D may use multiple turns of a conductor, a wire, a

conducting trace and the like.

Each of these configurations can accomplish the goal of measuring magnetic field

perturbations due to the presence of FOD. The configurations with multiple lobes may cover

more area (detect FOD in more locations) without substantially reducing the likelihood of

detecting FOD of similar characteristic size to the lobes.

The loop configurations in FIG. 2 and FIGS. 3A-3D are depicted as circular but loops of

any shape and size may be utilized. If it is desirable that multi-loop configurations produce as

close to zero net current and/or net voltage when FOD is not present, then the cross-sectional

area of each of the loops should be designed to capture equal amounts of flux. In substantially

uniform magnetic fields, the loop areas may be substantially equal. If the loops are placed in

substantially non-uniform magnetic fields, then the loop areas may be adjusted to be smaller

where the field is stronger and larger where the field is weaker so that the voltage induced in

each loop is substantially equal in magnitude and opposite in sign.

In embodiments, a sensor array may be calibrated and the signal output from the sensor

may be processed in order to improve the performance of the sensor array. For example, if a

FOD detection algorithm utilizes a change in a sensor output as a control signal, the sensor can



be configured to have its output signal when no FOD is present to be as close to zero as

possible. As mentioned above, the output signal may be very close to zero if the signals on the

individual sensor lobes substantially cancel each other out. This may increase the dynamic

range of the sensor. If the signals developed by the sensors when no FOD is present are not

substantially zero, then they may be said to have a "background offset" and the signals may be

processed in the detection circuitry and the offsets may be removed. In embodiments, different

sensors in an array may have different background offsets. In embodiments, the background

offsets may be determined in a calibration procedure

Shapes other than circles may be well suited for arrays with high-area fill factor.

Examples include squares, rectangles, hexagons, and other shapes that tile with little interstitial

space in between them. FIG. 4A shows an example of square-shaped coils where the array is

assumed to extend further than shown and to have an equal number ofplus and minus loops.

The purpose of the "+" and "-"signs in the figure is to indicate the relative signs of the

induced voltages on the loops. Thus, a figure-8 sensor in a uniform field will be represented by

two connected lobes, one marked as plus and the other minus because the lobes are configured

so that the signal induced by the field in one loop substantially cancels the signal induced by the

field in the other. That is, the plus and minus signs indicate a relative sign of the induced

voltages at a given moment in time. Note that in an oscillating magnetic field, the sign of the

induced voltages in a single loop or lobe is changing at the same frequency as the magnetic field

oscillation. That is, if an induced voltage is positive, i.e. in the "plus" direction, at one point in

time, the induced voltage is of opposite sign one half a cycle (t /2) later (tc = X/f= 2π/ = λ/c).

Therefore, the purpose of the "plus" and "minus" signs in the figure is to indicate that the

instantaneous voltages induced in a set of loops have either the same relative sign, as would be

the case for two "plus" loops and/or two "minus" loops, or have opposing signs, as would be the

case for a "plus" and "minus" loop.

In this disclosure, it is understood that a "blind spot" can refer to an area where one or

more sensors may not be able to detect a piece of FOD (e.g., debris) due to the arrangement of

the one or more sensors. For the configuration shown in FIG. 4A, a symmetrical piece of FOD

can be placed in certain positions between adjacent loops so that the field perturbation may not

generate a detectable magnetic field gradient. An example of such a so-called "blind spot" is

depicted in FIG. 4A. In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, a second



layer of arrayed loops may be placed above and/or below a first layer and may be translated

laterally as shown in FIG. 4B. The amount of translation may be chosen so that the "blind

spots" of the first layer of sensors may correspond to locations of maximum detectability or at

least adequate detectability for the second layer. In embodiments, the translation may be any

translation than improves the likelihood of detection of the FOD relative to the single array

detection probability. In this way, the likelihood of having substantial blind spots where a piece

of FOD may not be detectable may be reduced. Similar schemes of one or more translated

arrays can achieve roughly the same advantage in reducing blind spots. The orientations of the

loops in multiple arrays may also be changed to handle non-uniform magnetic fields.

In embodiments, layers of arrayed loops may have similar sized and/or shaped loops. In

other embodiments, layers of arrayed loops may have different sized and/or shaped loops. In

embodiments with layers of arrayed loops with different sizes and/or shapes, it may not be

necessary to translate the arrayed loops in order to reduce the impact of "blind spots" and/or

improve the likelihood of detection of the FOD.

In embodiments the individual loops or lobes of the dipoles, quadrupoles, octupoles, and

the like may be of multiple sizes and/or of non-uniform sizes. In embodiments where the

gradiometer may cover areas of non-uniform magnetic field the loops may be sized to ensure a

minimal voltage at the output of the gradiometer loops when no FOD is present. The loops may

be sized such that a larger loop is positioned in an area of weaker magnetic field and the smaller

loops are positioned in the areas of higher magnetic field. In embodiments the loops may be

sized such that a larger loop is positioned in an area of more uniform magnetic field and a

smaller loop is positioned in an area of less uniform magnetic field. In embodiments, the size of

the gradiometers in a sensor array may vary. In embodiments, smaller gradiometers may be

positioned in areas of less uniform magnetic fields. In embodiments, smaller gradiometers may

be positioned in areas of larger magnetic field strength to provide detection capability of smaller

FOD items, and larger gradiometers may be placed in areas of smaller magnetic field strength

where it may only be desired to detect larger items of FOD.

FIGS. 11A, 1IB, 11C show several asymmetrical FOD sensor designs. The sensors may

be shaped and sized to provide for a substantially zero voltage signal during normal operation

when positioned in a non-uniform magnetic field. In an array of sensors 1202 on a board or

across a region designed for FOD detection, FOD sensors 1204 may be arranged symmetrically



throughout the region as shown in FIG. 12. In some embodiments the FOD sensors may be

arranged asymmetrically as shown in FIGS. 13, 14 and 15. In embodiments the sensors may be

positioned closer together in areas of high magnetic field and spaced further apart in areas of

low magnetic field. For example, it may be desirable to have more sensors and/or higher

sensitivity sensors in regions of highest field where FOD is most likely to be heated or to

interact negatively with the field. In embodiments, there may be no reason to reduce the

amount and/or type of sensors in the lower field regions. In some embodiments, it may be

desirable to reduce the number of FOD sensors in an array. For example, if the sensors take up

space that may be utilized for other circuitry, or if the sensors require components that add

expense to a system, or for any such practical consideration, then it may be preferable to design

a FOD system that includes multiple individual FOD sensors whose individual designs and

placement within the array are specially designed. While some examples of such uniform and

non-uniform arrays are described herein, they are just a few of many examples within the scope

of the disclosed techniques.

In accordance with exemplary and non- limiting embodiments, an array of FOD sensors

may include multiple types of sensors. In embodiments, a FOD sensor may include single loop

sensors and/or dipole loop sensors/gradiometers and/or quadrupole loop sensors/gradiometers

and/or octupole loop sensors/gradiometers and so on. Some areas of the FOD sensor may

include no sensors and/or gradiometers. A FOD sensor may include temperature sensors,

organic material sensors, electric field sensors, magnetic field sensors, capacitive sensors,

magnetic sensors, inductive sensors, motion sensors, weight sensors, pressure sensors, water

sensors, vibration sensors, optical sensors, and the like, and any combination of sensors.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, an active mitigation

system for FOD that only weakly perturb the electromagnetic field between two resonators may

include sensors for measuring small changes in the capacitance of capacitive elements in the

proximity of the FOD. For example, an object (e.g., organic, metallic material) placed on or

near a wireless power transfer system may not substantially alter the magnetic flux between two

resonators, but it might substantially alter the self-capacitance and/or mutual-capacitance of a

length of conducting material in its vicinity. In general, when two objects - such as a length of

conductive material and an organic or metallic object - approach one another (but remain

separated by a dielectric material such as air), the capacitance of both objects changes, an effect



referred to as "mutual capacitance". Sensitive capacitance detectors can be used to detect

changes in the capacitance of either object (i.e., as a voltage change, or a direct capacitance

measurement), thereby detecting the approach of the objects to one another. Using such

methods, in certain embodiments, local disturbances to the capacitive value of a capacitive

element caused by the presence of FOD may be detected by detecting capacitance changes,

variations, gradients, and the like, in the vicinity of the FOD. Such methods are particularly

useful for detecting organic objects (e.g., living objects), which typically do not significantly

perturb magnetic fields.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, a FOD sensor may be

realized using a length of wire 1802 as a capacitive element as shown in FIG. 18A. The length

of wire may have a different capacitance when there is no object in its proximity than when

there is an object (e.g., organic, metallic material). If the length of wire 1802 is integrated with

a circuit that can measure and/or react to its change in capacitance in the proximity of the

object, then the length of wire may be referred to as a capacitive sensor. If the length of wire is

placed in an area and/or region of a wireless power transfer system, then its capacitance changes

may be used to indicate the presence of certain types of FOD in that area and/or region of

wireless power transfer. In embodiments, a length of conductive material with a capacitance that

is related to the proximity of certain materials may be used to indicate the presence of FOD in a

wireless power transfer system.

In embodiments, any type of material and/or structure that has a capacitance value that

may be related to the proximity of certain types of materials may be used in the capacitive

sensors envisioned here. A length of wire or any type of conducting path may be attractive

because it may be designed to have a sensing area of almost any size and shape and because its

performance should not be degraded in the presence of the electromagnetic fields of a wireless

power transfer system. Also, the wire/conducting trace's capacitance may be changed when

material such as organic material is near-by but not necessarily touching the sensor. In

embodiments, a wire/conducting trace sensor may detect organic material that is not in physical

contact with a resonator or resonator enclosure of a wireless power transfer system. In

embodiments, wires/traces for use in a capacitive sensor may be integrated into circuits, PCBs,

housings, modules, subsystems, and the like, of a wireless power transfer system.



In this disclosure, it is understood that a wire is an exemplary embodiment and that any

type of conducting material, including but not limited to, solid wire, stranded wire, conducting

tubing, printed circuit board traces, conducting inks, gels, paints, epoxies, and the like, are also

suitable capacitive elements for the disclosed techniques described herein.

In embodiments, a capacitive sensor may include one or more capacitive elements. FIGS.

18A-F show several examples of capacitive elements. FIG. 18A shows an embodiment where a

capacitive element 1802 may be of an asymmetrical and/or irregular shape. FIG. 18B shows an

embodiment where a capacitive element 1804 may be of a sinusoidal shape and may be

arranged to cover a region 1806 over which FOD should be detected. FIG. 18C shows an

embodiment in which a capacitive element 1804 is arranged over FOD sensors 1204. FIGS.

18D through 18F show embodiments of an organization of one or more capacitive elements. For

example, data from the one or more capacitive elements may be measured at one or more points

and may be processed in one or more levels. FIG. 18D shows an embodiment where data

measured at points 1808, 1810, 1812, and 1814 may be processed at a central or primary level

of processing 1824. FIGS. 18E and 18F show an embodiment where data measured at points

1808, 1810, 1812, 1814, and 1815 may be processed at a primary (processor 1824) and/or

secondary (processors 1816 to 1822) levels of processing. In some embodiments, the data from

some points may be averaged and compared with others. For example, FIG. 18E shows an

embodiment where points 1808 and 1810 may be averaged to be compared to the average of

points 1812 and 1814 and may be further compared to point 1815.

The size of the capacitive elements can generally be selected as desired to permit

detection of living objects. In some embodiments, for example, a power source generates a

magnetic field that extends through a plane in which the capacitive elements are positioned.

The field has a cross-sectional field intensity distribution with a full-width at half maximum in

the plane. The capacitive elements can be positioned in the plane so that a circular perimeter of

minimum size in the plane that encircles the capacitive elements has an enclosed area in the

plane that is 100% or more (e.g., 110% or more, 120% or more, 130% or more, 140% or more,

150% or more, 175% or more, 200% or more) of the full-width at half maximum of the cross-

sectional field distribution. In particular, by positioning some or all of the capacitive elements

near the edges of the field distribution (e.g., near the edges of the power source and/or the



power receiver), the capacitive elements can be used to detect living objects before the objects

enter the region between the power source and the power receiver.

In general, both the power receiver and the power source can include one or more

resonators, each of which can include one or more coils. In some embodiments, a total cross-

sectional area of the resonators of the power receiver can be 80% or more (e.g., 100% or more,

120% or more, 140% or more, 150% or more, 175% or more, 200% or more) of a full-width at

half maximum cross-sectional area of the magnetic field generated by the power source at the

position of the power receiver.

To transfer power to the power receiver, the power source generates a magnetic field (i.e.,

a flux of magnetic field lines) between the power source and power receiver. In some

embodiments, the power source is configured to generate a magnetic flux of at least 6.25 µΤ

(e.g., 7 µΤ , 8 µΤ , 9 µΤ , 10 µΤ , 12 µΤ , 15 µΤ , 20 µΤ , 30 µΤ , 40 µΤ , 50 µΤ) between the power

source and the power receiver (i.e., at one or more points between the power source and the

power receiver).

Referring for example to FIG. 18C, in some embodiments, FOD sensors 1204 are

positioned in a first plane between a power source and power receiver, and capacitive elements

1804 are positioned in a second plane between the power source and power receiver. The first

and second planes can be the same or different planes. Either or both planes can be positioned

closer to the power source, closer to the power receiver, or equidistant between the source and

receiver in the region between the source and receiver.

FIGS. 19A-E show other exemplary and non-limiting embodiments of capacitive

elements. In FIG. 19A, the boxed area 1902 may represent an exemplary area or region over

which FOD should be detected. In this embodiment, a capacitive element 1802 may be realized

by a single wire that meanders back and forth across the FOD detection area, e.g., forming a

serpentine pathway. FIGS. 19B and 19C show alternate embodiments. FIG. 19D shows a

similar embodiment to 19A, but the spacing between the wire paths is smaller while the spacing

shown in FIG. 19E is larger. As in the case of the magnetic FOD sensor described above, the

size, shape, arrangement, and placement of the sensors may impact the sensitivity of the FOD

sensors. For example, a small block of organic material placed over the sensor shown in FIG.

19D may be detected everywhere in the region 1902, whereas that same material placed over

the sensor in FIG. 19E may not be detected in the areas highlighted by the dashed circles. In



some embodiments, it may be desirable to detect very small pieces of FOD and the sensor

design of FIG. 19D may be preferable. In some embodiments, it may be desirable to detect only

larger pieces of FOD, and using a detector that detects smaller FOD or that has higher

sensitivity to other types of FOD may cause detection errors or false positives, so a sensor

design more similar to that shown in FIG. 19E may be preferable.

One way to describe the features of a capacitive sensor is by the spacing between wires or

wire segments across the length of the FOD array, the width of the FOD array and the height

(for 3-D arrangements) of the FOD array. In FIG. 19A, the wire pattern that forms the

capacitive element shows substantially equal spacing between the segments of the sensor along

the length (AL) and along the width (AW). If the sensor included segments that went out of the

plane shown as the FOD region 1902, the sensor may be described as having height segment

spacing (∆Η) . The capacitive elements shown in FIGS. 19A-E are arranged to substantially fill

the FOD detection region and may give similar sensitivity throughout the FOD region.

Depending on the application, it may be preferable to have regions in the FOD area where the

sensors are more sensitive and there may be regions where FOD detection is not required.

Exemplary embodiments of those types of sensors are shown in FIGS. 20A-C.

In embodiments, a capacitive element may have segments with varying spacing along the

length, width, and height of a FOD sensor. FIGS. 20A-C show several examples of the FOD

sensor. Sensor 1802 shown in FIG. 20A may have higher sensitivity to small pieces of FOD on

either side than at the center of the FOD region 1902. Sensor 1802 in FIG. 20B may have higher

sensitivity to small pieces of FOD in the center than at the sides of the FOD region 1902.

Sensor 1802 in FIG. 20C may have higher sensitivity to small pieces of FOD in the corners than

at the center of the FOD region 1902. Sensors shown in FIGS. 20A-C may be described as

having more than one segment spacing and/or as having variable segment spacing. In

embodiments, capacitive elements for a FOD detector may have at least two width segment

spacings (AWi, W2, AWn) . In embodiments, capacitive elements for a FOD detector may

have at least two length segment spacings (ALi, L2, ...,AL ) . In embodiments, capacitive

elements for a FOD detector may have at least two height segment spacings (∆Ηι , ∆Η2, ..., ∆Η ) .

In embodiments, capacitive elements for a FOD detector may have any combination of constant

and varied segment spacing.



As in the magnetic field sensors described above, the capacitive elements may be

arranged in substantially a two-dimensional (2D) plane (i.e., the same plane or a different plane

as a plane containing one or more loops of conductive material, as discussed above) or they may

be arranged in 3D. FIGS. 21A-D show exemplary embodiments of capacitive elements 1802

that traverse an area 1902 in two different directions. In embodiments, the conductors of these

capacitive elements may preferably be isolated from each other so that circulating currents may

not be induced by the electromagnetic field of a wireless power transfer system. Therefore,

such elements might be realized using insulated wires that are stacked on top of each other

and/or they may be realized by fabricating the elements of different layers of a printed circuit

board.

In embodiments, capacitive and inductive sensors may operate in the absence of an

oscillating wireless power transfer electromagnetic field. For example, the capacitive sensors

described above may operate in a similar manner in the presence of an oscillating

electromagnetic field used for wireless power transfer and in the absence of the oscillating

electromagnetic field. The sensors may be used to detect FOD in wireless power transfer

regions where the electromagnetic fields are not large but where there may still be a desire to

detect FOD. FIG. 22 shows an embodiment of a capacitive sensor 1802 that may be arranged

around the edges and/or extending beyond the enclosure 2202 of the resonator of a wireless

power system. The capacitive sensor 1802 may be used to detect objects and/or materials as

they approach a resonator and/or before they enter the region of strongest field between the

resonators. In an exemplary embodiment, an animal such as a cat walking towards a resonator

enclosure may pass over a capacitive sensor 1802 and cause a capacitive change that may be

detected and used to lower or shut down the power on a resonator coil. In embodiments, a

capacitive sensor may be used to detect objects moving towards a wireless power transfer

system and may send control signals to a wireless power system that a live object is entering a

certain space, region, volume, area, and the like, of the wireless power transfer system.

In some embodiments, a capacitive sensor may be adversely affected by the oscillating

magnetic fields generated during wireless energy transfer. Fields may impact the sensitivity of

the readings or change the readings. Capacitive sensors may preferably be positioned and/or

oriented to reduce their interaction with the fields. In some embodiments, for example, it may

be preferable to orient conductors of a capacitive sensor to be parallel to the dipole moment of



the resonators. FIGS. 21A-21D show possible orientations of conductors for LOD. The

conductors 1802 of the detection area 1902 may be aligned with the dipole moment of the

resonator as shown in FIGS. 21A-21C. In some embodiments, conductors may be arranged in

multiple orientations as shown in FIG. 21D. Conductors in the orientation with a smaller

interference may be automatically selected by the system.

In embodiments, a gradiometer as described above may generate its own magnetic field

rather than using the magnetic field generated by a wireless power transfer system. The

gradiometer may detect changes in its own magnetic field. In an exemplary embodiment,

oscillating currents and or voltages may be applied to inductive sensors in the gradiometer.

Changes to the oscillating currents and/or voltages detected in the presence of FOD may be

signals used to indicate the presence of FOD. Oscillating currents and voltage signals may be

used to directly drive the gradiometer. In some embodiments, an oscillating current signal is

induced on the FOD sensor by the wireless power transfer field.

In some embodiments, the frequency of the oscillating currents and/or voltages used to

directly drive a FOD sensor may be selected to make the sensor particularly sensitive or

insensitive to particular types of FOD. In certain embodiments, the frequency, magnitude,

and/or phase of the oscillating signals on the magnetic sensors may be varied to perform object

and/or material characterization, identification and/or classification. In some embodiments, the

frequency, magnitude and or phase of the induced FOD signal over a range of frequencies,

magnitudes and/or phases, may be used to identify FOD and to determine whether a wireless

power transfer system should react to the presence of that FOD. For example, a FOD detection

system may be driven at a frequency that may evoke a reflection unique to a type, size, material,

and/or location of a FOD. In another example, a FOD detection system may be driven with a

broadband signal for which the reflection signature may also be unique to a type, size, material,

and/or location of a FOD. In some embodiments, a FOD detection system may be driven at a

frequency different than a frequency driving the wireless power transfer system. This may allow

a FOD detection system and a wireless power transfer system to operate independently.

In some embodiments, a FOD sensor may include both inductive and capacitive sensors.

In an example embodiment, the variable capacitance of the capacitive sensor may be integrated

with a detection circuit of a magnetic field sensor. Such an embodiment has the advantage that

the capacitive sensing function can be easily switched on and off, and may even be added on to



a FOD detection system that was not originally designed to accept input signals from such a

sensor.

In certain embodiments, a FOD detection system may include multiple sensor types. In

some FOD detection systems, at least some of the different sensor types may be close together,

may share the same space, and/or may detect FOD in similar or the same regions. In some

embodiments, at least some of the different FOD may be apart from each other and/or may

monitor different regions. In an exemplary embodiment, inductive sensors of a FOD system

may be substantially separated from the capacitive elements of a magnetic resonator of the

wireless power transfer system.

Active FOD Detection Processing

The loop, dipole, quadrupole, octupole, and the like coil sensor/gradio meter

configurations described above may output oscillating voltages/currents/signals in the presence

of oscillating electromagnetic fields. In embodiments, the oscillating electromagnetic field may

be the desired measurement signal. In other embodiments, where the signals from multiple loops

may be meant to substantially cancel each other out, the oscillating signals may be due to

imperfect sensor and/or coil designs, imbalanced gradiometer designs and/or non-uniformities in

the electromagnetic field, owing to the resonator designs, resonator positions, the presence of

FOD, and the like. In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, a read-out

amplifier may be connected to a given coil, loop, sensor, gradiometer, and the like, and may have

a high input impedance. This arrangement may prevent a substantial circulating current from

developing in the sensor coil, loop, lobe, sensor, gradiometer and the like, which could, in turn,

spoil and/or perturb the Q-factor of the resonators used for wireless energy transfer. In some

embodiments, the loops, lobes, coils, gradiometers and the like may be connected to amplifiers

and/or filters and/or analog-to-digital converters and/or operational amplifiers, and/or

comparators, and/or processors, and/or any electronic component that may be arranged to have

high input impedance. In certain embodiments, a FOD sensor may include a conducting loop

and a high input impedance electronic component. In exemplary embodiments, signals induced

in the loops, lobes, coils, sensors and the like may be small enough that processing circuitry of

any input impedance may be used to process the FOD signal. Signal processing may include, but

is not limited to, detecting the signal, amplifying the signal, combining the signal, converting the



signal (from AC to DC and or from DC to AC), clamping the signal, comparing the signal,

filtering the signal, storing the signal, analyzing the signal on a processor, and the like may be

utilized. For example, a drive frequency for a FOD detection system may be chosen to be

susceptible to a certain type of FOD. In some embodiments, the drive frequency may be lower

than the frequency of a wireless power transfer system. For example, a drive frequency may be at

10 kHz because some metals create more loss at 10 kHz than at 145 kHz. In another exemplary

and non-limiting embodiment, a broadband signal may be used to drive the FOD sensor and then

spectral analysis may be performed on the measured and/or reflected signal to determine the

presence of FOD. Different FOD may be associated with different reflection signatures. A

system may include a learning algorithm that may characterize and store the reflected FOD

signatures. A system may then determine the type of FOD based on its "known FOD" database.

In some embodiments, conditioning circuitry may be utilized to subtract unwanted offset

signals, constant signals and/or oscillating signals from the sensors and gradiometers.

Oscillating signals may be generated using any type of capture coil in the oscillating

electromagnetic field, or by using a crystal oscillator and/or a processor. The magnitude and/or

phase of the oscillating signal may be generated, conditioned and manipulated using any known

electronic signal processing techniques. In embodiments, removing constant offsets and/or

oscillating signals produced from the sensors in the absence of FOD may yield improved

sensitivity and may reduce background noise and in some cases, false positive outputs from the

sensors.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments, at least one conductor

from at least one coil (loop, sensor, gradiometer) in an array may be connected to a readout

amplifier and/or an analog-to-digital converter as shown in FIG. 5 . A loop conductor 502 may

be connected to an amplifier 506 and/or an analog-to -digital converter 508 and may produce an

output 504 that may be used by other elements of a wireless energy transfer system or as an input

to a processing element (not shown) such as a microprocessor to store and analyze the output of

the coil, loop, sensor and/or gradiometer.

In certain embodiments, the voltage on certain or all coils, loops, sensors, gradiometers

and the like, in an array may be measured in sequence or may be multiplexed in a way that

allows fewer read-out amplifiers or analog-to-digital converters to sample the array such as in an

exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 6 . In an exemplary embodiment, an array of gradiometers



602, 604, 606 may be connected to a multiplexed amplifier 608 and may be connected to one or

more digital-to-analog converters 610. The output of the one or more digital-to-analog

converters 612 may be used by other elements of the wireless energy transfer system or as an

input to a processing element (not shown) such as a microprocessor to store, process, convert,

report, analyze, and the like, the output of the coil, loop, sensor and/or gradiometer.

In some embodiments, conductors of a sensor and/or gradiometer loop may be connected

to active and/or passive filter circuitry to provide a high terminating impedance at high or low

frequencies. In certain embodiments, conductors of a sensor and/or gradiometer loop may be

connected to active and/or passive filter circuitry to provide a high terminating impedance at

very high or very low frequencies.

In some embodiments, a voltage on a coil, loop, sensor, gradiometer and the like may be

sampled at increments that allow a processor to determine the amplitude and phase of the

waveform induced on the coil, loop, sensor, gradiometer, and the like, relative to a reference

waveform. In certain embodiments, a voltage may be sampled at least twice per period of

oscillation (i.e. at or above the Nyquist rate). In embodiments, a voltage may be sampled less

frequently (i.e. in higher-order Nyquist bands). A voltage waveform may be filtered or

conditioned before sampling. A voltage signal may be processed to improve the signal-to-noise

ratio or to reduce the harmonic content of the signals being sampled. A voltage waveform may

be digitally filtered or conditioned after sampling.

In some embodiments, a current on a coil, loop, sensor, gradiometer and the like may be

sampled at increments that allow a processor to determine the amplitude and phase of the

waveform induced on the coil, loop, sensor, gradiometer, and the like, relative to a reference

waveform. In certain embodiments, a current may be sampled at least twice per period of

oscillation (i.e. at or above the Nyquist rate). In some embodiments, a current may be sampled

less frequently (i.e. in higher-order Nyquist bands). A current waveform may be filtered or

conditioned before sampling. A current signal may be processed to improve the signal-to-noise

ratio or to reduce the harmonic content of the signals being sampled. A current waveform may be

digitally filtered or conditioned after sampling.

In embodiments, a time-sampled electrical signal from coils, loops, sensors,

gradiometers, and the like of the FOD detector may be processed to determine the amplitude and

phase with respect to a reference signal. The reference signal may be derived from the same



clock used to excite the resonators used for wireless energy transfer. In embodiments, the

reference signal may be derived from the signal used to drive the coils, loops, sensors,

gradiometers and the like of the FOD detector. In exemplary embodiments, signals from coils,

loops, sensors, gradiometers, and the like may be processed by a FOD detection system at a rate

of less than 5 samples per second or less than 10 samples per second.

In some embodiments, a FOD detection system may include a separate frequency, field

magnitude, and/or phase sampling loop 704 and electronics 702 to synchronize the sensor and/or

gradiometer readings to the oscillating magnetic fields of a wireless energy transfer system as

shown in FIG. 7 .

In embodiments, the reference signal may be from a different oscillator at a different

frequency.

An example of processing a figure-8 quadrupole configuration (FIG. 3A) for FOD

detection may be as follows:

1. With no FOD present, collect a time-sampled voltage waveform from one of the

figure-8 loops

2 . Determine the amplitude and/or phase of the fundamental frequency component (or of

its harmonics)

3 . Store the amplitude and/or phase as a baseline reference value

4 . With FOD present, collect a voltage waveform from the same fig

ure-8 loop

5 . Determine the amplitude and/or phase of the fundamental (or its harmonics)

6 . Compare the amplitude and/or phase to the reference value

7 . If the difference between the signal and the reference exceeds a predetermined

threshold, declare a detection of FOD.

In some embodiments, the amplitude and phase of the voltage/current waveforms with

and without FOD present may be compared and/or evaluated on a polar plot and/or in

amplitude/phase space. In embodiments using polar plots and/or amplitude/phase space, if the

distance (e.g., a distance determined by least squares method) between a measured signal and a

reference signal exceeds a predetermined threshold, it may be determined that FOD is present on

the sensor.



In certain embodiments, the processing of a signal may be performed using analog

electronic circuits, digital electronics or both. In some embodiments, the signals from multiple

sensors may be compared and processed. In certain embodiments, FOD sensors may reside on

only one, or all, or some of the resonators in a wireless power transfer system. In some

embodiments, the signals from FOD sensors on different resonators may be processed to

determine the presence of FOD and/or to give control information to a wireless power system.

In certain embodiments, FOD detection may be contra llably turned on and off. In some

embodiments, FOD detection and processing may be used to control the frequency of a wireless

power transfer system, the power level transferred by a wireless power system, and/or the time

period when wireless power transfer is enabled and/or disabled. In certain embodiments, the

FOD detectors may be part of a reporting system that may report to a system user that FOD is

present and/or that may report to higher level systems that FOD is present or is not present. In

some embodiments, a FOD detection system may be capable of utilizing a "learning capability"

that may be used to identify certain types of FOD and that may include system identification

and/or system feedback to categorize types of FOD as harmless, in danger of heating, not

allowed for other reasons, and the like. In an exemplary embodiment, a FOD detection system

may require less than 5W or less than 10W or less than 20W of power to operate.

In accordance with exemplary and non-limiting embodiments processing capabilities may

be embedded into a FOD detection system and/or subsystem and/or sensor data may be sent to a

remote and/or central processor. The processing may compare collected voltage waveforms to

reference waveforms and look for statistically significant changes. The processing may compare

collected current waveforms to reference waveforms and look for statistically significant

changes. Those skilled in the art will understand that the waveforms can be compared in

amplitude and phase, I or Q components, sine or cosine components, in the complex plane, and

the like.

In embodiments, FOD calibration and/or reference and/or calculated and/or determined

baseline information may be stored in a memory element of a FOD subsystem. In embodiments,

FOD sensors may include printed circuit board traces and a FOD system may include a

microcontroller residing on a printed circuit board. In embodiments, the memory element of a

FOD system may be on the same printed circuit board as the FOD sensors. In other

embodiments, the memory element for a FOD system may be remote from the FOD system. For



example, the signals from a FOD system may be communicated to a

controller/processor/ ASIC/PIC/DSP and the like, and/or a memory unit included by a wireless

power source resonator, device resonator, repeater resonator or any type of source, device and/or

repeater electronics control unit. In some embodiments, the signals from a FOD system may be

communicated to a computer. In certain embodiments, the signals from a FOD system may be

used to control the operation of a wireless power transfer system.

Specific and non- limiting embodiments of FOD detection systems are described below.

Data have been collected from the embodiments that show them working as FOD detectors.

In the first embodiment a stranded wire was formed into a figure-8 loop forming a

quadrupole as shown in FIG. 8 with a longer wire between the two loops (gradiometer 1). The

second embodiment was designed as shown as gradiometer 2 in FIG. 8. The figure-8 loops were

approximately 5 cm long, with each lobe approximately 2.5 cm in diameter. FIG. 9A-9C show

sample voltage waveforms collected from the two sensors placed on top of a wireless energy

source resonator that was configured to deliver 3.3 kW to a load attached to a device resonator.

FIG. 9A shows the small residual voltage (-30 mV ms) on the two gradiometers pictured in FIG.

8. The residual voltage may be due to a combination of non-uniform magnetic field, slight

variations in lobe area, and electrical interference. Results from gradiometers # 1 and #2 are

plotted as curve 904 and curve 902, respectively. When a metallic chewing gum foil is placed on

the right lobe of gradiometer #2, at least some flux through that lobe is blocked and the

gradiometer becomes more imbalanced. In that scenario, a substantial amplitude increase and

slight phase shift is observable as shown in in FIG. 9B, curve 902. When the foil is moved to the

left lobe of gradiometer #2, the gradiometer is again imbalanced, resulting in a similar change in

amplitude to when the right lobe was blocked but with the phase changed by approximately 180°

as shown in FIG. 9C. In some embodiments, these changes in phase and/or amplitude readings

of a FOD sensor or gradiometer may be used to detect the presence of FOD on the sensors. In

certain embodiments, these changes in phase and/or amplitude readings of a FOD sensor or

gradiometer may be used to detect the position of FOD on the sensors.

An embodiment of the figure-8 sensors was also fabricated using printed-circuit board

(PCB) techniques to realize the sensor coils or loops. This embodiment may have advantages

including low cost, higher fill factor (since the loops can be made into any shape and easily tiled

using standard PCB processing techniques), higher uniformity, higher reproducibility, smaller



size and the like. A higher-fill factor was obtained using tiled rectangular loops for a 16-channel

array of individual figure-8 sensors. The printed loops were highly uniform resulting in smaller

(and flatter) baseline readings from the sensors when no FOD was present.

In some embodiments, the sensors and/or gradiometer sensors described above can be

combined with other types of FOD sensors to improve detection likelihood and lower false

alarms (system detects FOD when no FOD is present). For example, a single or an array of

temperature sensors can be integrated into a resonator assembly. If a piece of FOD begins to heat

up it may disturb the normally expected temperature measurement and/or spatial temperature

distribution. That deviation can be detected and used to send an alarm to a system controller. In

embodiments, a temperature sensor may be used alone or in combination with a metal object

sensor and/or it may be used as a backup or confirming sensor to the metallic object sensor.

The presence of living objects such as humans and/or animals in the vicinity of wireless

power may be detected and may cause a wireless power transfer system to turn down and/or shut

down and/or produce an alarm or warning (e.g., a visual and/or auditory signal) if FOD is present

between the source and receiver and/or if the living objects intrude into magnetic fields of certain

field strengths. The tolerable, acceptable, permitted and the like, field strength limits may be

frequency dependent and may be based on regulatory limits, safety limits, standards limits,

public perception limits, and the like. In certain embodiments, a dielectric sensor may measure

changes in the fringe capacitance from a conductor such as a long wire and may be used to detect

the proximity of living beings. In some embodiments, this type of sensor may be used during

diagnostic testing, prior to wireless energy transfer, and during wireless energy transfer. In

embodiments, this type of sensor may be used alone or in combination with any type of FOD

detector. In certain embodiments, FOD detectors may detect human beings, living organisms,

biological matter, and the like.

Vehicle Charging Applications

Detection of FOD may be an important safety precaution in many types of wireless

energy transfer systems. As an example, detection of FOD by a 3.3 kW car charging system is

discussed below.

A block diagram of an exemplary EV Charger System is shown in FIG. 10. The system

may be partitioned into a Source Module and a Device Module. The Source Module may be part



of a charging station and the Device module may be mounted onto an electric vehicle. Power

may be wirelessly transferred from the Source to the Device via the resonators. Closed loop

control of the transmitted power may be performed through an in-band and/or out-of-band RF

communications link between the Source and Device Modules.

A FOD detector system (not shown) can be integrated into the system in a variety of

places. In some embodiments, FOD systems may be integrated into the Source Module, into the

source resonator, into the housings or enclosures of the source resonator and the like. In certain

embodiments, FOD systems may be integrated on the device side of the system. In some

embodiments, FOD systems may be implemented on both the source and device sides of the

wireless power transmission system. In certain embodiments, a FOD detection system may

include multiple sensors and a processor with a discrimination algorithm. The processor can be

connected to an interface that functions as an interlock in the Source control electronics. Other

FOD detector systems may be connected to the charger systems through an additional interface

or through an external interface. Local I/O (input/output) at each module may provide an

interface for system level management and control functions in a wireless power system utilizing

FOD detection.

The source resonator in a high power (3.3 kW or more) vehicle charging system may

have its highest magnetic field density near the boundaries of the windings and, optionally, any

magnetic material. In the areas of high magnetic field, a sensor array that includes multiple

double-figure 8 coils with rectangular- shaped lobes can protect against inadvertent heating of

metallic FOD. The array may be fabricated on a PCB and may have integrated filtering and

signal conditioning included on the board. A second PCB of equivalent design may be positioned

slightly above or below the first PCB and translated laterally in the manner described in FIG. 4B.

Alternatively, a multilayer PCB may be used that contains both (or more) sets of arrays on a

single board. An algorithm like that described above may run in an on-board processor whose

output may be transmitted to a system controller. The system controller can compare the output

of the metallic FOD detector to the outputs of additional FOD detectors, such as those measuring

temperature profiles or dielectric changes. The system can then decide whether to turn down or

shut down the system if FOD is detected.

Some possible operation modes of a FOD detection system are as follows:



• Low-power diagnostic tests can be performed without the vehicle present to check

health and status of the charging station and to check for FOD prior to a vehicle driving over the

source.

• After the vehicle arrives and is positioned over the source module, but prior to

high-power charging, the FOD detector may verify that the source and/or a region around the

source is still free of FOD.

• After the vehicle arrives and is positioned over the source module, but prior to

high-power charging, a FOD detector may verify that the device is free of FOD.

• During high-power charging, one or more FOD detector(s) can verify that no

additional FOD has moved onto the resonator coil or into the vicinity of the resonator coil.

If FOD is detected during low power diagnostics, a communication signal may be set to a

vehicle, a charge station, a central processor and the like to indicate that FOD is present at a

certain source location. In some embodiments, FOD sensors may include a communication

facility. The communications may be in-band and/or out-of-band and may be part of the electric

vehicle communication system or it may be a separate network. In certain embodiments, a

source may provide an indication to a user or driver that it has FOD on it or in its vicinity. In

some embodiments, a source may provide a visible indicator, and audible indicator, a physical

indicator, a wireless indicator and the like, to alert a user to the presence of FOD. In certain

embodiments, a resonator may include a mechanism for removing FOD from itself and/or its

vicinity and may actuate such a mechanism when FOD is detected. In some embodiments, users

may have equipment designed to remove FOD from resonators and may use such equipment to

clear FOD from system resonators such as source resonators and/or device resonators and/or

repeater resonators.

In certain embodiments, equipment designed to remove FOD may include magnets that

may be used to attract certain FOD such as pieces of metal, conductors and/or magnetic

materials. In some embodiments, equipment designed to remove FOD may include brushes,

brooms, swiffers, rags, mops, sweeping materials, and the like that may be used to remove FOD.

In certain embodiments, equipment designed to remove FOD may include vacuums, suction

cups, tweezers, pinchers, sticky rollers, blowers, fans, and the like that may be used to remove

FOD.



Processing of Sensor Data

In embodiments the readings from multiple FOD sensors in an array may be processed

separately and compared to a baseline or expected and/or measured readings from other sensors,

sensor arrays, reference readings, stored readings, look-up values and the like. In other

embodiments, readings from multiple sensors may be used and analyzed together to analyze and

compare the behavior of the whole array of sensors. Processing and analyzing readings from

multiple sensors at the same time may provide for improved sensitivity, FOD discrimination, and

the like. In this disclosure, it is understood that the processing and analyzing may be done at

similar times. Processing multiple sensor readings together may provide more information due

to the higher dimensionality of the data. Capturing and processing data from multiple sensors

may capture effects like the inter-relation of adjacent sensors, trends and differences in complete

sensor systems, and other effects that may not be captured if each sensor is analyzed separately.

Some challenges with processing data from multiple sensors together may include ensuring that

the data is processed efficiently and that possible information from the data is not lost during

processing. A multidimensional data set may be difficult to store and analyze while data is

continuing to be detected while maintaining the ability to detect small changes in the FOD

sensors.

In some embodiments, readings from multiple sensors may be processed and analyzed

together to calculate one or more numerical values that can be used as distinguishers or alarms

for abnormal system state or the presence of FOD. The data processing methods may calculate

one or more correlation, covariance, and means matrices from the multiple sensors that may be

used as baseline values for comparing the readings of the system. Once a baseline is established

readings from the sensors may be compared with the baseline using efficient matrix operation

calculations to generate a probability or likelihood that the new readings are comparable to the

baseline readings. The details of these exemplary steps are outlined below.

(i) Calculating Sensor Baseline

In some embodiments, to determine a no-FOD-present baseline, readings from at least

two sensors in a sensor array may be used to calculate the mean and covariance matrix. The

mean and covariance matrices may be used as a comparison for measured data during operation

of a FOD detection system.



In an exemplary embodiment, a FOD system with j sensors, the amplitude and phase

θ ί of the substantially sinusoidal signal from each sensor i may be captured from each sensor.

The phase θ ί may be defined by a reference value or signal. A user may determine the

reference value or signal. In some embodiment, the reference signal may be generated from a

reference clock circuit. In some embodiments, where the signals produced by FOD sensors are

not substantially sinusoidal, signal processing may be performed to substantially isolate and

detect the fundamental component of the signal. In certain embodiments, where the signals

produced by FOD sensors are not substantially sinusoidal, signal processing may be performed

to substantially isolate and detect at least one harmonic component of the signal. In some

embodiments, any combination of fundamental and harmonic components of the sensor signal

may be measured and utilized in a FOD detection scheme. The phase θ ί may be calculated with

respect to one or more reference signals for all sensors. For j sensors, the r ,θ ί of each sensor

provide 2j data points. The ;. , θ ί data may be represented in an array form x according to

equation 1 (Eq. (1)), shown below:

In some embodiments, there may more than one reference signal for comparison.

Multiple reference signals may be generated via multiple reference coils in a FOD detection

system. In some embodiments, an arrangement of reference coils may be dependent on the

magnetic field of a wireless power transfer system. For example, for magnetic fields that are

radial in shape and perpendicular to the plane of a resonator coil of a wireless power transfer

system, reference coils may be arranged in a circle so that its field may be uniform from

reference coil to reference coil. In another example, for magnetic fields that are parallel to the

plane of a resonator coil of a wireless power transfer system, reference coils may be arranged in

columns or rows, as shown in FIG. 12. Reference signals or sets of reference signals from

reference coils may be compared to each other, to signals from FOD sensors, etc. A reference



signal or a set of reference signals may be utilized based on the location, size, type, and/or

material of detected FOD.

In certain embodiments, the readings of amplitude and phase from at least one sensor

may be processed and/or modified by a function, by circuitry, by calculation and the like and the

processed data may be represented in an array. In some embodiments, various functions may be

used to process measured data. In certain embodiments, the function used to process and/or

modify the original sensor data may not reduce the dimensionality of the data. For example, one

function may be to take the sine and cosine of the phase of each reading which results in the

following array x according to Eq. (2), shown below:

In some embodiments, each data column of x may be optionally normalized by a

In an exemplary embodiment, to build the no-FOD-present baseline mean and covariance

matrices, the system may acquire multiple sets, sayp sets, of readings of the sensors to generate

multiple data matrices, x, for various operating points of the system (power transfer levels,

relative positions of the source and device modules, and the like). The multiple readings of the

sensors may preferably represent a useful, common, specified, expected, and the like range of

operation of the system and sensor readings. With the p sets of data (optionally normalized) the

mean, µ and covariance, σ matrices may be calculated according to Eqs. (3) and (4), shown

below:

In this exemplary embodiment, the covariance matrix σ may be a 2jx2j matrix. The

mean and covariance matrices may be saved by the system as a baseline for comparison against



sensor readings during normal operation. The mean and covariance matrices may be used to

calculate the FOD likelihood during operation.

(ii) FOD Likelihood Calculation

In an exemplary embodiment, during normal operation, the system may collect readings

from the FOD sensors and compare the readings to the calibration baseline of the mean and

covariance matrices to determine if FOD is present. The comparison may be based on a function

that produces one or more easily analyzable or comparable numbers or likelihoods. In one

embodiment , if x is the array of 2j data points from the j FOD sensors, the likelihood, y, may be

computed as E . (5), shown below:

A probability, , may be computed as Eq. (5.5), shown below:

- µ )1' - µ )
= 2π ) 2 Iσ I 2 e 5 5

In embodiments, the inverse of the stored covariance matrix may be pre-computed.

The likelihood, y , may be used as an indicator of FOD. In embodiments a threshold value may

be assigned to a value ofy above or below which the sensor readings are assumed to detect an

abnormal state in the system such as the presence of FOD.

In this exemplary processing technique and method, the behavior of multiple sensor

readings may be used together in an efficient manner to determine the likelihood of an abnormal

state of the system with relatively small data storage requirements for storing baseline or

calibration readings.

In an example embodiment, a system comprising one wireless source resonator and one

wireless device resonator includes a FOD detection system. The FOD detection system includes

a 7 by 7 array of figure-8 sensors (49 sensors total) positioned between the source and device

resonators. The figure-8 sensors are positioned in the magnetic field of the source resonator.

When the source resonator generates an oscillating magnetic field, the magnetic fields generate a

small oscillating voltage in the 49 FOD sensors. The voltage in the FOD sensors may be

dependent on the magnetic field distribution around the sensors and therefore may function as

magnetic field gradiometers during operation of the system.



During normal operation of a wireless energy transfer system, the signals from or

readings of the FOD sensors may change or drift due to changes in the magnetic field

distribution caused by temperature changes, changes in offsets, power levels, presence of other

resonators, and the like. The sensor readings may change or drift during normal operation of a

wireless energy transfer system even when no FOD is present. The system may require a

calibration step to determine a baseline range of sensor readings or a range of normal sensor

readings. The baseline readings may be used to compare FOD sensor readings during system

operation (system stand-by, start-up, power transfer, maintenance, and the like) to detect FOD, or

abnormal system states that might manifest in a FOD sensor reading different from the baseline.

For the example system, the baseline may be established during a calibration procedure.

The baseline may include mean and covariance matrices calculated based on one or more of the

system FOD sensor readings. To determine a baseline the system may capture the amplitude and

phase of the sensor readings for one or more system states (98 data points). The sensor readings

for each state may be used to calculate the mean and covariance matrix as outlined above.

As described previously, suppose p measurements are performed for the purpose of

calibration. Each measurement of the sensor data contains 98 values. Each measurement of

sensor data xi can thus be represented as a column matrix of size 98 according to Eq. (6) , shown

below:

r cos θ
sin Θ
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49
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The p measurements of sensor data may preferably represent data produced over a rang

of operating points of the system over which the FOD may be detected. With the p

measurements of data (optionally normalized) the mean µ and covariance σ matrix may be

calculated according to Eqs. (7) and (8), shown below:
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Once the system is calibrated and the mean and covariance matrix saved and computed

the system may periodically or continuously take measurement of the FOD sensors during

operation of the system. For each set of readings from each sensor in the FOD system the

system may compute the likelihood based function, y, of FOD being present near the system

accordin to Eq. (9), shown below:

A probability, , may be computed as Eq. (9.5), shown below:

The likelihood y and probability may be used to determining the FOD likelihood.

The largest likelihood y corresponds to the smallest value of .

Based on an input, calculated, measured, or predetermined threshold for , the system

may categorize calculated values as above the threshold to mean that FOD is present and

mitigate or investigate the risk of FOD using other parts of the system.

In some embodiments of a FOD detection system, the readings from each sensor may be

given equal importance or equal weight in the computation of the covariance matrix and the

likelihood function. In certain embodiments, the sensors may be given unequal weight or

importance. In some embodiments, readings from certain one of more sensors may be more

important due to a sensors greater sensitivity, position, and the like. For example, some sensors

(i.e. coils, loops, figure-8 loops) may be positioned in areas of high magnetic field while other

sensors may be positioned in areas of low magnetic field. It is also understood that various

sensor described in this disclosure may be positioned in areas of high magnetic field while other

sensors may be positioned in areas of low magnetic field. In some embodiments, changes

detected by sensors in the high magnetic field may be more important than changes detected by

other sensors in the system. Such sensors may be given greater importance and their readings

may be given greater weight in the calculation of the mean and covariance matrix.

In some embodiments, FOD sensors in resonator high-field or 'hot' regions may be

designed to be smaller and/or more densely spaced than sensors in the low-field or 'cool'

regions. The regions where a transition from a 'hot' region to a 'cool' region exists may also

have smaller sensor loops to minimize the effect of non-uniformity of magnetic fields across the



area of the sensor loop. In certain embodiments, certain regions of the FOD sensor may include

coils, loops, gradiometers, figure-8 sensors, and the like, with unequal sized and/or shaped lobes.

Such asymmetrical sensors may be designed to provide higher sensitivity, lower noise, and/or

less temperature sensitive performance. In some embodiments, sensor arrays may include at least

one sensor with a different size and/or shape and/or symmetry, and/or type, and/or relative

placement, and/or relative orientation, and/or conductor material, from at least one other sensor

in the array.

In certain embodiments, a system may have multiple baselines and/or covariance

matrices. For example, a system may have baselines and/or covariance matrices for one or more

specific states, positions, temperatures, humidities, power levels, and the like of the system. In

some embodiments, where a covariance matrix that has been determined or computed for a

limited or specific baseline does not represent the complete operating range of the system, the

system may be configured to activate the FOD detection system only when the system is in the

specific state, position, power level and/or range of states, positions, power levels and the like for

which the baseline was determined or computed.

For example, a FOD detection system may have been only calibrated with a baseline for

sensor readings at a specific power transfer level (e.g., 3 kW). It is understood that the FOD

detection system may have been calibrated with a baseline for sensor readings specific power

transfer levels of 0.5 kW (e.g., 1 kW, 2 kW, 3 kW, 4 kW, 5 kW, 6 kW, 8 kW, 10 kW, 15 kW, 20

kW, 50 kW). A FOD detection system may use information from other sensors or parts of the

system to determine if the system is operating at a state for which the baseline was taken. For

example, a FOD detection system may receive information from the source resonator amplifier

control circuitry to determine if the power transfer level is at or near 3 kW. Once a FOD

detection system confirms the state of the system from other subsystems or sensors, the FOD

detection sensors may be measured and compared against the saved baseline readings to

determine if FOD is present. In an exemplary embodiment, a FOD detection system may include

power level, position, system state, temperature, humidity, and the like, detection capabilities. In

such an embodiment, the FOD detection system may confirm certain operating states without

receiving information or system indicators from other subsystems and/or sensors of the wireless

power transfer system. In some embodiments, a combination of information and/or indicators

for more than one circuit, sensor, subsystem and the like may be used to determine the operating



state of the wireless power transfer system and the applicability of a stored baseline and/or

covariance matrix in a FOD detection system.

In certain embodiments, the baseline and/or the calibration may be calculated for sensor

readings that represent the normal and/or acceptable operation of the system. In some

embodiments, the sensor readings used to calculate the baseline may be for the FOD free, or fault

free, operation of a wireless energy transfer system. The sensor readings used in the calibration

of the baseline may represent a partial or complete range of acceptable operating states of a

wireless energy transfer system and a partial or complete range of acceptable readings from a

FOD detection system.

In general, a wide variety of different operating states for a wireless power transfer

system can be represented in baseline and/or calibration information. In some embodiments, for

example, baseline information can be provided (e.g., retrieved or measured) for multiple

different operating states that correspond to different energy transfer rates between the power

source and the power receiver of the system. In certain embodiments, baseline information can

be provided for multiple different operating states that correspond to different alignments

between the power source and the power receiver for the system. In some embodiments,

baseline information can be provided for multiple different operating states that correspond to

different spacings between the power source and the power receiver for the system, measured

along a direction orthogonal to a plane defined by the resonator(s) of the power source.

In certain embodiments, the sensor readings used to calculate or calibrate the baseline

may be representative of an unacceptable system behavior or state. In some embodiments, the

sensor readings used to calculate or calibrate the baseline may be for readings for which FOD

was present in the proximity of the system. The sensor readings used to calculate the baseline

may be for resonator offsets that are beyond the operating range of the system. These unusual or

undesired system states may be used to build their own mean and covariance matrices. Sensor

readings during normal operation may be compared against these readings by calculating the

likelihood, y, to determine the likelihood that the readings match the readings used for

calibration. If the likelihood is high, the system may determine that FOD is present, and initiate

a system response to the detection event.

In some embodiments, a wireless power transfer system with at least one FOD detector

system may use sensor readings to calculate or determine a baseline for the normal or acceptable



operation of the system and sensor readings to calculate or determine another baseline for the

undesired or unacceptable operation or state of the system. In some embodiments, a system may

have more than one stored baseline comprising one or more stored mean and covariance

matrices. In certain embodiments, the one or more mean and covariance matrices may represent

sensor readings for normal, expected, and/or acceptable system state and/or behavior and the one

or more mean and covariance matrices may represent sensor readings for unusual, unacceptable,

and/or out-of-range system state and/or behavior. In some embodiments, during operation of a

wireless energy transfer system, a FOD detection system may take readings from the FOD

detection sensors and compare them against the acceptable and unacceptable baselines. The

system may use additional processing to help determine if the FOD sensor readings have higher

likelihood, y, when compared to the acceptable or unacceptable baselines.

In some embodiments, during calibration and calculation of the baseline, the system may

be trained or calibrated over a range of states and operating environments giving each state or

environment an equal importance or equal weight in the computation of the covariance matrix

and the likelihood function. For example, states and operating environments may include source-

device separation distance, power levels, frequency used in wireless power transfer, humidity

range, temperature range, altitude level, etc. In certain embodiments, some specific system states

or environmental conditions may be given higher importance or a larger weight in the

computation of the baseline. In some embodiments, certain specific system states may be more

important or more likely during normal operation of the system. For example, a system used in

the southern part of the United States may calibrate over a higher temperature range than a

system used in the northern part of the United States.

In certain embodiments, more likely system states may be given higher weight in

computation of the baseline. For example, during the computation of the baseline more data

points (more of the p measurements) can be collected from those states which are more likely to

be useful in normal operation. In some embodiments, a preferred method for establishing a

baseline may include collecting baseline samples such that the number of samples collected for

each state is directly proportional to the probability of the presence of that state during operation.

In certain embodiments, a preferred method may assign weights to each state which is

proportional to the probability of the state being present during normal operations.



As an example, if there are p measurements included in the baseline ( x x ,...,x ), they

may each be weighted with weights ( w , w2 ,...,w ) respectively. Then, the mean and covariance

matrices assembled using this method may be calculated according to Eqs. (10) and ( 11), shown

below:

σ - µ )(χ, - µ )

(iii) Synchronization

In some embodiments, a FOD system may include at least one conducting coil that picks

up a voltage and/or current induced by the oscillating magnetic field. In certain embodiments,

the oscillating voltage/current signal may be used to determine quantities such as the frequency

of the magnetic field, the amplitude of the magnetic field and the phase of the magnetic field.

These signals may be referred to as reference signals as they may be used for clock recovery and

phase lock loops utilized by a FOD system. In some embodiments, reference signals may also be

used to set a phase reference, so that phase information from individual sensors may be defined

relative to a reference phase. In certain embodiments, a coil used to detect the field used for

wireless power transfer may be referred to as a "reference coil".

In some embodiments, a reference coil may be any shape and/or size and may be made

from similar conductors as the FOD sensors or from different conductors. In an exemplary

embodiment of a FOD system that includes sensors integrated in a printed circuit board, a

reference coil may be formed using printed circuit board traces, wire traces, Litz wire traces,

conducting ribbons and the like. Reference coils may overlap portions of the FOD sensors or

may fit within the lobes of FOD sensors.

In certain embodiments, a FOD system may include more than one reference coil. In

some embodiments, a FOD system operation may include methods to determine which reference

coil or combination of reference coils may be used in different operating modes. In certain

embodiments, signal processing of reference coil signals may be used to determine whether one

reference signal is better than others for a certain application, or whether multiple reference



signals are better. Parameters such as signal-to-noise ratio, harmonic content, sampling

sensitivity and the like may be measured, calculated, compared and the like to determine which

reference coil signals may be used in a FOD system.

As described previously, the output of each FOD sensor may be approximated by a

sinusoidal wave. The presence of FOD may affect the magnitude as well as the phase of the

sensor signal when compared with the case when no FOD is present. In order to check for

changes in phases of the signals, a reference signal may be measured and the phase difference

between the sensor signals and reference signals may be used to detect any changes in the phases

of the sensor signals. The reference signals may be generated by measuring the voltage across a

loop of wire placed in the magnetic field. In the absence of FOD, the phase difference between

the sensor signals and the reference signals may remain unchanged.

Thus the phase difference of a sensor signal with respect to a reference signal may be

used for FOD detection.

(iv) Quadrature Sampling

Quadrature sampling can be used to calculate an amplitude and relative phase of a

measured sinusoidal signal with respect to a reference signal. In the case of FOD detection, the

amplitude and relative phase of the measured signal with respect to a reference signal may be

used as parameters for classification of measured signals as FOD present or FOD absent. When

the sampled signals are not perfectly sinusoidal, the relative phase of a trigger signal of the

quadrature sampling with respect to the reference signal can affect the calculation of amplitude

and relative phase of the measured signal with respect to the reference signal. This can lead to a

large spread in the calculated values of signal amplitude and relative phase in the absence of

FOD and reduce the sensitivity of the sensor. One solution to this problem is to ensure that the

relative phase of the trigger signal of the quadrature sampling and the reference signal does not

substantially change. For example, the relative phase may be maintained within 10% (e.g.,

within 5%, within 3%, within 1%) of its mean value. The relative phase may be maintained by

generating the trigger signal of the quadrature sampling using the reference signal so as to ensure

that the relative phase of sampling signal and reference signal is not substantially changed and/or

actively measure and control the relative phase of the sampling trigger and the reference signal.



The reference signal is processed using analog filters and amplifiers similar to the sensor

signals. However the gain for the reference signal may be chosen to be different from those of

the sensor signal amplifiers.

Calibration of FOD Sensors

In some embodiments, a FOD system and sensors may have a calibration procedure. The

procedure may be used to "teach" or "train" a system the normal bounds of operation or calculate

the appropriate baseline data (e.g., mean and correlation matrices). It is understood that

appropriate baseline data may also refer to parameters such as, but not limited to likelihood^,

misalignment, temperature, humidity, etc., of the wireless power transfer system. The calibration

procedure may involve the collection of sensor data (x) at p states of the system in order to

determine the mean and correlation matrices as described above. The calibration procedure may

provide the bounds or a range of sensor readings without FOD. In embodiments the sensor

readings may change or fluctuate due to movement of the resonators, due to different offsets of

resonators, temperature changes, changes in distances, or resonator types, changes in vehicles,

and the like. The system may need to recognize which changes in sensor readings are within the

normal bounds of operation and which changes are due to foreign objects in the vicinity of the

resonators. In some embodiments, a system may require calibration or a teaching phase to

identify the range and characteristics of sensor readings and changes that may be considered to

be within normal operation and within normal bounds of operation of the system. The

calibration operation may provide for a baseline or range of baseline sensor readings classified as

"normal" or "no FOD" readings. Sensor readings that are outside of the normal readings may be

used to trigger an alarm signal and/or FOD detection or mitigation procedure.

In certain embodiments, a system may be calibrated during manufacture, over a time

period of regular use, each time it used, and the like. The type of calibration, the time of

calibration, complexity, number of readings, and the like may depend on the use scenario of the

system, the desired sensitivity or performance, the cost of the system, and the like. In some

embodiments, a FOD detection system may utilize more than one calibration method. The

system may be calibrated with one calibration method and use another calibration method during

use or in different environmental and/or deployment scenarios.



In some embodiments a FOD detection system may be calibrated to the normal range or a

"no FOD" range of sensor readings during manufacture or before deployment of the system. In

certain embodiments, a system may be calibrated or "trained" over a range of offsets, heights,

resonators, resonator types, power levels, orientations, vehicles, temperatures, ground surfaces,

weather conditions, and the like. The teaching or calibration phase may be designed to provide

sensor readings without foreign objects over the normal or expected range of expected use case

scenarios. The calibration may be performed in a controlled environment gradually providing a

new scenario, offset, position, environmental variables, and the like while taking sensor readings.

The sensor readings may be taken continuously as the position and environmental conditions

change or may be taken periodically when the position or environmental conditions change in a

significant way.

For example, during a calibration procedure, a FOD detection system may be calibrated

for the changes in sensor readings due to changes in the offsets or misalignment of resonators.

During the calibration procedure the resonators may be offset or misaligned from one another.

The sensor readings may be monitored and processed continuously while the resonators are

offset from each other, perhaps even while they are transferring power. In some embodiments, a

FOD detection system may be calibrated with an adaptive technique to adapt to a changing state

or environment. In certain embodiments, the sensor readings may be taken at discrete offsets,

such as every 5 mm, 10 mm or more of offset during the calibration. In some embodiments, the

sensor readings may be taken at multiple power levels or at continuously varying power levels at

every measured position or at certain measured positions. In certain embodiments, multiple

system performance parameters may be set, varied, swept, and the like, to perform the

measurements, p , used to determine and/or calculate the mean and covariance matrices.

In some embodiments, a covariance matrix of a system may be equal to a correlation

matrix if an expected value of a system parameter, measurement, reading, etc. is zero. In this

disclosure, the terms "covariance" and "correlation" matrices may be used interchangeably.

In certain embodiments, during the calibration procedure, the sensor readings may be

monitored but only processed or stored when there is a significant change in the readings from

the sensors. During calibration for various offsets, for example, the offset may be changed and

the sensor readings monitored. The sensor readings may only be processed, stored, or added to

the calibration data if the readings deviate by a predetermined threshold from the saved



calibration data that has already been taken. Processing data only when it changes by a

predetermined threshold may reduce the number of readings and stored points required for

sufficiently accurate calibration.

Returning to the example of calibrating over a range of offsets with the adaptive

technique, the operating parameters of a wireless power system may be changed until the sensor

readings differ from the calibration data of the sensors already stored. Once the readings differ

significantly or by a predetermined threshold from the stored data the sensor readings may be

processed and added to the calibration data of possible "no FOD" sensor readings during normal

operation. In that respect the sensor data may be processed at inconsistent intervals. For

example, calibration data may be taken at 5 mm, 20 mm, 22 mm, and 24 mm resonator offsets in

the side-to-side direction depending on the differences of the sensor readings at these locations

and the stored calibrated data. Another calibration procedure on another wireless power system

may include measurements taken at 10 mm and 25 mm. The calibration procedures may be

highly customized and may be optimized for calibration speed or accuracy or uniformity or any

number of system variables, parameters, specifications and the like. In some embodiments, a

calibration procedure for FOD sensors includes at least one measurement of at least one FOD

sensor when the wireless power system is in at least one operating mode. In certain

embodiments, FOD calibration includes using more than one measurement of at least two FOD

sensors when the wireless power system is in at least two operating modes.

In some embodiments, calibration data stored in the system may be saved with the state

of the system for each calibration point. The stored calibration data may be used to determine

the state of the system during normal operation. For example, for each resonator offset position

the calibration data may be saved along with information about the resonator offset position.

During normal operation of a system, when the sensors are generating readings similar to that of

a specific calibration point, calibration may be used by the system to determine the offset of the

resonators or other parameters of the state of the system. In some embodiments, a calibrated

FOD system may be used as a position sensor in a wireless power transfer system. In an

exemplary wireless power transfer system embodiment, there may be 'n' states which tone may

wish to distinguish based on the sensor data. For example, the 'n' states may be relative

resonator positions. Then one of the 'n' states may be (0,0,10) representing a relative position

where the centers of the resonator coils are aligned in an x-y plane and the resonator coils are 10



cm apart (following and (x, y, z) convention, where z is the dimension perpendicular to the x-y

plane). Another of the 'n' states may be (-5, 10, 15) representing that the resonator coils are

offset by -5 cm in the x-direction, 10 cm in the y-direction and 15 cm in the z-dimension. Such

relative resonator positions may be within the normal operating range of a wireless power

transfer system and the position data may be used by the system to enhance or alter its operation

including, but not limited to, tuning impedance matching networks, determining appropriate

power levels, determining an appropriate driving frequency, and/or any combination thereof. In

other embodiments, the relative position of the resonators may be determined to be out-of-range

for the system and the system control may generate an alarm, restrict power turn on, initiate

repositioning algorithms, and the like.

In an exemplary embodiment, calibration data may be associated with certain system

operating positions, orientations, power levels, frequencies and the like. In such embodiments,

baseline computations may be established and/or stored for every operating state i . Each state i

may be characterized using p data points (measurements) and may be represented as

( x .ϊ , χ( . 2) ,...,x ( ) , where i ranges from 1 to n, or 0 to n-l, or over a range of values such that

the set contains n state values. For each of these n states, and every state i may have its own

mean and covariance matrix which may be calculated according Eqs. (12) and (13), shown

below:

Given a new measurement x , the most likely state of the system is determined by

calculating the following matrix product as previously described and according to Eq. (14),

shown below:

A probability, ; , may be computed as Eq. (14.5), shown below:



The state which has the highest value of y is then the most likely state of the system. The

highest value of y corresponds to the smallest value of in the distribution of Ψ .

Information about the state of a system from the readings of the FOD detection system

may be used by other parts of a wireless energy transfer system. Information about resonator

offsets, resonator separations, and the like, may be used by the power and control circuitry of the

wireless energy source amplifiers to control the power output of the source and its output

parameters such impedance, frequency, and the like based on the state of the system. In some

embodiments, information from other sensors may be used to refine or complement the system

state predictions from a FOD detection system. Information from temperature sensors, inductive

sensors, power and voltage readings on the resonators, and the like may be used to supplement or

refine the system state predictions from a FOD detection system.

In certain embodiments, system state information may be used by other devices or

systems. The information may be, for example used by a vehicle for guidance purposes to align

the resonators during a parking operation in vehicle charging applications.

In some embodiments, depending on the cost, tolerances of the components that are used

in the system, the sensitivity requirements, and the like each system may require a calibration

procedure. In certain embodiments, each FOD detection system may undergo an individual

calibration procedure using the wireless energy transfer resonators and system with which it will

be paired. In some embodiments, each FOD detection system may undergo an individual

calibration procedure using at least one special or standard wireless energy transfer resonator and

system. The FOD detection system may then be paired with different wireless energy transfer

resonator sets.

In certain embodiments, a calibration procedure for FOD subsystems may only be

required for each type of wireless energy transfer system or resonator type. The calibration may

be performed once for a test system and the calibration data from the one system may be used in

all identical or similar wireless energy transfer systems without having to recalibrate each

system.

In some embodiments, a calibration procedure may only be required for each distinct type

of wireless energy transfer system or resonator type. After the readings from FOD detection

sensors from the system type have been characterized they may be used as a baseline

characterization data for other like systems, simplifying the calibration procedure for other



copies of the system. With baseline calibration data loaded from the base system calibration,

each successive system copy may only need to be calibrated at a specific subset of positions or

system states to complete the calibration data collection for each system. Additional calibration

procedures may be necessary for each additional system copy in case there are small differences

in system characteristics due to component variation, manufacturing uncertainty, and the like.

In certain embodiments, information from one characterization or calibration may be

used in other systems. For some systems it may be possible to compute the average matrix by

sweeping power over only one position which may be the most likely operation position or state.

The covariance matrix can then be computed using this value of the average even though it is not

strictly an average of all the data points.

Suppose mmeasurements are taken at the most likely state of operation and the effective

average µ ff may be calculated according to Eq. (15):

The effective covariance may then computed by measuring p data points over all possible

states of operation but using this effective value of average according to Eq. (16):

Oeff = — W, X - ff X - ff
w ' (16)

Using this method, when a new system is used, the effective covariance remains

approximately the same and the calibration requires only new effective average which can be

measured faster since it is only computed for one state of the system.

A system that is calibrated prior to deployment may be able to detect FOD at different

phases of a wireless energy transfer system's use and initialization. In embodiments in which the

calibration includes sensor readings without a device resonator the system may detect FOD

before the arrival of a device resonator. For example, in vehicle charging applications the source

resonator may check for FOD prior to the arrival of the vehicle. In some embodiments, the

wireless energy source may turn on or ramp up in power prior to arrival of a vehicle. The source

resonator may power up to full power or a fraction of its full power to excite the FOD detection

sensors and get a reading. The readings may be compared with the calibration data of the system

operating and/or powering up without FOD. If the readings deviate from the stored calibration



data, a FOD detection system may be used to alert the user of possible FOD before a vehicle is

parked over the source and/or before the wireless power exchange is turned partially or fully on.

If it is desirable to perform a check for FOD without a vehicle present, it may be

necessary for a wireless power system source to excite the source coil without a device coil in

proximity. In this case the source may excite the source coil in the same way it does with the

device present during normal power transfer, or it may operate in a different mode to excite the

source coil. For example, the impedance presented by the source coil without the device coil

present may not allow normal operation of the source amplifier. In this case there may be one or

more elements in the impedance matching network that can be switched in to the circuit to

modify the impedance presented by the source coil in such a way that it is possible to operate the

amplifier and the FOD detection system. Once the FOD check has been completed, the element

or elements can be switched out of the circuit to allow normal power transfer operation when a

vehicle is present.

A system that is calibrated prior to deployment may be immediately able to detect FOD

that may have been positioned in proximity to the wireless energy transfer resonators at system

startup. After a vehicle is parked, for example, and the wireless energy transfer turns on, the

FOD detection sensors may be energized and can provide readings that may be compared to the

saved calibration readings. If the detected readings deviate from stored values, the FOD

detection system may generate a signal, an alarm, an indication, and the like, that FOD is

present. In some embodiments, a wireless power transfer system may operate differently when

FOD is present than when FOD is not present.

In certain embodiments, a FOD detection system may be calibrated during system

deployment. In some embodiments, a FOD detection system may collect calibration data each

time the system initiates or begins energy transfer and/or when the system is transferring power

at any level. In some embodiments a system may perform system calibration during the start of

energy transfer. In certain embodiments a system may be assured to be clear of FOD at system

startup. The FOD free environment of the system during startup may be assured by a user, by

another system, by a FOD clearing device, and the like. During initial wireless energy transfer,

the system may use the initial FOD sensor readings as the baseline readings to store, compare to,

and/or calibrate the normal expected set of readings during operation. In certain embodiments,

during the first seconds of operation or during the first minutes of operation one or more readings



of the FOD sensors may be taken and used to calculate a reference or a baseline for the sensors

(i.e. compute a mean and a covariance matrix). It is understood that calculating the reference or

the baseline for the sensors may also refer to calculating parameters such as, but not limited to,

likelihood^, misalignment, temperature, humidity, etc., of the wireless power transfer system.

During this calibration phase the system may dither, change or sweep parameters of a wireless

energy transfer system to provide a range of possible sensor readings during operation.

Parameters such as power, phase, frequency, and the like may be modified. Once a base line is

established the system may operate normally with the FOD sensors being continuously or

periodically monitored and compared to the baseline readings calculated and measured during

the calibration phase at startup of the system. Sufficient deviation from the baseline readings

may be used to signal that the system state has changed and FOD may be present.

In some embodiments, in the use of FOD calibration during system startup, the

calibration may be performed each time the system is moved, changed, or started. In certain

embodiments, changes in the system operating parameters such as resonator offset, distance,

power level, temperature, environment, and the like may result in significantly different FOD

sensor readings that may not be due to the presence of FOD. Therefore, a system may continue

to add calibration data to its baseline matrices over the life of the FOD systems. In

embodiments, a FOD system may self-calibrate on system turn-on and/or initiation and/or during

wireless power transfer. In some embodiments, a variety of algorithms may be used to capture

calibration data in the field. For example, the FOD system may collect calibration data each time

the system turns on, or every other time the system turns on, or every n-th time the system turns

on (where n is a positive integer such as 10) and the like. In certain embodiments, a system may

collect additional calibration data at certain operating temperatures, power levels, coupling

values and the like. In some embodiments, the collection of calibration data may be adaptive and

may change over time. For example, if calibration data has been collected over a range of

temperatures deemed to be sufficient, a FOD system may no longer collect additional calibration

data based on temperature readings. While temperature is used as an example, any system

parameter may be used including, but not limited to, types of resonators, resonators at certain

separations, resonators attached to certain vehicle types, resonators at certain power levels,

resonators in certain environments, and/or any combination thereof.



In a vehicle charging applications for example, a system may perform a FOD sensor

calibration each time the vehicle parks over the source. During calibration, once the vehicle is

parked, the source may initiate energy transfer and modulate the parameters of the energy

transfer while FOD sensors are measured and the baseline is calculated and stored. During the

initial calibration the resonator area may be manually or automatically cleared or checked of

FOD to ensure the calculated baseline captures the sensor readings during normal (non-FOD or

low-FOD or non-dangerous FOD, etc.) operation of the system. In some embodiments, each

time the vehicle is parked and charged the system may be recalibrated during the initial startup of

the system. Each time the vehicle is parked, the vehicle position, type, height, and the like may

be different causing previously captured FOD sensor calibration data to no longer be

representative of the normal or expected FOD sensor readings in the current state of the system.

In certain embodiments, previous baseline may be altered by recalibration. In some

embodiments, previous baselines may be discarded, overwritten, moved, ignored, and the like,

and the recalibrated baselines may be used on their own. In certain embodiments, some

combination of recent, previous and stored calibration data may be used in the FOD detection

algorithm. In some embodiments a FOD detection system may be calibrated by the user over

time and/or the system may include self-learning or machine learning methods to determine or

learn normal and non FOD sensor readings.

In another exemplary embodiment, a FOD sensor may include a printed circuit board.

The printed circuit board may include traces that form conducting coils, loops, lobes, sensors,

gradiometers and/or figure-8's. The conducting traces may be on a single layer of the printed

circuit board or the conducting traces may traverse multiple layers of the printed circuit boards.

The traces of an example circuit board having seven rows and seven columns of square figure-8

FOD is shown in FIG. 16. The circuit board also includes FOD sensor readout circuitry 1602

and a synchronization coil 1604 for synchronizing the FOD sensor phase and magnitude readings

to the oscillating fields used for energy transfer.

Conducting traces may also be used to connect the FOD sensors to other electronics

components of the FOD sensors. In certain embodiments, a FOD system may include at least

one FOD sensor connected to at least one electronic multiplexer. Exemplary multiplexers may

be referred to as IC multiplexers, 2 x 8 multiplexers, and the like. In an exemplary embodiment,

a FOD system may include an Analog Devices IC multiplexer. In embodiments, a FOD system



may include an ADG1607BRUZ multiplexer or a multiplexer with similar functionality. In

some embodiments, multiple multiplexers may be used to process FOD sensor signals. In certain

embodiments, IC multiplexers with high input impedance may be used in FOD systems.

In some embodiments, a FOD system may include a communication facility to enable

information exchange between the FOD system and a wireless power transfer system and/or a

controller of a wireless power transfer system. In certain embodiments, the communication

facility may be a wired facility and/or a wireless facility. In some embodiments, a FOD system

may be able to transmit and/or receive information, control signals, alarms, report, TTL signals,

microcontroller commands, and the like. In certain embodiments, a FOD system may include a

transceiver. In some embodiments, a FOD system may include a microcontroller.

In certain embodiments, a FOD sensor and/or system may be an add-on to an existing

wireless power system. For example, a FOD sensor and/or system may be packaged separately

to attach to or rest on a resonator of a wireless power system and to communicate with the

wireless power system through wired and/or wireless communication links. In some

embodiments, a FOD sensor and/or system may be integrated into at least one component of a

wireless power system. For example, an enclosure for a wireless power component may include

a FOD sensor and/or system. As another example, a plastic cover that fits over and attaches to a

resonator housing may include a FOD sensor and/or system.

In certain embodiments, a FOD sensor may preferably sense either the oscillating

magnetic fields of a wireless power transfer system or the oscillating electric fields of a wireless

power transfer system. In some embodiments, the FOD sensors may be designed to sense

mostly or only the oscillating magnetic fields and partially or minimally the oscillating electric

fields. In certain embodiments, a FOD system may be designed to substantially overlap the

resonator coil of a magnetic resonator. In some embodiments, FOD sensors may be substantially

separated from the capacitive elements of a magnetic resonator. In some embodiments, the

conducting loops of the FOD systems may be designed to be relatively insensitive to the

oscillating electric fields of a wireless power transfer system. In certain embodiments, the FOD

sensors may include shielding to minimize their exposure to and detection of oscillating electric

fields. In embodiments, additional "non-loop" conducting traces may be added above and/or

below the conducting traces of the FOD sensor. FIG. 1 shows an exemplary arrangement of



non-loop conductors 1702 (thick black traces) that may be utilized on one layer of a conducting

layer of a PCB sensor array to reduce their sensitivity to ambient electric fields.

In certain embodiments, particular design methods may improve the performance of a

FOD system. For example, the conductors used to connect the FOD sensors to the sensing

electronics may be arranged so that they may be shielded from the ambient fields. In some

embodiments, it may be preferable to run conducting traces one substantially above or below the

other, it what is sometimes referred to as a "stripline" arrangement. Such an orientation of the

conductors may allow a smaller and/or narrow conducting pad to shield these signal carrying

conductors from the ambient fields.

In some embodiments, the sensors may be used to detect system damage, system

malfunction, enclosure penetration, or any other type of damage. System damage may affect

sensor readings by completely blocking or changing one or more readings from sensors.

Erroneous sensor readings may be used to determine the type and extent of the system damage.

In some embodiments, a sensor or set of sensors may be able to act as a back-up to sensors that

have been damaged. In certain embodiments, a signal or message may be sent to the user of the

system to notify of system damage.

The presence of human tissues (hands, arms, etc.) may be detected by the inductive loop

FOD sensors described herein. In some embodiments, inductive loop sensors may be tuned to

detect organic and/or biological tissues.

In certain embodiments, at least one FOD sensor may reside on the device side of a

wireless power transfer system. The at least one FOD sensor may operate separately or in

conjunction with a FOD sensor on the source side to improve the detection performance of items

between the resonators of a wireless power transfer system. The signals from the FOD sensors

may be used to determine other properties of the system such as the relative position of the

source and device resonators and/or resonator coils.

As disclosed previously, other types of sensors, such as capacitive sensors, can be

integrated with a metallic FOD detector to provide additional detection capability of other types

of objects that may be present in the region between or around the resonators. These additional

sensors may operate independently of the metallic FOD sensor, or the sensor signals may be

combined with the signals from the metallic FOD sensors and processed together.



Misalignment and Field Detection

A wireless power transfer system may include magnetic field sensors. Magnetic field

sensors may be useful in high-power systems which transfer 50 W, 200 W, 1kW or more of

power. In accordance with an exemplary and non-limiting embodiment, magnetic field sensors

may be installed on or near the source, device, or repeater resonators and/or components of a

wireless power transfer system. In vehicle applications, for example, magnetic field sensors

may be located on or near the source resonator located on the ground, garage floor, pavement,

and the like. Magnetic field sensors may be integrated, attached, or positioned on or near the

source resonator enclosure, electronics, and other components. In some installations, magnetic

field sensors may be embedded in the ground, floor, concrete, asphalt, and the like around the

source in a parking area around a vehicle. In some embodiments the magnetic field sensors

may be completely covered by the ground material such as concrete or asphalt but the sensors

may also be placed, attached, or glued to the top of the ground surface depending on the

location of the parking (e.g., public, private, indoors, outdoors, etc.). The magnetic field

sensors may be integrated, attached, or positioned on or near the device of the wireless power

transfer system. For example, the magnetic field sensors may be attached in various locations

around the underbody of the vehicle, around the perimeter of the vehicle, and inside the cabin of

the vehicle. The magnetic field sensors may be wired to the electronics of the wireless power

transfer system providing readings. In some embodiments the sensors may be wireless, and

may harvest or use energy captured from the wireless power transfer system and/or other energy

sources and may use a wireless communication channel to transfer magnetic field readings to

one or more components of the wireless power transfer system.

In wireless power transfer systems configured for wireless charging of battery electric

and hybrid electric vehicles, or other application in where large amounts of power are to be

transferred, magnetic fields in user-accessible areas may be monitored. Magnetic fields in user-

accessible areas may be, for example, required to be kept low enough to satisfy human exposure

and EMI/EMC regulations. Variability in alignment of the source and device resonators may

result in larger or smaller magnetic field levels in these user accessible areas for the same power

transfer level. Magnetic field sensors may be used to detect high fields, changes in fields, or

specific distributions of fields and used to indicate potential high fields in user-accessible areas.

The indication from the sensors may be used by the wireless power transfer system and the



system may, for example, reduce the level of power transfer to reduce the fields. Rather than

limit the power transfer to the same level for all resonator alignments in the wireless power

transfer system, it may be desirable to sense the magnetic field in one or more locations and use

this information in a feedback loop to control the level of power delivered wirelessly in order to

operate at the largest power level that can be delivered within regulatory limits, and/or other

safety, user comfort, or interference limits. One or more magnetic field sensors located near the

boundary of user accessible areas, such as at the edge of the vehicle, on the source resonator

enclosure, on the device resonator enclosure, near-by any of the resonators, and the like can be

used to determine if the magnetic field in the user accessible area has exceeded certain safety

regulations. In certain embodiments, readings from magnetic field sensors nearest to the user

accessible spaces may be used alone or may be given higher priority in a set of multiple sensor

readings and may be processed and used in power control feedback loops. The power of the

system can be adjusted based on such feedback, and/or in conjunction with data input from

other detection systems to ensure high power wireless power transfer systems are operating

within established regulatory requirements.

In some embodiments, the magnetic field sensors may provide a direct or normalized

reading of the magnetic field strength. The sensors may be calibrated to provide a reading

proportional or related to the actual field strength. In some embodiments, the sensors may

provide a relative reading. In some embodiments, the relative readings of multiple sensors may

be used to infer or determine potential high magnetic fields. For example, in vehicle charging

applications, where source and device resonators of the wireless power transfer system are

positioned under a vehicle it may be desirable to monitor for potentially high magnetic fields

around the perimeter of the vehicle that a person standing near the vehicle may be exposed to.

To detect potentially high magnetic fields that may reach a person standing near the vehicle

magnetic field, sensors may be positioned around the perimeter of the vehicle. The sensors may

provide a direct reading of the magnetic field strength. In some embodiments, the sensors may

be configured to provide an indication of a relative strength of the fields near the sensors. The

relative indication may be used to determine or infer potential high magnetic fields due to

misalignment of the device and source resonators. Misalignment of resonators may result in a

different magnetic field distribution compared when the resonators are aligned. In some

embodiments, the larger the misalignment the larger the change in distribution. Relative



readings from the sensors may be used to detect the changes, and potential high magnetic fields

in user accessible areas.

For example, when the source and device resonators are aligned, the magnetic field

distribution may be substantially uniform with respect to the left and right sides of a vehicle.

Under aligned conditions, the maximum field strength between the left and right sides of a

vehicle may differ by 10% or less (e.g., 5% or less). When a source and device resonators are

misaligned, due to inaccurate parking, for example, field distribution relative to the left and

right sides of the vehicle may change and may not be as uniform as when the source and device

resonators are aligned. In certain embodiments, the maximum field strength between or the left

and right sides of a vehicle when the source and device resonators are misaligned may differ by

11% or more (e.g., 20% or more). The difference in field strength may, in some system, be

proportional or related to the misalignment between the source and device resonators and/or the

potential high fields outside the boundary of the vehicle.

In some embodiments, the system may be configured to monitor the relative readings of

magnetic field sensors in different areas around the wireless energy transfer resonators. The

relative readings may be compared to expected readings. In certain embodiments, when the

readings between sensors differ from the expected readings by more than 15% or more the

wireless system may be configured to reduce the level of energy transfer. In some embodiments

when the relative readings between sensors differ by 11% or more the wireless energy transfer

system may be configured to reduce the level of energy transfer. In certain embodiments, the

power transfer level between a source and device resonators may be inversely proportional or

inversely related to the relative difference of field strength readings between sensors. For

example, when magnetic field strength readings between the left and right sides of a vehicle

differ by 20%>, the wireless energy transfer system may be configured to operate at 80%> of

normal power level. When the magnetic field strength readings between the left and right sides

of vehicle differ by 40%, the wireless energy transfer system may be configured to operate at

50% of the normal power level. It is understood that the described percentage values are

exemplary.

In some embodiments, the magnetic field sensors may be positioned close to areas where

potential high field exposure to people or animals may occur, such as near the perimeter of

vehicle, near seats, front of the car, and the like. In some embodiments, the magnetic field



sensors may be positioned in areas where there may be relatively large changes in the magnetic

field distributions when the source and device resonators are misaligned. In some

embodiments, the magnetic field sensors may be positioned close to or in line with the dipole

moment of the source resonator for example.

In certain embodiments, the magnetic field sensors may include coils of wire, loops, Hall

effect sensor, magneto-diode sensors, magneto-transistors, MEMS sensor and the like and use

any number of voltage, frequency, or optical sensing methods.

In certain embodiments, the FOD system and the FOD sensors may be used to measure

fields and/or the relative field distribution around one or more resonators. In some

embodiments, a system with one or more FOD sensors may be used to measure the relative

distribution of fields around the resonator. As resonators are misaligned, the field distribution

around the resonator may change. A FOD system with one or more FOD sensors may detect

changes in the field distribution by measuring the differential readings from sensors located

near different parts of the resonator. Large or unexpected differentials may indicate a

misalignment of the resonators which may results in a field distribution that may extend into a

user accessible area.

The FOD system may have one or more modes of operation. In one mode, the FOD

system may be used to detect FOD, in another mode the FOD sensors may be used to directly

measure fields, field distributions, and the like to determine vehicle alignment and or field

strength. In some embodiments, the readings from the FOD system may be simultaneously

processed to determine or detect FOD and/or provide potential alerts and indications of

misalignment and/or misalignment that may result in high fields in a person accessible area.

An example embodiment of a method for using magnetic field sensors for detecting

misalignment and/or potentially high magnetic fields in person accessible areas is shown in

FIG. 23. In block 2302 the field sensors may take readings of the field strength at or near

magnetic field resonators. The field readings may be collected by a sensor module of wireless

power transfer system and processed. In some embodiments, the readings may be generated

from the FOD system using FOD sensors. In block 2304, the sensor readings may be used to

determine field differential between the sensors. The sensor readings may be compared with

one another. In block 2306, the sensor readings may be analyzed in relation to expected

readings or baseline readings. The baseline readings may include sensor readings or differential



ranges for when the resonators are aligned. The baseline readings may also include expected

sensor readings or expected sensor reading differentials for various misalignments of the

system. In some embodiments, the system may include most likelihood computations to

determine the most likely misalignment of the system. In block 2308, based on the determined

misalignment and/or direct sensor readings, the power level of the system may be adjusted to

prevent potential high fields in a user accessible location near the resonators.

In some embodiments, readings from external or other field sensors may be used by the

FOD system. Misalignment information may be used to refine FOD readings and/or improve

calibrations of the FOD system.

It is to be understood that although magnetic field sensors were described in above

examples, similar approach may be used with electric field sensors for detecting potentially high

or abnormal electric fields at, near, or around resonators, and/or electronic components of a

wireless energy transfer system.

In embodiments, a FOD detection system may use more than one baseline and/or

calibration files or configuration for sensors such as mean and covariance matrices. Baseline or

calibration configurations may be used to define normal or expected readings from the FOD

sensors. Calibration, baseline and configuration files may include information of readings

and/or thresholds for which a FOD is determined to be present. For example, a baseline file

may be a data file including information of baseline values (also referred as "baseline

parameter") such as likelihood, mean matrices, covariant matrices. In some embodiments, a

calibration file may be a data file including information such as likelihood, mean matrices,

covariant matrices. In embodiments, a baseline or calibration file or configuration may be

defined for more than one position, misalignment, resonator type, temperature and/or the like.

In embodiments, a calibration or baseline that defines normal or expected FOD sensor readings

under no FOD conditions for a range of offsets or misalignments in the system may reduce the

sensitivity of the FOD detection. A calibration or a baseline that defines normal or expected

FOD sensor readings for range of resonator offsets or misalignments may have wider range of

expected or acceptable readings for the FOD sensors than a calibration of baseline that defines

normal FOD sensor readings for one or a couple resonator alignments. A narrower baseline or

calibration may increase the sensitivity or detection capability of the sensors.



In some embodiments of a wireless energy transfer system with a FOD detection system,

more than one baseline and/or calibration files, ranges, and/or settings can be used. In some

embodiments, if a position, environment, misalignment of the resonators, and/or the like during

operation is known it may be preferable to use or load a baseline and calibration that defines the

expected or normal sensor readings under no FOD conditions for the specific position,

environment, misalignment of the resonators, or the expected or normal sensor readings under

no FOD conditions for narrower subset of possible positions, environments, misalignments of

the resonators and/or the like. In some embodiments, a baseline or calibration may be

performed prior to energy transfer for a fixed position of the resonators to define a narrower

baseline or calibration.

For example, position detection systems in a vehicle application may be used to

determine the misalignment of resonators. The misalignment information may be used to select

a specific baseline or calibration. If the misalignment is determined to be 4 cm, for example, a

baseline or configuration may be used that is configured or represents normal FOD sensor

readings for a misalignment of 4 cm or less. If the position or misalignment of the resonators

cannot be determined then a baseline of configuration that defines normal FOD sensor readings

for all acceptable offsets, for example 15 cm or more, may be used as the default baseline.

In another example, during the first seconds of operation or during the first minutes of

operation one or more readings of the FOD sensors may be taken and used to calculate a

reference or a baseline for the sensors (i.e. compute a mean and a covariance matrix). It is

understood that calculating the reference or the baseline for the sensors may also refer to

calculating parameters such as, but not limited to, likelihood^, misalignment, temperature,

humidity, etc., of the wireless power transfer system. Once a base line is established the system

may operate normally with the FOD sensors being continuously or periodically monitored and

compared to the baseline readings calculated and measured during the calibration phase at

startup of the system. Sufficient deviation from the baseline readings may be used to signal that

the system state has changed and FOD may be present. In some embodiments, separate

calibration files may be used when the wireless system is in a stand-alone configuration where a

source is not coupled to a device, when the alignment of the resonators is known, for different

temperatures and/or environments, for different source configurations, vehicles, and/or the like.



FOD detection using the FOD system may be active or performed when one or more

resonators are coupled and transferring power. In embodiments FOD detection using the FOD

system may be active or performed when the resonators are not coupled. In the example or a

vehicle application, where the source resonator is positioned on or near the ground the device

resonator is positioned under the vehicle, FOD detection may be performed before a vehicle

parks or travels over the source. In some embodiments, the FOD system may be activated

periodically or upon an indication of an incoming vehicle to check for FOD before the vehicle

approaches. When FOD is detected and indication may be provided to a user, vehicle, or other

parts of the system that FOD is present and may need to be cleared before charging can occur.

An indication of FOD before a vehicle is parked over a source may make it easier to clear the

FOD and/or check for FOD on or near the source resonators.

In accordance with an exemplary and non-limiting embodiment, a FOD detection system

can be calibrated for stand-alone detection of FOD. Stand-alone FOD detection may be

performed when a single resonator or set of resonators and their respective FOD detection

systems are in an open environment and not coupled to another resonator. The resonator or set

of resonators may be a source or device resonator that is paired with a FOD detection system.

For example, in vehicle applications, a source resonator with a FOD detection system may be

installed in a garage, parking lot, or another location where a vehicle equipped with a device

resonator may park. In stand-alone FOD detection, a source resonator paired with a FOD

detection system may need to detect FOD without the presence of a device resonator. In some

embodiments, for example, stand-alone FOD detection may be performed in a vehicle charging

application when a vehicle and its device resonator are not positioned over the source resonator.

In some embodiments, the FOD detection system and/or the source resonator may need to

detect whether a device resonator is present and may choose to calibrate accordingly. To

support such modes of operation, a FOD detection system may be able to detect FOD within a

specified region when another wireless power resonator is not present or is not strongly

coupled, with an acceptable error rate. In an exemplary embodiment, an acceptable error rate

may be equal to or less than 1 false positive per 100,000 readings. In another exemplary

embodiment, an acceptable error rate may be equal to or less than 1 false positive per 1,000,000

readings.



In some embodiments, a FOD detection system may use different calibration files

depending on the sensor environment. Calibration files may be data files including identifiers

such as, but not limited to, temperature, humidity, power, frequency, range above the source,

etc., relating to the wireless power transfer system. In some embodiments, a baseline file may

include information temperature, humidity, power, frequency, range above the source, etc.,

relating to the wireless power transfer system. In some embodiments, stand-alone calibration of

FOD sensors and/or systems may include using calibration data, files, tables, and the like stored

by a source (or by whichever resonator to which the FOD detector is associated) and/or

accessed by a source through wired or wireless communication to a server, database, cloud

location, and the like. In an exemplary embodiment, calibration data may be stored within a

FOD detection system.

In some embodiments, a FOD detection system may be able to tune its operating

frequency and may compare FOD measurements at various frequencies relative to each other

and/or relative to at least one calibration file to determine the presence of FOD. In other

embodiments, a baseline calibration file may be used as a comparison for acquired

measurements during FOD detection in a user's environment.

In some embodiments, stand-alone FOD detection may detect FOD on the surface of the

source and in regions above the source. In certain embodiments, the height above a resonator at

which FOD may be detected may be specified as Zspec In applications where FOD sensors are

on both source and device resonators, the FOD sensors may only need to detect FOD in a region

approximately ZSpec=Zgap/2 where Zgap is the largest specified resonator separation that operates

at the expected efficiency. In an exemplary embodiment, Zgap may be less than 5 cm (e.g, less

than 10 cm, less than 20 cm).

In some embodiments, a calibration scheme may be a continuous calibration scheme.

This exemplary scheme of calibration may be useful for slowly varying conditions such as

temperature, humidity, and the like. In other embodiments, the stand-alone calibration may be a

periodic or intermittent calibration scheme.

In some embodiments, the calibration may be performed as part of the manufacturing

and/or installation of the FOD detection system. In other embodiments, the calibration may be

performed after installation.



In some embodiments, a source FOD detection system may use very low power to

achieve stand-alone calibration. For example, a source may not turn up above 100 W to perform

FOD calibration. In some embodiments, a source may not turn up above 50 W to perform FOD

calibration. In certain embodiments, a source may not turn up above 300 W, or 500 W or 1 kW,

to perform FOD calibration.

An embodiment of a FOD detection method for stand-alone FOD detection is shown in

FIG. 24. In block 2402, the FOD detection system may receive an indication to perform FOD

detection. The indication may be received from another part of the system, such as a timer, for

example. In some embodiments the FOD detection may be triggered by an indication of an

incoming vehicle. An incoming vehicle may be configured to transmit identification to a source

of a wireless power transfer system when it is close by. In some systems the source may detect

an incoming vehicle via wireless communication channel, GPS location, or other means. An

indication that a vehicle is approaching for charging may trigger the FOD detection system to

activate and check for FOD before the vehicle arrives. In block 2404 the source, or other parts

of the system may perform a detection routine to check if there is a device present. If no device

is detected the FOD detection system may perform a stand-alone FOD detection routine.

Detection of a device may be performed through sensing loading on the source, communication

channels, and/or other sensors.

In block 2406 the source may be energized to generate a magnetic field to enable the

FOD sensors to detect FOD. In embodiments where the FOD sensors are wire loops or

differential loops as described herein a magnetic field may be necessary for the sensors take

measurements. In some embodiments, the source may be energized and output a fraction of its

normal power, the power output may be limited to only generate enough magnetic field to

activate the FOD sensors. In certain embodiments, the source may be energized and output at

less than 5% (e.g., less than 10%, less than 20%) of its peak power. In some embodiments, the

source may be energized and output power of 10W or more (e.g., 50W or more). In some

embodiments, the source may be energized by the same power source and amplifier that is used

during the normal wireless power transfer from the source. In some embodiments, an additional

amplifier and/or power source may be used to energize the source. A smaller amplifier that may

be more efficient at the lower power levels may be used. In some embodiments of the system,

during stand-alone FOD detection, the magnetic field necessary to activate the FOD sensors



may be generated by a separate wire loop, coil, resonator, and/or the like driven by a separate

amplifier. The magnetic field used for FOD detection may not be generated by the resonator

normally used for wireless energy transfer. Additional coils, or loops configured to generate a

magnetic field when energized by an oscillating voltage and/or current may be positioned or

located near the FOD sensor coils. Magnetic field generating coils may be printed, assembled,

or integrated with the FOD sensor coils.

In block 2408, the FOD detection system may load specific configuration and baseline

files for stand-alone FOD detection. The configuration files may be data files including

information of expected sensor readings, likelihood, mean matrices, covariance matrices and the

like. In block 2410 the FOD detection system may process the FOD sensor readings and apply

the detection analysis as described herein. If FOD is detected, the FOD system may generate an

indication of FOD and transmit the indication to other components or parts of the wireless

power transfer system, to vehicle systems, to a user, and/or the like. For example, once FOD is

detected an indication of FOD may be transmitted to the vehicle to alert the user of possible

FOD on or near the source. A user may then know to check or clear the source of FOD before

parking and obscuring the source.

FOD detection may be performed on a device resonator in a stand-alone configuration. A

device may include an amplifier for energizing the device resonator to generate an oscillating

magnetic field to active the FOD sensors. The device may include additional loops, coils, and

the like that may be integrated or near the FOD sensors for generating a magnetic field. The

loops or coils may be energized to generate a magnetic field to detect FOD near the device even

if wireless energy transfer is not active.

In this disclosure, it is understood that information included in a "baseline file" can be

included in a "calibration file" and/or a "configuration file." Similarly, information included in

a "calibration file" can be included in a "baseline" and/or a "configuration file." Similarly,

information included in a "configuration file" can be included in a "baseline" and/or a

"calibration file."

Fixed-Position Device Recognition

In accordance with an exemplary and non-limiting embodiment, a source FOD detection

system can be calibrated when a device moves to a fixed position relative to the source. For



example, when a vehicle with a device fixed to its underside first parks over a source and/or

before a charge cycle is initiated between the source and device, a source FOD detection system

can be calibrated to include any potential impact of the presence of the device on its FOD

detection program. By including the device in a calibration, a source FOD detection system may

more accurately detect FOD that may be in the space between the source and device. In an

exemplary embodiment, a FOD detection system may be able to detect FOD that has been

introduced before a stand-alone FOD reading and after a vehicle has parked. For example, a

FOD detector can detect debris that is dragged by the underside of a vehicle as it is parking

and/or debris than may fall off the underside of the vehicle onto and/or near-by the source

resonator.

In some embodiments, fixed-position device recognition calibration may be performed

for each parking event. In other embodiments, a user may determine whether or not the

calibration may be performed.

In some embodiments, there may be communication between the device and source that

initiates a fixed-position device calibration.

In some embodiments where the presence of a device resonator alters the field too much

for a calibration procedure to initiate, the device resonator and/or resonator coil may be opened,

or shorted, or driven with a current that makes its alteration of the field small enough that a

source FOD detection system may operate, calibrate, initiate, and the like. In certain

embodiments, the device resonator and/or resonator coil may be driven with a signal that causes

the tailoring of the magnetic field at the source so that fixed-position device calibration can be

initiated. In some embodiments, the device may be covered with a material that could reduce the

effect of the device on a source-side FOD detection system.

In embodiments where a FOD sensor may be directly driven by an applied electrical

signal, the source-side FOD detection system's field may be made as small as possible or may be

generated at a frequency that is different from that of the device so that the impact of the device's

presence on the source-side FOD detection system is minimized.

In some embodiments where the vehicle itself creates a significant perturbation to a

source-side FOD detection system's field, there may be communication between the device and

source that identifies the parameters of the vehicle so that the source-side FOD detection system

may account for the vehicle's presence in its fixed-position device calibration. That is, a FOD



detection system may be able to process, adjust, enhance, and the like, its calibration files and/or

procedures and its FOD detection algorithms to account for the presence of the vehicle.

Fixed-Position FOD Detection

In accordance with an exemplary and non-limiting embodiment, a FOD detection system

may perform a fixed-position FOD detection calibration in which the system may detect FOD

when the device is fixed in space relative to the source. For example, in vehicle applications,

once a vehicle with the device attached to its underside parks over a source, a FOD detection

system may initiate a fixed-position FOD detection calibration. In some embodiments, a system

may perform a one-time FOD detection calibration. In some embodiments, the data generated by

a one-time FOD detection calibration may be stored and used until the device has moved away

from the source. This may occur, for example, when a vehicle with the device attached to its

underside pulls away from its parking spot. In some embodiments, the data generated by a one

time FOD detection calibration may be used as the calibration file for as long as the charge cycle

is running. If the charge cycle is interrupted, or stopped and started for any reason, the fixed-

position device calibration may be re-run followed by the fixed-position FOD detection. In some

embodiments, fixed-position FOD calibration files may be compared to other calibration files

and/or may be incorporated into existing calibration files and/or may be used to build up custom

calibration files and/or may be used to train FOD detection systems.

In some embodiments, fixed-position FOD detection may detect FOD Zspe c 2 above the

surface of the source, where Zspe c is the largest specified resonator separation that works between

the source and device in a wireless energy transfer system. In some embodiments where the FOD

is over Zspe c 2 above the surface of the source, a device-side FOD detection system may be

responsible for detecting FOD.

Misalignment Tolerance

In certain embodiments, a FOD detection system may calibrated to be tolerant of

misalignment of a resonator with respect to another resonator. For example, if the user of an

electric vehicle equipped with wireless energy transfer capabilities parks the vehicle repeatedly

within a positional range of the source resonator, a FOD detection system may calibrate to be

tolerant for the user's range of parking positions. This range may be unique to the user.



In some embodiments, a user may initiate or control this type of calibration. This may be

useful if the user desires to train the FOD system at a different rate than it would otherwise

require. For example, a vehicle equipped with a wireless power transfer system and a FOD

detection system may change users and thus may need to be re-calibrated for misalignment. This

re-calibration may be custom for each user.

Drift Correction

In some embodiments, a FOD detection system may calibrate to correct for drift in its

detection of FOD. The sensitivity and/or specificity) of the FOD detection system may change

with time. This may cause the system to become more or less sensitive over time and deviate

from normal operation. To compensate for this possible change, a FOD detection system may r e

calibrate to or towards, and/or reset itself to, its original, factory-set detection function.

In some embodiments, a living object detection calibration may be performed during the

manufacture and/or installation of the FOD detection system. In other embodiments, this type of

detection calibration may be performed after installation or when a user initiates the calibration.

In some embodiments, calibration, baseline determination, and detection may be performed in a

similar manner as for FOD sensors. During calibration and baseline procedures sensor readings

may be collected under normal operating conditions with no living objects present. Based on the

readings, a mean and a covariance matrix may be computed which may be used to determine if

additional sensor readings fall within the normal conditions or if living objects are present.

Each of the above described types of calibration may be employed individually or in

combination with other types of calibration. Each of the above described types of calibration

may be employed by a FOD detection system related to any resonators in a wireless power

transfer system. That is, FOD may be utilized by any and all resonators in a wireless power

transfer system including source resonators, device resonators and repeater resonators.

In some embodiments where detection of FOD results from a type of calibration or any

combination of the types of calibrations listed above, a wireless energy system may be shut

down, turned down, and/or locked out based on signals in a FOD detection system. In some

embodiments, an operator or user of a vehicle is notified.



In certain embodiments where detection of FOD may be erroneous, the user can restart

the calibration process. Following the user's restarting of the charging process, a type of

calibration or any combination of the types of calibration listed above may be initiated.

An example embodiment of a method for using a FOD detection system to detect FOD in

a wireless power transfer system for a vehicle application is shown in the flow chart of FIG. 25.

In block 2502, the FOD detection system recognizes a vehicle equipped with a device resonator

as the vehicle arrives in a parking area equipped with a source resonator. The vehicle can be

recognized, for example, based on identifying signals transmitted by the vehicle and/or based on

one or more detecting loops mounted to the underside of the vehicle which generate electrical

signals when a portion of the field generated by the source resonator passes through the loops.

The electrical signals can be measured by the vehicle and an identification signal can be

transmitted to the source resonator. In some embodiments, the presence of the vehicle can be

recognized by optical sensors and/or by pressure sensors. The device resonator stays

disconnected.

In block 2504, the FOD detection system begins to detect any FOD in the wireless power

transfer system. Detection includes detecting FOD that may be on or around the source

resonator as well as FOD that may have been brought by the vehicle while parking. This type of

detection may be calibrated during manufacture or installation of the wireless power transfer

system, also called a "factory calibration". In block 2506, the FOD detection system notifies a

user if a FOD is detected. The FOD is cleared and FOD detection is performed again. In block

2508, the wireless power transfer begins, if FOD is not detected in block 2504. FOD detection

continues and may occur continuously, or intermittently, or periodically during wireless power

transfer.

The wireless power transfer system stops power transfer if FOD is detected during

wireless power transfer. Wireless power transfer may not resume until the FOD is removed

and/or user of the system is notified. Once FOD is cleared, FOD detection begins again, as

shown in block 2504.

In some embodiments, a living object detection system may be able to detect a living

object within a specified region with an acceptable error rate. In an exemplary embodiment, an

acceptable error rate may be equal to or less than 1 false positive per 100,000 readings. In



another exemplary embodiment, an acceptable error rate may be equal to or less than 1 false

positive per 1,000,000 readings.

An embodiment of a foreign object debris detection system is shown in FIG. 26. The

system may include several modules, block and components that may be used to detect foreign

objects and in some embodiments detect living organisms (such as cats, mice, people, etc.) when

the objects and organisms are near the resonators used for wireless energy transfer. In some

configurations, the FOD system may receive position information from external sensors, vehicle

information, or other sources. The position information may include, or may be used, to

determine environmental parameters, resonator alignment, resonator distance, positions of

wireless energy transfer components, relative position of lossy objects, and position of area with

living organisms. Changes in position may be used by the system 2602 to change the calibration,

adjust sensitivity, detection algorithms, and the like of the system. For example, the field

distribution around resonators transferring energy may change depending on the offset of

misalignment between the resonators. The change in the magnetic field distribution may change

the readings of the FOD sensors in the system and may trigger false positives and/or reduce the

sensitivity of system for FOD detection. The system may load new configurations, change

processing algorithms, and perform other functions to compensate for changes in sensor readings

when position information is received.

In some embodiments, the system may also receive information pertaining to wireless

power transfer parameters. The parameters may include data regarding the status of wireless

power transfer, how much power is transmitted, at what frequency, phase, and the like. In some

embodiments, the system may further receive information from other sensors and system

components. The system 2602 may receive information from temperature sensors, infrared

sensors, pressure sensors, and the like which may be used to change calibrations or baselines

used by the FOD system, or to supplement FOD readings.

The FOD system may include one or more FOD sensors and/or LOD sensors. The FOD

sensors may include an electrical conductor forming or more loops as described herein. The

LOD sensors may include electrical conductors or other capacitive sensors. The FOD and/or

LOD sensors may be formed using wires, formed on a printed circuit board, or deposited/printed

on resonator packaging or other substrates. The sensors may be arranged and positioned near

resonators, near high magnetic fields, near areas where living organisms may be present, and the



like. In some embodiments, the sensors may be configured to be positioned a distance away

from the resonators, 10 cm away, or even 1 m away. The sensors may be wired, or wireless,

receiving power from the wireless power transfer system using wireless communication for data.

The sensors may be coupled to read out circuitry that may sample and digitize the sensor

readings such that they can be processed by other modules of the system.

In some embodiments, the sensors such as FOD sensors may require an oscillating

magnetic field to activate the sensors. The oscillating magnetic field may be generated by a

source resonator of the wireless power transfer system. The system 2602 may output

instructions or indications to elements of the wireless power transfer system to generate magnetic

fields using the resonators or change the characteristics of the fields generated by the resonators.

In some embodiments, the system 2602 may include a field generator 2608 configured to

generate an oscillating magnetic field to active FOD sensors. The field generator 2608 may

include one or more loops of a conductor coupled to an amplifier. The amplifier may generate

an oscillating voltage to drive the loops and generate a magnetic field.

In some embodiments, the system 2602 may be configured to have a calibration mode

and a sensing mode that may be selectable based on external input or automatically selected

based on sensor readings or the state of other elements of the system. During a calibration mode

the system may gather sensor information and generate a configuration and baseline sensor data.

During the calibration mode of operation, a calibration engine 2612 of the system 2602

may be used to define a sensor configuration or baseline readings. In some embodiments, the

calibration engine may be configured to detect an energy transfer condition. For example, the

energy transfer condition may include misalignment, temperature, humidity of the wireless

power transfer system. The energy transfer condition may include baseline parameters such as

mean matrix, covariant matrix, and likelihood. The calibration engine 2612 may include one or

more set of procedures and routines for generating a baseline readings. In certain embodiments,

the baseline readings may include taking readings from one or more FOD and/or LOD sensors

under normal operating conditions with no FOD present. The readings may be taken at different

temperatures, orientations, offsets, positions of the resonators and the like. The readings may be

used to calculate a baseline which may include calculating a mean and covariance matrix as

described herein. In certain embodiments, a mean and covariance matrix may be calculated for

different temperatures, orientations, positions, environmental conditions, and the like. The mean



and covariance matrices and other baseline readings and settings may be stored in a calibrations

repository 2614. Each set of calibrations and baseline readings stored in the calibration

repository 2614 may be tagged or associated with specific temperatures, resonator positions,

environmental conditions, and the like. The positions, power levels, orientations, temperatures,

and the like may be received by the system from external sensors and systems. The baseline and

calibration files may be, periodically or in response to a user's input, refined and updated.

Additional readings from the sensors may be periodically gathered and the mean and covariance

matrix periodically updated, for example.

In some embodiments, the calibration engine 2612 may be used to define baseline

readings in the presence of FOD or living objects. The calibration engine may capture sensor

readings in various positions, temperatures, orientations, with FOD present near the system. The

FOD and living objects may be used to train the system as to the expected or typical sensor

readings when FOD or living organisms are present.

During the sensing mode of operation of the system, a detection engine 2616 may be used

to analyze readings from the sensors to determine if FOD or living objects may be present on or

near the resonators. The detection engine 2616 may receive readings from the sensors 2604,

2606 and process the readings to determine if the sensor readings are indicative of a FOD or

living organism being present near the sensors. The detection engine may compare the sensor

readings to one or more baseline files or calibrations stored in the calibrations repository 2614.

The comparison may involve calculating a likely system state using the mean and covariance

matrices as described herein. The detection engine 2616 may receive information pertaining to

the system position, temperature, alignment, energy transfer parameters, and the like to select the

most appropriate baseline and calibration file. In some embodiments the detection engine may

use two or more different baseline and calibration files. The different base line and calibration

files may be used to refine a sensor reading, confirm a FOD detection, reduce or increase sensor

sensitivity, and the like. For example, in one embodiment, the system may first use a general

baseline that corresponds to a wide range of system positions, misalignments, and the like. When

a potential FOD reading is sensed, the system may use a second, different baseline or calibration

file to increase the sensitivity or the discrimination of the analysis. The second baseline may

correspond to normal sensor readings for a narrow range of system positions and offsets, for

example.



In some embodiments, sensing and calibration modes may be run simultaneously. The

calibration engine 2612 of the system may run simultaneously with the detection engine 2616 of

the system. If FOD or living organisms are not detected, the calibration engine may use the

readings to refine the baseline and calibration files.

During the operation of the system 2602, one or more indicators 2618 may be used to

display or signal the status of the system using visual or audio indicators such as lights, graphic

or video displays and sounds. When FOD is detected, for example, one or more lights may be

activated to indicate to a user that possible debris may be located near the resonators. In some

embodiments the system may also signal the system and FOD/LOD status to external systems

and components. An indication of the system status may be transmitted to a vehicle, for

example.

When FOD or living organisms are detected by the detection engine 2616 the system may

initiate one or more counter measures to move the FOD or living organism, to adjust the system

to avoid the debris, and the like. In one embodiment, the system 2602 may signal the wireless

energy transfer system to change or adjust the wireless energy transfer. For example, the

detection engine may be able to classify or determine the size and impacts of the FOD or living

object, e.g., based on the magnitudes and/or phases of electrical signals generated by FOD and/or

living object sensors. Classifications can include, for example, simple binary classification

schemes in which FOD and/or living objects are classified as being either "problematic" or "not

problematic". Different threshold values for measured electrical signals can be used for the

classification of FOD and living objects. Based on the classification of FOD, the system 2602

may indicate to the wireless energy transfer system to turn down power, change frequency,

disable resonators, change resonator configuration and the like. For some FOD, for example,

energy transfer may at full power (e.g., 3.3 kW) may induce unacceptably high temperatures in

the FOD (e.g., 70° C). Reducing the wireless energy transfer power to half the power may limit

the heating of the FOD to less than 70° C (e.g., less than 60° C, less than 50° C, less than 40° C),

for example. In embodiments, a feedback loop with additional sensors such as temperature

sensors, infrared sensors, and the like may be used to adjust the power of the energy transfer to

reduce or control the heating of FOD or to control the field exposure to living organisms. In

another example, in wireless energy transfer systems with two or more source and/or device

resonators, resonators may be enabled or disabled conditionally on the FOD sensor readings.



The resonators for which FOD is detected in the vicinity may be disabled or turned down to a

lower power while the FOD free resonator may be operated at full power.

It is to be understood that the structure, order, and number of modules, blocks, and the

like shown and described in the figures of this disclosure may be changed or altered without

deviating from the spirit of the disclosure. Modules may be combined or divided into multiple

other modules, for example. For example, a single module may function as a calibration engine

module and a detection engine module. The functionality of the modules may be implemented

with software, scripts, hardware and the like. For example, the detection engine 2616 of the

system 2602 depicted in FIG. 26 may be implemented as a software module, an application

specific integrated circuit, as logic in a field programmable gate array, and the like.

FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram showing example arrangements of wireless power

transfer systems including one or more FOD sensor boards (also referred as "FOD detection

sensor boards") in side views. The one or more FOD sensor boards can be used to detect

magnetic field distributions generated by a source coil (e.g., a resonator coil of a power source)

or alternatively by an additional coil. Information (e.g. field distribution, field gradient

distribution) related to the detected magnetic field can be used to determine misalignment

between one or more resonators in a power source coil and one or more resonators in a power

receiver within a device. Coordinate 2840 shows the x-direction pointing in the right direction

and the z-direction pointing in upward direction of the drawing plane, respectively. The y-

direction points into the drawing plane.

On the top left of FIG. 28, arrangement 2800 includes a source coil 2802 of a power

source resonator which can transfer power to a device coil 2804 (e.g., of a power receiver

resonator.) A FOD sensor board 2806 is positioned between the source coil 2802 and the device

coil 2804. In this example, the FOD sensor board 2806 is placed above the source coil 2802 with

a distance 2807 of about 10 mm. In other examples, the distance 2807 can be between 3-5 mm

(e.g., 4-8 mm, 5-10 mm, 7-12 mm, 10-15 mm, 15-20 mm). The distance 2807 can be more

than 20 mm. The FOD sensor board 2806 can be fixed relative to the source coil 2802 by a

support structure (not shown), which holds the FOD sensor board 2806. For example, the

support structure can be one or more poles, which fixes the FOD sensor board 2806 relative to

the source coil 2802. In some embodiments, a dielectric substrate can be placed on top of the

source coil 2802, and the FOD sensor board 2806 can be fixed on top of the dielectric substrate.



In the example arrangement of 2800, center axis 2803 of the source coil 2802 and center axis

2805 of the device coil are aligned with each other. It is understood that when the device coil

2805 is moved relative to the source coil 2802, center axes 2803 and 2805 become misaligned.

In this example, the position of the FOD sensor board 2806 relative to the source coil 2802 does

not change due to the support structures. Accordingly, the FOD sensor board 2806 may be

referred as a "source-side FOD sensor board." In some embodiments, the FOD sensor board

2806 can be used to determine the misalignment between the center axes 2803 and 2805 along

the x- and y-directions.

On the top right of FIG. 28, arrangement 2810 includes a source coil 2812 of a power

source resonator which can transfer power to a device coil 2814 of a power receiver resonator.

The source coil 2812 has a center axis 2813 and the device coil 2814 has a center axis 2815. A

FOD sensor board 2816 is positioned between the source coil 2812 and the device coil 2814. In

this example, the FOD sensor board 2816 is placed below the device 2814 with a distance 2817

of about 50 mm. In other examples, the distance 2817 can be between 5-15 mm (e.g., 15-25

mm, 25-35 mm, 35-45 mm, 45-55 mm). The distance 2817 can be more than 50 mm. In this

example, the FOD sensor board 2816 is fixed relative to the device coil 2814, and thereby may

be referred as a "device-side FOD sensor board." The FOD sensor board 2816 can be used

determine the misalignment between the center axes 2813 and 2815 along the x- and y-

directions.

On the bottom left of FIG. 28, arrangement 2820 includes a source coil 2822 of a power

source resonator which can transfer power to a device coil 2824 of a power receiver resonator.

The source coil 2822 has a center axis 2823 and the device coil 2824 has a center axis 2825. A

FOD sensor board 2826 (which is a source-side sensor board) is fixed relative to the source coil

2826, and a FOD sensor board 2828 (which is a device-side sensor board) is fixed relative to the

device coil 2824. The FOD sensor boards 2826 and 2828 can be used either independently or in

conjunction to determine the misalignment between the center axes 2823 and 2825 along the x-

and y-directions.

On the bottom right of FIG. 28, arrangement 2830 includes a source coil 2832 of a power

source resonator which can transfer power to a device coil 2834 of a power receiver resonator.

The source coil 2832 has a center axis 2833 and the device coil 2834 has a center axis 2835. A

FOD sensor board 2836 (which is a source-side sensor board) is fixed relative to the source coil



2836, and a FOD sensor board 2838 (which is a device-side sensor board) is fixed relative to the

device coil 2834. In some embodiments, only one of the FOD sensor boards 2836 and 2838 may

be present. The arrangement 2830 also includes an additional coil 2839 which is fixed relative to

the source coil 2832. In other examples, the additional coil 2839 is fixed relative to the device

coil 2834. The additional coil 2839 can generate magnetic fields, which the FOD sensor boards

2836 and 2838 can detect to either independently or in conjunction with other detectors be used

to determine the misalignment between the center axes 2833 and 2835 along the x- and y-

directions.

It is understood that the FOD sensor boards 2806, 2816, 2826, 2828, 2836 and 2838 can

include an array of FOD sensors which are described in relation to other figures (e.g., FIGS. 1 -

27) in this disclosure. In some embodiments, the source and device coils can operate between 10

kHz-100 MHz. For example, the source coils can transmit power at approximately 145 kHz. In

other embodiments, source resonators may transfer power at approximately 85 kHz,

approximately 44 kHz, approximately 20 kHz, approximately 250 kHz, approximately 2.26

MHz, approximately 6.78 MHz and/or approximately 13.56 MHz. In embodiments, the source

may have a tunable frequency. For example, a source may operate in a frequency 145 kHz ±10

kHz, or 85 kHz ±10 kHz. In embodiments, the operating range of frequencies may be ± 5%, ±

10%, or ± 20%, of the center operating frequency. The source and device coils can be fabricated

from a variety of conducting materials including, for example, Litz wire, solid core wire, copper

tubing, copper ribbon and any structure that has been coated with a high conductivity material

such as copper, silver, gold, or graphene. In certain embodiments, the FOD sensor boards can

have a different shapes and sizes than that of the source and device coils. A FOD sensor board

can have a larger areal size than the source or device coil it is fixed relative to. For example, the

FOD sensor board can have width larger by about 5 inches than a width of the source or device

coil. In some embodiments, the size of a FOD sensor board may be determined by the area of

the magnetic field where the field is strongest. In other embodiments, the size and shape of the

FOD board may be determined by the area in which certain objects are determined to be heated

to undesirable levels, or the size and shape may be set to be larger than such areas by a factor

such as 10%, 20%, 50% or 100% in order to provide a certain extra "safety factor" to the overall

design. It is also understood that the arrangements 2800, 2810, 2820 and 2830 can include

shields adjacent to the source coils to reduce energy loss of magnetic fields generated by the



source coils. Similarly, the arrangements 2800, 2810, 2820 and 2830 can include shields

adjacent to the device coils to reduce energy loss of magnetic fields induced in the device coils.

In some embodiments, that the FOD sensor boards 2806, 2816, 2826, 2828, 2836 and

2838 can be used to determine the distance between the source and device coils in the z-

direction.

FIG. 29 is a schematic diagram showing example alignments between a source coil 2910

of a power source resonator and a device coil 2920 of a power receiver resonator, which can

correspond to the source and device coils shown in FIG. 28, respectively. Coordinate 2940

shows the x-direction and the y-direction. In FIG. 29, the center of the source coil 2910 is fixed

at x=0 mm and y=0 mm. In this example, the source coil 2910 has a dimension of 200 mm by

200 mm. Arrangements 2900-2909 show the device coil 2920 at various positions relative to the

source coil 2910.

Arrangement 2900 shows the device coil 2920 with its center positioned at x=0 mm and

y=0 mm (also denoted as dx=0, dy=0). Arrangement 2901 shows the device coil 2920 with its

center positioned at x=75 mm and y=0 mm (also denoted as dx=75, dy=0). Arrangement 2902

shows the device coil 2920 with its center positioned at x=0 mm and y=75 mm (also denoted as

dx=0, dy=75). Arrangement 2903 shows the device coil 2920 with its center positioned at x=75

mm and y=75 mm (also denoted as dx=75, dy=75). Arrangement 2904 shows the device coil

2920 with its center positioned at x=150 mm and y=0 mm (also denoted as dx=150, dy=0).

Arrangement 2905 shows the device coil 2920 with its center positioned at x=0 mm and y=150

mm (also denoted as dx=0, dy=150). Arrangement 2906 shows the device coil 2920 with its

center positioned at x=150 mm and y=150 mm (also denoted as dx=150, dy=150). Arrangement

2907 shows the device coil 2920 with its center positioned at x=300 mm and y=0 mm (also

denoted as dx=300, dy=0). Arrangement 2908 shows the device coil 2920 with its center

positioned at x=0 mm and y=300 mm (also denoted as dx=0, dy=300). Arrangement 2909

shows the device coil 2920 with its center positioned at x=300 mm and y=300 mm (also denoted

as dx=300, dy=300).

FIGS. 30-39 and 4 1 show electromagnetic simulation results of measurement using a

FOD sensor board based on the arrangements 2900-2909. The FOD sensor board includes an 8

by 7 array of FOD sensors and the plots in FIGS. 30-39 and 4 1 show the measured voltage

signal of each FOD sensor as a gray colored square pixel. In these figures, the notation dx and



dy refer to the relative position between the source coil 2910 and the device coil 2920 as

described in relation to FIG. 29.

FIG. 30 shows plots of simulation results for the FOD sensor board 2806 described in the

arrangement 2800 of FIG. 28. In this example, source coil 2802 generates magnetic fields with a

3A maximum amplitude oscillating current in the source coil 2802. In these simulations, the

device coil 2804 is open circuited so that substantially no current oscillates in the device coil

2804. Coordinate 3040 shows the x-direction and y-direction. The FOD sensor board 2806

detects the magnetic field at its position depending on the misalignment of center axes 2803 and

2805 in the x- and y-directions. Plots 3000-3009 show simulated voltages measured by the FOD

sensor board 2806 for the ten corresponding arrangements 2900-2909 shown in FIG. 29. Color

bar 3050 indicates the voltage amplitude between -0.5 V and 0.5 V.

Plot 3000 shows the voltage measured by each of the 8 by 7 array of FOD sensors in the

FOD sensor board 2806. The measurement of each sensor is indicated by a shaded pixel. For

example, pixel 3021 represents a measured voltage signal of one FOD sensor and pixel 3022

represents a measured voltage signal of another FOD sensor in the FOD sensor board 2806.

Pixel 3021 corresponds to a higher voltage than pixel 3022. Accordingly, the FOD sensor board

2806 measures a pattern of voltages. In plot 3000, the pattern of voltages is relatively symmetric

with respect to axis 303 1.

In some embodiments, any of the FOD sensors can include a loop or loops, for example,

as described in relation to FIG. 2 . In certain embodiments, any of the FOD sensors can include a

figure-8 conducting loop.

Plots 3001-3009 show the voltage measured by each of the 8 by 7 array of FOD sensors

in the FOD sensor board 2806 for the different alignments of the source coil 2802 and device

coil 2804 as denoted by the arrangements 2901-2909. Plots 3000-3009 have qualitatively

similar pattern of voltages which are relatively symmetric with respect to the axis 303 1.

FIG. 3 1 shows a series of plots 3100-3109 generated from the corresponding simulation

results of plots 3000-3009 by subtracting a baseline pattern. In this example, the baseline

pattern is determined as the pattern of voltages measured by the 8 by 7 array of FOD sensors in

the FOD sensor board 2806 without the presence of the device coil 2804. Color bar 3150

indicates the amplitude of voltages between -0.02 V and 0.02 V. Because the baseline pattern is

subtracted, the range of voltages is about 25 times smaller than the range of the color bar 3050,



and the plots 3100-3 109 show substantially distinct patterns of voltages relative to one another.

The distinct patterns can be used as a signature for determining the relative alignment between

the source coil 2802 and the device coil 2806 when the relative alignment is unknown. For

example, pattern of voltages for various known alignments between the source coil 2802 and the

device coil 2806 can be experimentally measured as a calibration step. The experimentally

measured patterns can be saved as a library in data storage. Then when an alignment between

the source coil 2802 and the device coil 2806 is unknown, the FOD sensor board 2806 can be

used to measure a pattern of voltages and the measured pattern is compared with the patterns

saved in the library to determine the extent of misalignment and/or the relative alignment

between source coil 2802 and device coil 2806. The comparison result can be used to determine

the unknown alignment, for example, by determining a match between the measured pattern and

a saved pattern in the library. The match can indicate that that the unknown alignment

corresponds to an alignment corresponding to the matched saved pattern.

Referring back to FIG. 31, the pattern of voltages of plots 3107-3 109 are difficult to

visually distinguish from one another. In this case, the pattern of voltages can be rescaled to

adjust the color range of each plot. FIG. 32 shows plots 3107-3 109 with rescaled color bars to

clearly show their respective pattern of voltages. Due to the rescaled range of voltages, plots

3107-3109 in FIG. 32 visually show substantially distinct patterns of voltage from each other.

These distinct patterns can be used to distinguish the corresponding alignments represented by

plots 3107-3109.

FIG. 33 shows plots of simulation results for FOD sensor board 2806 described in

arrangement 2800 of FIG. 28. In this example, source coil 2802 generates magnetic fields with

3A maximum amplitude current oscillating in the source coil 2802. In these simulations, the

device coil 2804 is connected a load, potentially through power conditioning, impedance

matching and resonant circuitry, so that currents induced by the source coil 2802 magnetic field

may oscillate within the device coil 2804. Coordinate 3340 shows the x-direction and y-

direction. The FOD sensor board 2806 detects the magnetic field at its position depending on the

misalignment of center axes 2803 and 2805 in the x- and y-directions. Plots 3300-3309 show

simulated voltages measured by the FOD sensor board 2806 for the ten corresponding

arrangements 2900-2909 described in FIG. 29. Color bar 3350 indicates voltage amplitude

between -1.0 V and 1.0 V. In this example, plots 3300-3309 have patterns of voltage with



similar shapes but the voltage amplitude varies depending on the relative alignment between the

source coil 2802 and the device coil 2804. For plot 3300, the voltage amplitude is high (even

higher than that of plot 3000) because currents are present in the device coil 2804. Changes in

the voltage amplitude due to the change of relative alignment of the source coil 2802 and the

device coil 2804 are larger than in plots 3000-3009 when the device coil 2804 is open circuited.

For example, the voltage amplitude in plot 3309 is smaller by about half than the voltage

amplitude in plot 3300. In some embodiments, a larger variation of the voltage amplitude in the

measured patterns can improve the accuracy of determining the relative alignment.

FIG. 34 shows plots of simulation results derived from plots 3300-3309 by subtracting a

baseline pattern. In this example, the baseline pattern is determined as the pattern of voltages

measured by the 8 by 7 array of FOD sensors in the FOD sensor board 2806 without the presence

of the device coil 2804. Color bar 3450 indicates the voltage amplitude from -0.5 V to 0.5 V.

Plots 3400-3403 and 3405 have a larger voltage amplitude than plots 3100-3103 and 3105

because currents are allowed to flow in the device coil 2804 during the measurements. The

larger voltage amplitude improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of measured voltage signals.

In this example, the plots 3400-3403 and 3405 show visually distinct patterns of voltages from

each other. The distinct patterns can be used as a signature for determining the relative

alignment between the source coil 2802 and the device coil 2804 when the relative alignment is

unknown, in a similar manner described in relation to FIG. 31.

Referring to FIG. 34, the patterns of voltages in plots 3404 and 3405-3409 are difficult to

visually distinguish one another. The pattern of voltages can be rescaled to adjust the color

range of each plot. FIG. 35 shows plots 3404 and 3405-3409 with rescaled color bars to clearly

show variations in the respective patterns of voltages among the plots. Due to the rescaled range

of voltages, the plots 3404 and 3406-3409 in FIG. 35 show visually distinct patterns, which can

be used to distinguish the corresponding alignments of the plots 3404 and 3406-3409.

In some embodiments, the FOD sensors can have a large dynamic range to be able to

measure the voltage levels of plots 3400-3409. The FOD sensors can also have high sensitivity

and resolution for distinguishing the patterns of plots 3404 and 3406-3409. Accordingly, the

FOD sensors can measure large variations of voltages as well as being capable of distinguishing

small variations. In certain embodiments, an analog-to-digital converter can receive the

measured signal from the FOD sensors. For example, a 20 bit analog-to-digital converter can



provide a resolution of 10 6 maximum detectable voltage of the FOD sensors. In this example,

if the maximum detectable voltage is IV, the resolution can be 1 µν . The analog-to-digital

converter may be included in a control electronics as described in relation to FIG. 27.

FIG. 36 shows plots of simulation results obtained by the FOD sensor board 2816

described in the arrangement 2810 of FIG. 28. In this example, source coil 2812 generates

magnetic fields with 3A maximum amplitude currents oscillating in the source coil 2812. The

device coil 2814 is open circuited so that substantially no current oscillates in the device coil

2814. Coordinate 3640 shows the x-direction and y-direction. The FOD sensor board 2816

detects the magnetic field generated by the source coil 2812 depending on the misalignment of

center axes 2813 and 2815 in the x- and y-directions. Plots 3600-3609 show the voltages

measured by the FOD sensor board 2816 for the ten arrangements 2900-2909 described in FIG.

29. Color bar 3650 indicates the voltage amplitude between -0.2 V and 0.2 V. In this example,

plots 3600-3609 show distinct patterns of voltages even without a baseline pattern subtraction.

This approach can have advantages of reduced computation time and cost by eliminating the step

of baseline subtraction.

In the example shown in FIG. 36, the voltage amplitude of the patterns shown in plots

3600-3609 depend strongly on the relative alignment between the source coil 2812 and the

device coil 2814. This is because the FOD sensor board 2816 is a device-side sensor board, and

thereby moves relative to the source coil 2814 which generates the detected magnetic field. As

the FOD sensor board 2816 becomes misaligned with the source coil 2812, the measured

voltages change faster than the case where a FOD sensor board is fixed relative to a source coil.

This approach may be advantageous because the measured pattern of voltages can depend

strongly on the alignments of a source and device coil.

FIG. 37 shows plots of simulation results obtained by the FOD sensor board 2816

described in the arrangement 2810 of FIG. 28. In this example, source coil 2812 generates

magnetic fields with 3A maximum amplitude currents oscillating in the source coil 2812. The

device coil 2814 is connected to a load and currents oscillate in the device coil 2814. Coordinate

3740 shows the x-direction and y-direction. The FOD sensor board 2816 detects the magnetic

field generated by the source coil 2812 depending on the misalignment of center axes 2813 and

2815 in the x- and y-directions. Plots 3700-3709 show the voltage measured by the FOD sensor

board 2816 for the ten arrangements 2900-2909 described in FIG. 29. Color bar 3750 indicates



the voltage amplitude. Similar to the example of FIG. 36, the patterns of voltage amplitudes

shown in plots 3700-3709 depend strongly on the alignment position. However, the patterns of

voltages in plots 3704, 3706 and 3709 are difficult to visually distinguish from one another. The

patterns of voltages can be rescaled to adjust the range of each plot. Referring to FIG. 38, each

of the color bars of plots 3704 and 3706-3709 are rescaled to show their respective pattern of

voltages. As a result, the patterns of the plots 3704 and 3406-3409 can be clearly distinguished.

These patterns can be used to determine the corresponding alignments of the plots 3704 and

3706-3709.

FIG. 39 shows plots of simulation results derived from plots 3700-3709 by subtracting a

baseline pattern. In this example, the baseline pattern is determined as the pattern of voltages

measured by the 8 by 7 array of FOD sensors in the FOD sensor board 2816 without the presence

of the source coil 2812. To measure the baseline pattern, the FOD sensors can measure a

magnetic field generated by currents provided in the device coil 2814. For example, the currents

can be provided by a small power source connected to the device coil 2814.

Plots 3900-3909 show patterns of voltages following subtraction of the baseline pattern

from the plots 3700-3709. Color bar 3950 indicates the voltage amplitude of the plots shown in

FIG. 39. After the subtraction, plots 3904 and 3906-3909 show a more distinct pattern of

voltages compared to the plots 3704 and 3706-3709 in FIG. 37. Accordingly, the plots 3900-

3909 with subtracted baseline pattern may improve detectability of the alignment between the

source coil 2812 and the device coil 2814 compared to the case of FIG. 37.

FIG. 40 is a schematic diagram of a wireless power transfer system 4000 including a

source coil 4002 of a power source resonator and a device coil 4012 of a power receiver

resonator. The source coil 4002 is positioned above a shield 4004 and the device coil 4012 is

positioned below a shield 4014. A source-side FOD sensor board 4006 is positioned above the

source coil 4002 and a device-side FOD sensor board 4016 is positioned below the device coil

4012. The device coil 4012, shield 4014 and FOD sensor board 4016 are positioned below a

device cover 4018. In some embodiments, the areal size of the FOD sensor boards 4006 and

4016 can be larger than the areal size of the source coil 4002 and device coil 4012, respectively.

Coordinate 4040 shows the x- and z-directions. The system 4000 can include a magnetic

material (e.g., ferrite) on either or both the source-side and device-side. For example, either or

both the source coil 4002 and device coil 4012 may be wound around a magnetic material,



respectively. It is understood that the arrangement shown in FIG. 40 is an example, and that the

relative separations and dimensions may be modified.

The source coil 4002 and the device coil 4012 may each have plurality of loops wound

around an axis parallel to the x-direction such that oscillating current in the loops induces a

dominant magnetic dipole parallel to the x-direction. On the other hand, FOD sensors in the

FOD sensor boards 4006 and 4016 each have plurality of loops wound around an axis parallel to

the z-direction such that oscillating currents in the loops induce a dominant magnetic dipole

parallel to the z-direction. The wireless power transfer system may further include an additional

coil 4020 which can be connected to a power source. The additional coil 4020 may be arranged

such that oscillating currents within the coil 4020 induces a dominant magnetic dipole parallel to

the z-direction.

In some embodiments, the FOD sensors can couple more strongly to the additional coil

4020 than the source coil 4002 because the FOD sensors and the additional coil 4020 can induce

magnetic dipoles in the z-direction. As such, the FOD sensors can be configured to detect the

magnetic field generated by the additional coil 4020 and use the measured voltages to determine

the alignment between the source coil 4002 and the device coil 4012. This approach can

eliminate the need to power the source coil 4002 for determining the alignment. Instead, the

additional coil 4020 can be used at a lower power than what the source coil 4002 would require

to obtain a given voltage level detected by the FOD sensors. This can reduce the time required

for position measurements because the time needed to activate the source coil 4002 is eliminated.

In some embodiments, the additional coil 4020 is fixed relative to the source coil 4002.

Alternatively, the additional coil 4020 can be fixed relative to the device coil 4012.

FIG. 4 1 shows plots of simulation results obtained by the FOD sensor board 4006

described in the system 4000 of FIG. 40. In this example, the additional coil 4020 is a single

loop of wire with a 1A maximum amplitude current oscillating, in contrast to the 3A current in

the source coils of the examples described in FIGS. 30-39. The device coil 4012 is open

circuited so that substantially no current oscillates in the device coil 4012. Coordinate 4140

shows the x-direction and y-direction. The FOD sensor board 4006 detects the magnetic field

generated by the additional coil 4020 depending on the misalignment of the source coil 4002 and

the device coil 4012 in the x- and y-directions. Plots 4100-4109 show the voltages measured by

the FOD sensor board 4006 for the ten arrangements described in FIG. 29. Color bar 4150



indicates the amplitude of the voltages. In this example, plots 4100-4109 show visually distinct

patterns of voltages without a baseline pattern subtraction. This approach can have advantages

of reduced computation time and circuitry by eliminating the step of baseline subtraction. In

some embodiments, the additional coil 4020 can have multiple loops of wire which can increase

the magnetic field generated by a 1A maximum amplitude current oscillating within the

additional coil 4020, and thereby increasing a signal strength. In this case, if the signal strength

is higher than a detectable strength by a sensor, the maximum amplitude current can be

decreased from 1A, which may reduce operational costs of the additional coil 4020.

In the examples described in connection with FIGS. 30-39 and 41, a measured pattern of

voltages can be compared to a pattern in a database library. The comparison can be implemented

by statistically correlating the measured pattern and the stored pattern. Accordingly, an

alignment of a source coil and a device coil providing the measured pattern can be determined to

have an alignment corresponding to the saved pattern.

In certain embodiments, a calibration step can be implemented to calculate and store

mean µ and covariance σ matrices, which can be used to calculate a likelihood y and

probability for a measurement in order to determine the alignment between a source coil and

a device coil. In this case, a smaller value of likelihood y and a larger value of indicates the

corresponding alignment of the measurement. For example, in a calibration step, j sensors in a

FOD sensor array can measure data in a array form according to Eq. (17), shown below:

s

I

\ Sj (17)

where | s | . . . \ j \ corresponds to voltage magnitude of each sensor. In this step, x is measured

for n states of different relative alignment positions between the source and device coil. Each

state i of the n states may be characterized using the p measurements of various operating

conditions (e.g., orientations, power levels, frequencies) of the system and may be represented as

( x . ϊ , χ ( . 2) , ..., x ( ) , where i ranges from 1 to n, or 0 to n-1, or over a range of values such that

the set contains n state values. For each of these n states, and every state i may have its own



mean and covariance matrix which may be calculated according Eqs. (18) and (19), shown

below:

1 ί
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Given a new measurement x , the most likely state of the system is determined by

calculating the following matrix product as previously described and according to Eq. (20),

shown below:

A robability, ; , ma be computed as Eq. (21), shown below:

The smallest value of y corresponds to the largest value of in the distribution of Ψ .

For the new measurement x , its corresponding relative alignment between the source and device

coil can be determined to correspond to the i state which has µ and σ , leading to the largest

value of or a value of above a calibrated threshold value. It is understood that this

determination is different from the process of FOD detection, where a largest value of likelihood

y may indicate a presence of a FOD. In some embodiments, based on an input, calculated,

measured, or predetermined threshold for the likelihood y , a power transfer system may

categorize calculated values of likelihood y as below the threshold for the likelihood y to identify

an alignment of a source and device coil.

In FIGS. 30-39 and 41, the plots present patterns of voltage amplitudes. In some

embodiments, patterns can be generated from magnitudes and/or phases of the measured

voltages and used as described above to determine alignment information between power source

resonators and power receiver resonators. This approach may provide additional information in

determining an alignment between a source coil and a device coil. For example, in a calibration

step, data array x for the j sensors can be measured according to Eq. (22), shown below:



where , θ ί correspond to amplitude and phase, respectively, of measured voltages of the j

sensors. In another example, the data array x can be measured by taking the sine and cosine of

the measured voltages according to Eq. (23), shown below:

r cos θ

sin Θ,

r .cos 6

r . sin ft .
(23)

It is understood that at least some techniques described in relation Eqs. (1)—(16) may be

applied to determining a relative alignment between a source coil and a device coil.

The plots in FIGS. 30-39 and 4 1 show simulated voltages measured by an array of FOD

sensors. In certain embodiments, the array of FOD sensors measure patterns of induced currents

in the FOD sensors. In some embodiments, the FOD sensors can be gradiometers which

measure voltage gradients. In this case, the techniques described in relation to FIGS. 30-39 can

be applied to patterns of voltage gradients.

It is understood that a FOD sensor board can have an array of sensors other than an 8 by

7 array. The number of sensors can be adjusted based on the resolution needed to measure a

pattern of voltages. For example, a FOD sensor board can include any of the arrangements of

sensors disclosed herein to measure patterns of voltages and/or currents.

The plots in FIGS. 30-39 correspond to simulation results for a single FOD sensor board

on either the source-side or the device-side. The techniques described in relation to FIGS. 30-39

can be applied to arrangements using multiple FOD sensor boards, for example, at both the

source-side and the device-side.

The disclosed alignment measuring techniques can be used in vehicle battery charging

applications. For example, a source coil can be connected to a power source in a home garage,

driveway, parking lot, or other location where a vehicle is stationed for recharging, and a device



coil can be fixed to a vehicle. The techniques can be used to determine whether the device coil is

sufficiently aligned with the source coil when a vehicle driver parks the vehicle over the device

coil. For example, the techniques can be used to align the centers of the source and device coils

within 300 mm (e.g., within 200 mm, within 100mm, within 50 mm) of each other. In some

embodiments, when a device-side FOD sensor board is used, the measured position can be

communicated to a visual or audio device in the vehicle through a hard-wired or wireless

connection. In certain embodiments, when a source-side FOD sensor board is used, the

measured position can be wirelessly transmitted to the visual or audio device in the vehicle. The

visual or audio device can then convey information to the driver about the extent of

misalignment between the vehicle and the power source, prompting the driver to adjust the

position of vehicle if necessary.

The disclosed techniques for determining a relative alignment between two coils (also

referred as "alignment measurements") can be used in wireless power transfer systems which

transfer power at any power level. Determining the relative alignment through an alignment

measurement can be useful in ensuring efficient wireless power transfer as well as for safe

operation of the systems. For example, a wireless power transfer system transferring power of 2

kW or above (e.g., 3 kW or above, 5 kW or above) (referred as a "high-power wireless transfer

system" in this disclosure) can be used to transfer power to industrial machinery or robots that

may need alignment measurements with various power sources installed in parts of a factory. In

another example, a wireless power transfer system transferring power of 0.5 kW or less (e.g., 0 .1

kW or less, 0.05 kW or less) (referred as a "low-power wireless transfer system" in this

disclosure) can be used as wireless lighting systems which may require a power transmitter to be

on one side of a wall and a lighting device connected to a power receiver on the other side of a

wall. In such cases, the disclosed techniques can be used to align the power transmitter and

power receiver can in order to find the highest efficiency and best coupling alignment when it

may not be easy to see each side of a wall for alignment of resonators or coils. In some

embodiments, the discloses techniques for alignment measurements can be applied to wireless

power transfer systems for powering lightings in cabinets or electronic devices such as displays

(e.g., TVs, monitors, projectors) or printers.

In some embodiments, alignment measurements may be useful in wireless power transfer

systems including multiple wireless sources and receivers, such as in a room where one or more



power sources may be transferring power to one or more power receivers. In certain

embodiment, the one or more power sources can be controlled to deliver power to one or more

power receivers preferentially and the alignment measurements can be used to find the optimized

best coupling or highest efficiency alignment. In some embodiments, alignment measurements

can be used to align or position repeater resonators for optimal transfer of wireless power from

one or more sources to one or more receivers. For example, locations of repeater resonators in a

room may be determined using the disclosed techniques for alignment measurements. This

approach can be advantageous by allowing a user to easily position the repeater resonators

relative to the one or more source or one or more receiver resonators in rooms or spaces where it

may be difficult for a user to visually align the resonators due to the presence of walls or object

blocking the user's view. For example, the repeater resonators may be easily positioned around

walls, around corners, around objects, under floors, in ceilings and inside furniture.

FIG. 42 is a schematic diagram of a source 4200 used to wirelessly transmit power,

which includes sensors for detecting foreign objects. In this example, the sensors are LOD

sensors where each sensor measures a voltage signal induced by a capacitive change in the

sensor by the presence of an object (e.g., a living object.)

In the top view of FIG. 42, the source 4200 may include a PCB 4204 where a source coil

4202 is formed. The source coil 4202 may be surrounded by a ground electrode 4206. A shield

4208 may surround the ground electrode 4206. A sensor 4210 may surround the shield 4208. In

some embodiments, for example, the source coil 4202 has a width 4221 of about 20 inches, and

the length 4222 is about 22 inches. In the bottom cross-sectional view of FIG. 42, a shield 4212

is positioned on the other side of the PCB 4204 below the shield 4208 and the sensor 4210. In

some embodiments, for example, the ground electrode has a width 4223 about 1/2 inches, the

shield 4208 has a width 4224 about 1/4 inches, the sensor 4210 has a width 4226 about 1/4

inches, the shield 4212 has a width 4227 about 9/16 inches, and the distance 4225 between the

ground electrode 4206 and the sensor 4210 is about 1 inch. More generally, however, each of

these dimensions can vary widely depending upon specific applications in which a source 4200

transfers power to a power receiver. In some other embodiments, the source coil 4020 can be

positioned below the PCB (on the same side of the PCB as the shield 4212) instead of its current

position above the PCB shown in FIG. 42. In this case, sensors can be positioned above the

source coil 4020 (at the current position of source coil 4020 shown in FIG. 42.)



In certain embodiments, the shield 4208 can affect a distribution of electric fields formed

around the source 4200 (e.g., by the source coil 4202 or sensor 4210). For example, the shield

4208 can be driven at the same potential as the sensor 4210 to make the distribution of the

electric fields extend a larger range around the PCB 4204 before reaching the ground electrode

4206 compared to the case when driven at a different potential. This approach may increase the

detection range of the sensor 4210 by reducing the contribution of the electric fields to the

capacitive change of the sensor 4210. Thus, the shield 4208 can act to block or reduce the effect

of unwanted electric fields to the sensor 4210. In this example, the shield 4208 is not a ground

electrode.

In some embodiments, the sensor 4210 can be a LOD sensor. For example, the LOD

sensor can detect capacitive changes when a living object approaches the LOD sensor.

Source 4200 can be modified in a number of ways. For example, FIG. 43A is a

schematic diagram of a LOD sensor arrangement 4300 including a source coil 4302 surrounded

by a shield 4304. The arrangement 4300 can include multiple sensors. In this example, the

shield 4304 is surrounded by sensors 4310, 4312 and 4314 which are arranged on the top and

right side of the shield 4304. The shield 4304 is surrounded by sensors 431 1, 4313 and 4315

which are arranged on the bottom and left side of the shield 4304. The dash line 4320 indicates

that the sensors 4310, 4312 and 4314 are separated from the sensors 431 1, 4313 and 4315.

Alternatively, the sensors 4310, 4312 and 4314 can be connected to the sensors 431 1, 4313 and

43 15, respectively. The dash line 4320 also indicates that the shield 4304 is discontinuous at the

location of the dash line 4320. This may prevent the formation of circulating currents with

amplitudes larger than the damage threshold of the shield 4304. It is understood that the dash

line 4320 can be located at positions of the arrangement 4300. In the example shown in FIG.

43A, the sensors 4310-4315 are each formed from a strip of copper-based conductive material

(e.g., metallic copper). Measurements from the multiple sensors 43 10-43 15 can be used to

determine a position of a moving object. For example, when a live object passes over the

multiple sensors 4310-4315, each of the sensors 4310-4315 can provide a peak in its

measurement signal that differs in time from that of another sensor. By comparing the difference

in time, the speed and direction of the moving object may be determined.

In some embodiments, sensors 4310-4315 can be discrete sensors. For example, the top

portion of FIG. 43B is a schematic diagram of an array of LOD sensors 4350 including chevron



shaped sensors 4352-4354. When a live object passes over the chevron shaped sensors 4352-

4354, the measured signals by the sensors 4352-4354 can be gradual rather than abrupt due to

their shape. These measured signal may be used to easily interpolate the position of the live

object which may be located between two of the sensors 4352-4354. The bottom portion of FIG.

43B is a schematic diagram of an array of LOD sensors 4364-4367 surrounding a shield 4362.

A source coil 4360 is positioned at the center of the shield. Coordinate 4340 indicates the x- and

y-directions.

In certain embodiments, signals measured with different sensors (e.g., signals that

correspond to changes in sensor capacitance) can have different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).

For example, referring back to FIG. 43A, the sensor 43 14 may detect signal levels that exceed

noise levels for sensor 4314, while sensor 4310 may detect signal levels that are comparable to

noise levels for sensor 4310 because sensor 4310 is closer to source coil 4302 which may be

generating electromagnetic fields. The same type of noise can contribute to both the

measurements of the sensors 43 10 and 43 14. In this case, the noise level of one sensor (e.g.,

sensor 43 14) can be used to eliminate or reduce the noise level of another sensor (e.g., sensor

4310), for example, by using weighted subtraction or correlation techniques. For example,

sensor 4310 can be intentionally shielded from the presence of detecting objects (e.g., live

objects), and thereby the sensor 43 10 can measure only noise. The sensor 43 14 can measure a

signal from both noise and the presence of detecting objects. The signal contribution from the

presences of the detecting objects may be determined by subtracting the measured signals from

sensors 43 10 and 43 14 to eliminate or reduce the contribution of the noise. This approach can be

generalized for multiple sensors.

FIG. 44 shows plots 4400 and 4410 which display examples of measurements from two

sensors, respectively, as a function of time (t) and voltage (V). Plot 4400 shows a voltage

measurement 4402 of one sensor and plot 4410 shows a voltage measurement 4412 of another

sensor. The voltages are indicative of capacitive changes detected by the respective sensors.

Measurement 4412 has a smaller background level 4453 than background ground level 4451 of

measurement 4402. Measurement 4412 has a SNR about N times higher than that of

measurement 4402. The two measurements can be correlated with each other to eliminate the

noise contributing to both measurements 4402 and 4412. For example, in some embodiments,

measurement signal 4402 can be subtracted from measurement 4412 after weighting their



magnitudes based on their SNR ratios. In so doing, the magnitude of measurement 4402 can be

reduced by N times and then subtracted from measurement 4412. This approach may reduce the

noise contribution and improve the resulting SNR.

Plot 4400 has a threshold level 4450 and plot 4410 has a threshold level 4452. The

threshold levels 4450 and 4452 can be determined by a calibration step. In some embodiments,

the signals of measurements 4402 and 4412 can be identified by voltage peaks exceeding the

respective voltage thresholds. For example, peaks 4404, 4405, 4406 and 4407 are identified as

signals induced by a dielectric object approached its sensor because their peaks are higher than

the threshold level 4450. Peaks 4414, 4415, 4416 and 4417 are identified as signals when the

dielectric object approached its sensor because their peaks are higher than the threshold level

4452. Comparison of the identified peaks can be used to determine the useful peaks and

eliminate peaks originating by noise contributing to both sensors.

In some embodiments, comparison of measurement signals of multiple LOD sensors can

use techniques described in relation to Eqs. (1)—(23). For example, a calibration step can be

performed to generate a mean µ and covariance σ matrix. At this step, intrinsic noise of the

multiple LOD sensors that results in noise peaks or drifts can be included in the mean µ and

covariance σ matrix. During use of the multiple LOD sensors to detect objects (e.g., living

object), the sensors can measure signals to provide a data array x , for example, in a similar

manner according to Eqs. (1), (2), (17), (22) and (23). In this case, capacitance or capacitance

changes measured by the multiple LOD sensors are used to determine the array x . After the

calibration step, for a new measurement x , techniques described in relation to Eqs. (1)—(23) can

be used to calculate a likelihood y and/or probability to determine a presence of the living

object that induces a capacitance change measured by the multiple LOD sensors. It is

understood that the determination of the presence of the living object can be implemented in a

similar manner to the techniques described in relation to FOD detection processing but the data

array x is obtained from the multiple sensors based on capacitive sensing instead of amplitude

and phase data from magnetic field sensors. In certain embodiments, a large likelihood y may

indicate a presence of the living object. Based on an input, calculated, measured, or

predetermined threshold for the likelihood y , a power transfer system may identify that LOD is

present when calculated values of likelihood y is the threshold for the likelihood y .



Referring back to FIG. 42, control electronics (e.g., a controller) can be connected to the

sensor 4210 and shield 4208. The control electronics can be tuned so that the combined control

electronics and sensor 4210 system can have a minimum parasitic capacitance (Cp), which is the

capacitance with no live objects (e.g., a person or animal) present. This tuning step can improve

the sensitivity of the sensor 4210 by allowing the controller to detect a smaller capacitance

change measured by the sensor 4210 due to a higher SNR. The capacitance change can occur by

dielectric objects such as live objects approaching the sensor 4210. This approach can increase

the maximum range of capacitance change detection of the sensor 4210. In some embodiments,

the control electronics can be installed at a location that is isolated from metallic components to

reduce parasitic capacitance. The control electronics can be located at a corner of the source

4200. The parasitic capacitance can be reduced by reducing the routing connection length from

the control electronics to sensors. Instead of using extended wires to connect the control

electronics and the sensors, long sensors such as sensors 4310-4315 which trace ends close to

the control electronics can be used to reduce the connection length. This approach may reduce

the parasitic capacitance by reducing the need for routing connections to the controller while

increasing the area where objects may be detected. In some embodiments, the controller can be

turned off when a power source connected to a source coil is turning on in order to avoid the

controller detecting false peaks.

In certain embodiments, increasing the amplitude of voltages applied to the sensors can

increase their SNR. The control electronics may operate at its highest voltage (e.g., 5 V) to

apply the highest voltage possible to the sensors. This approach may reduce noise intrinsic to the

circuitry of the control electronics.

FIG. 45 is a schematic diagram of a source 4500 used to wirelessly transmit power,

which includes sensors for detecting foreign objects. In this example, the sensors are LOD

sensors where each sensor measures a voltage signal induced by a capacitive change in the

sensor by the presence of an object (e.g., living object.) In the left view of FIG. 45, the source

4500 may include a PCB 4502 which is rectangular shaped (e.g., square shaped) stripe enclosing

an open space 4501. Sensor 4506 is positioned above the PCB 4502 and extends as a strip along

the left half of the PCB 4502. Sensor 4508 is positioned above the PCB 4502 and extends as a

strip along the right half of the PCB 4502. Shield 4504 runs along the outer perimeter as well as

the inner perimeter of the PCB 4502. In the right view of FIG. 45, a cross-section of a portion



4530 of the source 4500 shows that the shield 4504 partially wraps around the PCB 4502 which

has a width 4220. For example, the width 4220 can be 1.5 inches. In some embodiments,

another PCB 4503 can be positioned below the PCB 4502 with a distance 4522. For example,

the distance 4522 can 1 inch. A ground electrode 4510 can be formed below the another PCB

4503. This approach may provide a lower parasitic capacitance of the source 4500 to improve

the signal-to-noise ratio of measured signals by sensors 4506 and 4508.

Although the features described above in connection with FIGS. 40-45 relate to a source

(e.g., a power source that transfers power wirelessly), some or all of the features can also be

implemented in a power receiver that receives power wirelessly from a source. In particular,

such a power receiver can include one or more resonators which can in turn include one or more

coils and one or more sensors which can be configured for operation in the manner described

above.

Multi-Mode Operation in Vehicle Charging Applications

In vehicle charging applications, detection systems for LOD and/or FOD can operate in

multiple different modes - and switch among the modes - depending upon the positional

relationship between the vehicle and the wireless power transfer system. A first mode, for

example, can correspond to the situation where the vehicle is approaching the power transfer

system but has not yet parked, and power is not yet being transferred to the vehicle's on-board

batteries. A second mode can correspond to the situation where the vehicle has parked in

proximity to the power transfer system, but transfer of useful power (i.e., power to charge the

vehicle's batteries) is not yet occurring. A third mode can correspond to the situation where

charging power is actively being transferred to the parked vehicle.

FIG. 46 is a schematic diagram showing a flow chart 4600 of steps for implementing

operation in the first mode. In step 4602, a vehicle approaching the wireless power transfer

system is detected, e.g., using a communication signal transmitted wirelessly such as over a

WiFi, Bluetooth, or cellular data network. When the vehicle is detected, a mode 1 calibration

file is loaded in step 4604, and the detection system checks to determine whether a living object

is present in the vicinity of the vehicle in step 4606.

If such an object is present, then in step 4608, the system issues a message (e.g., a visible

message and/or auditory warning) that a living object is nearby and should be cleared. If no such



object is detected, then in step 4610, the system checks for the presence of foreign object debris

in the vicinity of the vehicle. If such debris is detected, then in step 4612, the system issues a

message that debris is present and should be cleared. If no debris is detected, then in step 4614,

the system waits for the vehicle to be parked over the wireless power transfer system.

FIG. 47 is a schematic diagram showing a flow chart 4700 of steps for implementing

operation in the second mode, i.e., once the vehicle is parked over the wireless power transfer

system. In the first step 4702, the presence of the parked vehicle is verified, and then in step

4704, a mode 2 calibration file is loaded.

Next, in step 4706, the system checks for the presence of a living object nearby, and if

such an object is detected, issues a warning in step 4708 to remove the object. If no object is

detected, then in step 4710, the system checks for presence of foreign object debris nearby. If

such debris is detected, then in step 4712, the system issues a message to remove the debris. If

no debris is detected, then in step 4714, the system waits for power transfer between the wireless

power transfer system and the vehicle to commence.

FIG. 48 is a schematic diagram showing a flow chart 4800 of steps for implementing

operation in the third mode, i.e., in which power is actively being transferred to the parked

vehicle. As shown in first step 4802, the procedure commences with the onset of power transfer

to the vehicle. Next, in step 4804, the system creates a mode 3 calibration file, and then in step

4806, halts power transfer to the vehicle.

A mode 2 calibration file is loaded in step 4808, and then the system repeats the mode 2

check for the presence of foreign objects in the vicinity of the power transfer system in step

4810. If such objects are detected, the system issues a message in step 4820 to remove the

objects. If no such objects are detected, the mode 3 calibration file is loaded in step 4812 and

wireless power transfer to the vehicle is recommenced in step 4814.

During wireless power transfer, the system checks for the presence of foreign objects

using the mode 3 calibration file in step 4816. If no foreign objects are detected, then the mode 3

calibration file is updated as necessary in step 4822, and the system continues to perform

periodic checks for foreign objects in step 48 16. If a foreign object is detected, power transfer is

halted in step 4818, and the system issues a message in step 4820 to remove the foreign objects.

In general, the steps shown in FIGS. 46-48 that involve checking for the presence of

foreign objects and/or living objects can be performed according to the methods described



previously. Calibration files corresponding to modes 1, 2, and 3 of operation can correspond to

the various types of calibration files described previously, containing calibration data and other

values that correspond to the different modes of operation.

Multi-Loop Arrays for Vehicle Charging Applications

A variety of different types of coils can be used in source resonators for vehicle charging

applications. In particular, for certain vehicle charging applications, the source resonator can

include a coil with a plurality of concentric loops that extend in a common plane. FIG. 49 is a

schematic diagram showing an example of such a coil 4902. As shown in FIG. 49, the loops of

coil 4902 wind concentrically about a common axis, and all extend in a common plane.

FIG. 50 is a schematic diagram showing a coil 5002 of a source resonator of a wireless

power transfer system. Coil 5002, like coil 4902, includes a plurality of loops extending in a

common plane (i.e., the x-y plane in FIG. 50). Also shown in FIG. 50 is a receiving resonator

5004 mounted to the underside of a vehicle (not shown) that receives power transmitted

wirelessly from coil 5002 in the z-direction.

When coils such as coil 4902 and 5002 are used for wireless power transfer, the spatial

distribution of the magnetic fields generated by the coils is an important consideration in FOD

and LOD detection systems. In particular, to ensure more accurate detection of FOD and LOD

using arrays of detectors as disclosed previously, it can be desirable to ensure that the magnetic

flux through each array detector is as nearly equal as possible.

FIG. 51 is a schematic plot showing the simulated magnitude of the magnetic field in the

z-direction for a coil similar to coil 4902 or coil 5002. As is evident in the figure, the field

magnitude is largest at the corners of coil, i.e., where the density of the coil's conducting

elements is largest, and approaches zero in a region outside the boundary of the coil.

FIG. 52 is a schematic plot showing the simulated magnetic field magnitude at a single

corner of the coil shown in FIG. 51. As described previously, in some embodiments, an array of

magnetic field sensors can be used to detect FOD by measuring the perturbation of the magnetic

field between the source resonator and the vehicle resonator in a wireless power transfer system.

However, it is evident from FIGS. 5 1 and 52 that if an evenly-spaced array of similarly-sized

detectors is used, the flux through certain detectors (e.g., those detectors positioned closest to the

corners of the source coil) will be significantly larger than the flux through other detectors.



In general, it can be desirable to minimize the dynamic range of magnetic field flux

through the detectors of the array. As described above, one approach to reducing this dynamic

range is to use detectors of different cross-sectional areas. In particular, by using detectors of

larger cross-sectional area in low-flux regions between the source and vehicle resonators, and

detectors of smaller cross-sectional areas in high-flux regions, the dynamic range can be reduced

relative to an array of equally-sized detectors.

In some embodiments, varying the x- and/or y-spacing between detectors can also be

used to reduce the dynamic range of magnetic flux through the detectors of the array. Further,

the use of detectors of different cross-sectional areas in addition to different x- and y-spacings

can be employed. In FIG. 52, by using an array of 16 detectors sized according to the vertical

and horizontal lines that extend across the plot, a dynamic range of approximately 5 can be

achieved.

To further reduce the dynamic range, in some embodiments, detectors having different

numbers of loops can be used. FIG. 53 is a schematic diagram showing an embodiment of a

FOD/LOD detection system in which an array of detectors with different numbers of loops is

used to reduce the dynamic range of flux through each detector. The quadrant of the source coil

shown in FIG. 53 is partitioned into 16 sections, each of which corresponds to a different

detector in the array. The numerals superimposed on the figure indicate the number of loops in

each detector of the array.

In general, detectors with larger numbers of loops are used in lower flux regions and

detectors with smaller numbers of loops are used in higher flux regions. Thus, for example,

detector 5302 in FIG. 53 - which is positioned in a region of low magnetic flux - has 3 loops.

Conversely, detector 5306 - which is positioned in a region of high magnetic flux - has a single

loop. Detector 5304, positioned in a region of intermediate magnetic flux, has 2 loops. Note that

in FIG. 53, only detectors 5302, 5304, and 5306 of the array are shown for clarity.

By varying the number of loops in one or more detectors of the array, a reduced dynamic

range of magnetic flux can be achieved. For example, using the array shown in FIG. 53, the

dynamic range of magnetic flux can be reduced to a value less than 2, allowing for more

sensitive and accurate detection of FOD and LOD by the array.

In FIG. 53, an array of 16 detectors is used to detect flux corresponding to one quadrant

of a source coil. Accordingly, four such arrays - each featuring 16 detectors - are used to



measure flux from an entire coil. Typically, each of the four arrays is connected to an interface

board, and the four interface boards are then connected to a common controller or control board.

In general, detectors with any number of loops can be used in the arrays disclosed herein.

For example, FOD detectors with one or more loops (e.g., two or more loops, three or more

loops, four or more loops, six or more loops, eight or more loops, 10 or more loops) can be used.

In addition, any combination of detectors with different numbers of loops can be used in a

particular array for FOD detection. The detectors can be evenly or differently spaced, and can

have the same or different cross-sectional areas, depending upon the particular geometry of the

source resonator and measurement constraints.

Further, arrays with any number of detectors can be used for FOD detection. Although

the foregoing examples describe the use of four arrays, each with 16 detectors, more generally

any number of arrays can be used, each having any number of detectors. In addition, the number

of detectors used in different arrays can be the same or different.

Additional FOD Detection Systems and Methods

Earlier sections discussed techniques for detection of FOD by measuring small

perturbations in magnetic flux extending from the source resonator to the vehicle resonator in a

wireless power transfer system. Additional methods can also be used for FOD detection.

In particular, in some embodiments - particularly where the source resonator is not

actively transferring power to the vehicle - methods that do not rely on an active source

resonator can be used to detect the presence of FOD. Such methods can be particularly useful,

for example, in modes 1 and 2 of the operation of the wireless power transfer system.

In certain embodiments, an auxiliary coil can be used to generate a magnetic field, and

perturbations to the auxiliary magnetic field are then detected by a detector array to ascertain the

presence of FOD/LOD. FIG. 54 shows a vehicle resonator 5404 positioned in proximity to a

source resonator 5402. An auxiliary coil 5406 is positioned adjacent to source resonator 5402

and is connected to the same controller as source resonator 5402 (not shown in FIG. 54).

Auxiliary coil 5406 generates a magnetic field which is detected by detector array 5408. Based

on the signals measured by detector array 5408, the system can determine whether FOD and/or

LOD is present in the vicinity of source resonator 5402 using the methods disclosed previously.



An important advantage that arises from using an auxiliary coil is that the frequency of

the magnetic field generated by the auxiliary coil can differ from the frequency of the field

generated by source resonator 5402. By using a measurement frequency that is different from

the frequency at which power is transferred from source resonator 5402 to vehicle resonator

5404, contributions to the measurement signal that might otherwise arise from dynamic

variations during power transfer are eliminated. Moreover, perturbations to the sensor signals

due to currents induced in the source resonator or vehicle resonator are eliminated if the power

transfer and measurement frequencies are sufficiently different from one another. As an

example, if power is transferred between source resonator 5402 and vehicle resonator 5404 at a

frequency of 85 kHz or 145 kHz, auxiliary source 5406 can generate a measurement magnetic

field at a significantly higher frequency, such as 6.78 MHz, and/or at a significantly lower

frequency, such as 8 kHz or less.

In some embodiments, to further ensure that magnetic fields generated by the auxiliary

coil 5406 and the induced currents in detector array 5408 do not perturb source resonator 5402,

the fields generated by source 5402 and auxiliary coil 5406 can have different phases. For

example, in some embodiments, the phases of the fields can differ by 30 degrees or more (e.g.,

60 degrees or more, 90 degrees or more, 120 degrees or more, 150 degrees or more, 180 degrees

or more).

In certain embodiments, an auxiliary amplifier can be coupled in to the source resonator

and use the source coil to generate magnetic fields for detection of FOD/LOD when the source

coil is not being used to transfer power to the vehicle resonator. Using the source coil (e.g., the

coil of source resonator 5402 in FIG. 54) to generate the measurement magnetic field can have a

number of advantages. For example, the same detector array can be used for FOD/LOD sensing

in modes 1, 2, and 3. Further, system design can be simplified, as the auxiliary coil may not

need to be implemented.

When coupling an auxiliary amplifier into the existing source resonator, two significant

outcomes should be avoided. First, the auxiliary amplifier should be prevented from back-

driving the power amplifier that normally drives the source coil to generate magnetic fields for

wireless power transfer. Second, the auxiliary amplifier should be prevented from inducing

currents in the vehicle resonator.



In general, using a relay to disconnect the source's power amplifier can introduce

unacceptable power losses into a wireless power transfer system. Thus, it is preferable to

introduce the auxiliary amplifier in a manner that does not require decoupling of the power

amplifier. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the auxiliary amplifier is positioned after

inductor L3 and capacitor C3 in the source impedance matching network, and a switchable tank is

used across L3 to avoid back-driving the source's power amplifier.

FIG. 55 shows a schematic circuit diagram of one embodiment of a wireless power

transfer system with a switchable auxiliary amplifier 5502. During wireless power transfer to a

vehicle resonator, switches Si and S2 are open, so that auxiliary amplifier 5502 is decoupled

from the system. The system's power amplifier drives coil Ls, which generates the magnetic

field for wireless power transfer.

To measure FOD/LOD, auxiliary amplifier 5502 is coupled into the system by closing

switch Si. At the same time, switch S2 is also closed, creating a blocking tank circuit using

capacitor C T. The blocking tank circuit prevents auxiliary amplifier 5502 from driving the

system's power amplifier. Instead, auxiliary amplifier 5502 drives coil Ls, which generates a

measurement magnetic field for detecting FOD/LOD. To ensure that the measurement field does

not induce a current in the vehicle resonator, auxiliary amplifier 5502 drives coil Ls at a

frequency that differs substantially from the power transfer frequency, as discussed above. In

certain embodiments, the frequency at which auxiliary amplifier 5502 drives coil Ls can be

selected to minimize the current induced in the vehicle resonator.

In some embodiments, the source's impedance matching network does not include an

inductor L3. In such embodiments, a blocking tank circuit can be implemented by introducing a

switchable inductor LT across capacitor C3, in a manner analogous to the introduction of

switchable capacitor C T in FIG. 55 .

In certain embodiments, FOD detection can be performed by measuring inductance

changes in one or more detectors. As discussed above, the FOD detectors disclosed herein

typically include one or more loops of conductive material. The presence of metallic FOD near

the sensor can affect the inductance of the FOD sensor loop since it can affect the magnetic

fields produced by currents flowing in the sensor loop. Accordingly, measurement of the

inductance of the FOD detectors can be used to detect the presence of FOD in proximity to the

detectors.



FIG. 56 is a schematic diagram showing an array of detectors 5602 connected to an

inductance-measuring controller 5604. In general, detectors 5602 are positioned between or

around the source resonator and vehicle resonator of a wireless power transfer system. To detect

the presence of FOD in the vicinity of the source resonator, controller 5604 measures the

inductance of each of detectors 5602. FOD is detected based on changes or deviations of the

inductance measurements from expected/calibrated values for the array. Suitable controllers for

measuring changes in the inductance of detectors 5602 include, for example, the LDC1000

controller, available from Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX).

In FOD detection systems that measure changes in inductance of detector coils, as shown

for example in FIG. 56, each detector functions as a resonant LC circuit. Accordingly, where the

detectors are integrated onto a detector PCB (see the discussion of FIGS. 57A and 57B below),

the PCB consists of an array of coupled resonators. When a foreign object perturbs the

inductance of a particular detector (i.e., resonator) in the array, nearby detectors (i.e., resonators)

are also affected due to their mutual coupling. Thus, measured changes in inductance and/or

resistance of a particular detector are affected not only by foreign objects positioned close to that

detector, but also by foreign objects that are positioned close to neighboring detectors. This

"amplification" or "distribution" effect resulting from resonant coupling between detectors in an

array can significantly improve the overall array's sensitivity to foreign objects, thereby

increasing the accuracy with which such objects can be detected by the system.

In the current and preceding sections, various measurement methods are disclosed for

detecting FOD/LOD in wireless power transfer systems. It should be understood that these

methods can each be used in various modes of operation of such systems, and different methods

can be combined and/or used in different modes of operation for the same system.

For example, magnetic field sensing, i.e., detecting perturbations in the magnetic field

generated by the source resonator, can be used in all three modes of operation, and is particularly

useful in the third mode of operation in which the power is actively being transferred from the

source to the vehicle resonator. FOD detection via an auxiliary coil can be used for all three

modes of operation, and is particularly useful for modes 1 and 2, where magnetic fields are not

actively being generated by the source resonator. Similarly, inductance measurements for FOD

detection can be used in all three modes of operation, and are particularly useful in modes 1 and

2 when the source resonator is not actively generating magnetic fields. Wireless power transfer



sources that include a switchable auxiliary amplifier, as shown in FIG. 55, typically use the

auxiliary amplifier to generate measurement magnetic fields in modes 1 and 2 of system

operation, and detect FOD using any of the other methods described herein when the system

operates in mode 3 .

FIG. 57A shows an exemplary embodiment of a FOD detection system. In some

embodiments, the FOD detection sensor board may be made of several circuit boards 5706A -

D. This may be beneficial for mechanical assembly with the interchange board 5704 and

electronics board 5702. Furthermore, by breaking up the FOD detection sensor board into

several boards, costs may be reduced. For example, one large printed circuit board may be more

costly than four smaller printed circuit boards. Interchange board 5704 provides connectors

5707 such that signals from the FOD detection sensor boards 5706A - D have a path to the

electronics board 5702. The electronics board 5702 may include power and control circuitry,

communication, and signal processing capability.

FIG. 57B shows a top-view of an exemplary embodiment of a FOD detection system. In

certain embodiments, the interchange board 5704 and electronics board 5702 may be sized and

or shaped to fit into the space 5712 in the middle of the source resonator coil 5710. The FOD

detection sensor boards 5706A - D may then be connected above the source resonator 5710 to

the interchange board 5704 and electronics board 5702 in the middle of the source resonator

5710. In some embodiments, shielding may be used on or around the interchange board 5704

and the electronics board 5702 to reduce losses in the magnetic field used to transfer power.

Shielding can be formed from copper, aluminum, magnetic material, and the like.

Auxiliary System Configurations

In some embodiments, an auxiliary coil can be used to provide an auxiliary magnetic

field for the FOD sensors at times when the source resonator coil is not providing a magnetic

field. This allows the FOD sensors to function during times when the source resontor is not

transferring power to a device resonator on the vehicle, such as when the vehicle is not present or

before the charging operation begins. In certain embodiments, an auxiliary field can be beneficial

when the source is providing low power.

FIG. 58A shows a top-view of an embodiment of a source resonator coil 5800 and circuit

board(s) 5706A - D that are positioned above the source resonator coil 5800. The circuit



board(s) 5706A - D can include the FOD sensors and one or more auxiliary coils. FIG. 58B

shows a side-view of an embodiment of a source resonator coil 5800, a first circuit board 5802A,

and a second circuit board 5802B. In embodiments, the auxiliary coil can be printed or wound on

the first circuit board 5802A and the FOD sensors can be printed or wound on the second circuit

board 5802B. In embodiments, the auxiliary coil can be printed or wound on the second circuit

board 5802B and the FOD sensors can be printed or wound on the first circuit board 5802A. It

may be advantageous for the FOD sensors to be printed or wound on the second circuit board

5802B so that they are closer to foreign objects likely to be positioned near the top surface of the

second circuit board. In some embodiments, the sensors and auxiliary coil 5802A and 5802B can

occupy different layers of a printed circuit board (PCB). A printed circuit board (PCB) can

provide reproducibility in the manufacturing process of an auxiliary coil. In certain

embodiments, the sensor board(s) may be physically separate from the auxiliary coil board(s). In

some embodiments, an auxiliary coil can be made from a wound conductor such as solid-core

copper, copper-clad aluminum, Litz wire, and the like. In some embodiments, an auxiliary coil

can be made from a wound conductor that is adhered to a surface of a printed circuit board

having the FOD sensors. In exemplary embodiments, it can be beneficial to ensure that the traces

of the FOD sensors and the auxiliary coil are not directly on top of one another. If the traces of

FOD sensors and the auxiliary coil are directly on top of one another, the auxiliary coil may

strongly couple to the FOD sensor and can induce a greater voltage on the sensors than expected.

In certain embodiments, it can be advantageous for the auxiliary coil to induce voltages

on each FOD sensor on the sensor board(s) 5706A - D similar to that which is produced by a

source resonator coil. This allows the FOD sensor board to expect and be calibrated to a similar

"dynamic range" of voltages on its sensors without the source generating a magnetic field. In

certain embodiments, it can be advantageous for the auxiliary coil to induce a smaller "dynamic

range" of voltages on the FOD sensor board because sensor signals can be closer in magnitude to

one another. In some embodiments, an auxiliary coil can be driven by a linear amplifier, such as

the LM675 (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX). A linear amplifier can be beneficial in driving an

auxiliary coil due to lower cost and/or less harmonic content produced. Less harmonic content in

the driving signal reduces noise in the system.

In some embodiments, an auxiliary coil can be driven at the same frequency that the

source resonator coil is driven. For example, a source resonator coil and an auxiliary coil can be



driven at approximately 85 kHz (within ±5 kHz, ±10 kHz, or more). This may provide greater

signal strength on the FOD sensors. In certain embodiments, a higher driving frequency for the

auxiliary coil can be induce a larger signal as compared to a lower frequency signal. This is

because the induced voltage on the FOD sensors is directly proportional to driving frequency,

magnetic field, and area of the auxiliary coil. Driving the auxiliary coil at the same frequency as

the source can cause the auxiliary coil to induce currents in the source resonator coil and/or the

device resonator coil. For example, if a current is induced in the device resonator coil, for any

offset in alignment of the device resonator coil relative to the source resonator coil, the FOD

sensors may not be as sensitive to detecting FOD. This is because, in some modes, the

calibration of FOD sensors may not be independent of the position of the device resonator coil

relative to the source resonator coil. By inducing currents in the source resonator coil, the

magnetic field created by the auxiliary coil may be cancelled by any magnetic field generated by

the source (due to the induced currents). This can have the effect of a lower net magnetic field,

and can also lead to the possibility of back-driving the source electronics, which may cause

damage.

This effect can occur even at higher frequencies than the source resonator's resonant

frequency. For example, for an auxiliary coil frequency above the resonant frequency of the

source resonator coil ( α χ » ( s ou r ce ) , the induced current in the source

resonator coil is approximately:

where M is mutual inductance, ux is the current in the auxiliary coil, L S0Urce is the inductance of

the source resonator coil, R S0Urce is the resistance in the source resonator, k is the coupling factor,

and a is the inductance of the auxiliary coil. However, due to the proximity and shape of

possible auxiliary coils, the coupling factor k between the source resonator and auxiliary coils

can be large. Thus, the induced current I source can be large independent of the frequency. A

similar approximation can be made for the induced current in the device resonator coil.



Alternatively, the auxiliary coil can be driven at a frequency lower than the source

resonator frequency i » ¾ · In this case, the induced current . in the source

resonator coil is approximately:

s ' ~ ¾ 7 ~ .,

For « 1 (such as when auxiliary coil frequency is lower than the source resonator

coil), the induced current hource can be small. In some embodiments, one effect of using a lower

auxiliary coil frequency can be that the amplitude of FOD sensor signals can be lower. When the

FOD sensor signals are lower, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the FOD sensors may be

worsened thus being less robust in detecting foreign objects. In certain embodiments, for a

source resonator coil driven at approximately 85 kHz (within ±5 kHz, ±10 kHz, or more), an

auxiliary coil can be driven below approximately 85 kHz (within ±5 kHz, ±10 kHz, or more),

such as approximately 50 kHz, 30 kHz, or lower.

FIG. 59A shows a top view of an embodiment of an auxiliary coil 5902 for a foreign

object detection system. FIG. 59A shows the auxiliary coil 5902 as part of one or more circuit

boards 5904A - D. In some embodiments, the auxiliary coil 5902 can be wound to

approximately follow the windings of a source resonator coil (such as the source resonator coil

5800). An advantage to closely following the windings of a source resonator coil is that the

auxiliary coil will approximate the strength and phase of the magnetic field from the source

resonator coil 5800 when the source is turned off. Another advantage of the auxiliary coil closely

following the windings of a source resonator coil is that the dynamic range of voltages induced

on the FOD sensors by the magnetic field of the auxiliary coil is similar to that induced by the

magnetic field of the source. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 59A, the auxiliary coil 5902

includes four sets of coils (each having approximately four turns), each on a petal 5904A - D

made of PCB substrate. Each set of coils have return traces, e.g., traces 5906 and 5908,

connected in the center 5910 to an interchange 5704 and/or electronics board 5702. Either of

these boards can include driving electronics (including the amplifier) for the auxiliary coil 5902.

FIG. 59B shows a model of the effective coil having accounted for cancelling magnetic fields of

the auxiliary coil boards shown in FIG. 59A. For example, the magnetic field produced at the



return traces at 5906 and 5908 will cancel and the effective shape of the coil can be similar to the

four loops in coil 5912. The terminals 5914 of each of loops can be connected such that the loops

are in series with one another. FIG. 59C shows a model of a portion 5916 of the source resonator

coil 5800 and a portion 5918 of the auxiliary coil 5902. As discussed above, the auxiliary coil

5902 follows the traces of the source resonator coil. In some embodiments, the traces 5918 of the

auxiliary coil may be evenly distributed over the traces 5916 of the source resonator coil such

that the auxiliary field is of a similar shape to that of the source.

FIG. 59D shows a side-view of an exemplary embodiment of auxiliary coil 5902 and

source resonator coil 5800. The current in the auxiliary coil 5902 can have an amplitude of

approximately 500 mA and induced current in the source resonator coil 5800 can have an

amplitude of approximately 3 A. This results in a stronger magnetic field 5820 produced by the

source resonator coil 5800 as compared to the auxiliary field 5822 produced by the auxiliary coil

5902. Note that the source resonator coil is not being driven at the same time; the stronger

magnetic field 5820 is due to the induced currents in the source resonator coil. The net magnetic

field, after taking into account the field cancellation between the two magnetic fields, results in a

useful magnetic field for the FOD sensors. Utilizing such a field allows for a similar dynamic

range of voltages on the FOD sensors and thus, a similar sensitivity to FOD.

FIG. 60A shows a schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of an auxiliary coil

for a foreign object detection system. The auxiliary coil is printed or wound on four circuit

boards 6004A - D. Each of the circuit boards has an outer loop 6006 of wire and an inner loop

6008 of wire. Much of the magnetic field produced at the traces on the inner edges of the circuit

board, such as at 6010 and 6012, is cancelled. The effective coil results in the model shown in

FIG. 60B. The smaller outer loops 6006A - D form a larger outer loop 6016 and the smaller

inner loops 6008A - D form a larger inner loop 6018. An advantage to having an effective inner

loop 601 8 is that it can compensate for the weaker magnetic field in the center of the outer loop

6018. An advantage of this configuration is that it utilizes a lower amount of conductive material

(e.g., copper), lowering the weight of the auxiliary coil as well as the cost. Each of these sets of

loops is connected electrically in series near the center 6014 and may be coupled to the

interchange 5704 and/or electronics boards 5702. In some embodiments, the auxiliary coil 6002

can be driven at approximately 30 kHz by a linear amplifier on at least one of the interchange

5704 and/or electronics boards 5702.



FIG. 6 1 shows a model of an exemplary embodiment of auxiliary coils for a foreign

object detection system. The auxiliary coils 6102A - D are printed or wound on circuit boards

6104A - D. In embodiments, each of the auxiliary coils 6102A - D is driven by an independent

amplifier, resulting in four amplifiers for the four auxiliary coils. An advantage of this

configuration is that the magnetic field does not cancel at the inner traces, such as at 6108 and

6 110. Another advantage to using multiple auxiliary coils is that they will couple less to the

source and device resonators, allowing the effectiveness of the auxiliary coils to be independent

of the position of the device. In some embodiments, the auxiliary coils 6102A - D can be

connected to an independent amplifier on at least one of the interchange 5704 and/or electronics

boards 5702. The auxiliary coils can be driven at approximately 30 kHz by the multiple linear

amplifiers. In certain embodiments, the auxiliary coils 6102A - D can be driven by less than four

amplifiers. For example, a single amplifier can be used with switches (such as relays) to couple

to the four auxiliary coils.

FIG. 62 shows a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an auxiliary coil for a foreign

object detection system. The auxiliary coil 6200 can include 4 smaller coils 6202A - D printed

or wound on circuit boards 6204A - D. The smaller coils 6202A - D can be driven by a single

amplifier and are positioned away from the edges of the circuit boards 6204A - D and thus their

magnetic fields do not cancel.

In certain embodiments, an auxiliary coil positioned on or near a source resonator coil

may cause the quality factor of the source resonator to be negatively affected. One way to

overcome this issue can be to reduce the amount of conductive material and/or the number of

turns used in the construction of the auxiliary coil(s). Another way can be decrease the amount of

conductive material over the area of the source. For example, by increasing the amount of copper

used, which effectively increases the vertical thickness of the conductor, one can reduce the

horizontal thickness of the conductor and thus reduce the area of conductor directly over a source

resonator coil.

FIGS. 63A - 63B show schematic diagrams of embodiments of auxiliary coils for a

foreign object detection system. Instead of the traces of each set of coils leading to the center of

the circuit boards as shown in FIG. 59A and FIG. 60A, the traces are individually connected to

their counterparts on the adjacent board. FIG. 63A shows, for an auxiliary coil similar to that

shown in FIG. 59A, the traces 6302 on circuit board 5904B can be connected via connectors



6306 to traces 6304 on circuit board 5904D to create an effective auxiliary coil similar to that

shown in FIG. 59B. In some embodiments, a connector can include soldering a wire across the

circuit boards, board-to-board connectors, and the like. FIG. 63B shows, for an auxiliary coil

similar to that shown in FIG. 60A, the traces 6308 on circuit board 6006B can be connected via

connectors 6312 to traces 6310 on circuit board 6006D to create an effective auxiliary coil

similar to that shown in FIG. 60B.

Hardware and Software Implementation

It is understood that the methods and steps described herein can be implemented in

control electronics including a variety of processing hardware components such as one or more

electronic processors and/or dedicated electronic circuits. For example, the control electronics

can be configured to compare different pattern of voltages to calibration data stored in data

storage. As another example, the control electronics can be configured to analyze correlation

between capacitance change measurement signals from two different LOD sensors to reduce

noise contribution as discussed above.

It is understood that a source coil and a device coil described herein may be implemented

in wireless power transfer systems which do not utilize resonator for power transfer. The

disclosed techniques may be applied to wireless power transfer systems.

FIG. 27 illustrates an embodiment of a computer system that may be incorporated as part

of the previously described computerized and electronic devices such as the FOD/LOD detection

systems, calibration engine, detection engine, etc. FIG. 27 provides a schematic illustration of

one embodiment of a computer system 600 that can perform various steps of the methods

provided by various embodiments. It should be noted that FIG. 27 is meant only to provide a

generalized illustration of various components, any or all of which may be utilized as

appropriate. FIG. 27, therefore, broadly illustrates how individual system elements may be

implemented in a relatively separated or relatively more integrated manner.

Computer system 2700 may comprise hardware elements that can be electrically coupled

via a bus 2705 (or may otherwise be in communication, as appropriate). The hardware elements

may include one or more processors 2710, including without limitation one or more general-

purpose processors and/or one or more special-purpose processors (such as digital signal

processing chips, graphics acceleration processors, video decoders, and/or the like); one or more



input devices 2715, which can include without limitation a remote control, and/or the like; and

one or more output devices 2720, which can include without limitation a display device, audio

device, and/or the like.

Computer system 2700 may further comprise (and/or be in communication with) one or

more non-transitory storage devices 2725, which can include, without limitation, local and/or

network accessible storage, and/or can include, without limitation, a disk drive, a drive array, an

optical storage device, a solid-state storage device, such as a random access memory ("RAM"),

and/or a read-only memory ("ROM"), which can be programmable, flash-updateable and/or the

like. Such storage devices may be configured to implement any appropriate data stores,

including without limitation, various file systems, database structures, and/or the like.

Computer system 2700 may also comprise a communications subsystem 2730, which can

include without limitation a modem, a network card (wireless or wired), an infrared

communication device, a wireless communication device, and/or a chipset (such as a Bluetooth

device, an 802.1 1 device, a WiFi device, a WiMax device, cellular communication device, etc.),

and/or the like. The communications subsystem 2730 may permit data to be exchanged with a

network (such as the network described below, to name one example), other computer systems,

and/or any other devices described herein. In many embodiments, the computer system 2700

will further include a working memory 2735, which can include a RAM or ROM device, as

described above.

Computer system 2700 also may comprise software elements, shown as being currently

located within the working memory 2735, including an operating system 2740, device drivers,

executable libraries, and/or other code, such as one or more application programs 2745, which

may include computer programs provided by various embodiments, and/or may be designed to

implement methods, and/or configure systems, provided by other embodiments, as described

herein. Merely by way of example, one or more procedures described with respect to the

method(s) discussed above might be implemented as code and/or instructions executable by a

computer (and/or a processor within a computer); in an aspect, then, such code and/or

instructions can be used to configure and/or adapt a general purpose computer (or other device)

to perform one or more operations in accordance with the described methods.

A set of these instructions and/or code might be stored on a non-transitory computer-

readable storage medium, such as the non-transitory storage device(s) 2725 described above. In



some cases, the storage medium might be incorporated within a computer system, such as

computer system 2700. In other embodiments, the storage medium might be separate from a

computer system (e.g., a removable medium, such as a compact disc), and/or provided in an

installation package, such that the storage medium can be used to program, configure, and/or

adapt a general purpose computer with the instructions/code stored thereon. These instructions

might take the form of executable code, which is executable by the computer system 2700 and/or

might take the form of source and/or installable code, which, upon compilation and/or

installation on the computer system 2700 (e.g., using any of a variety of generally available

compilers, installation programs, compression/decompression utilities, etc.), then takes the form

of executable code.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that substantial variations may be made in

accordance with specific requirements. For example, customized hardware might also be used,

and/or particular elements might be implemented in hardware, software (including portable

software, such as applets, etc.), or both. Further, connection to other computing devices such as

network input/output devices may be employed.

As mentioned above, in one aspect, some embodiments may employ a computer system

(such as the computer system 2700) to perform methods in accordance with various

embodiments of the disclosed techniques. According to a set of embodiments, some or all of the

procedures of such methods are performed by the computer system 2700 in response to processor

2710 executing one or more sequences of one or more instructions (which might be incorporated

into the operating system 2740 and/or other code, such as an application program 2745)

contained in the working memory 2735. Such instructions may be read into the working

memory 2735 from another computer-readable medium, such as one or more of the non-

transitory storage device(s) 2725. Merely by way of example, execution of the sequences of

instructions contained in the working memory 2735 might cause the processor(s) 2710 to

perform one or more procedures of the methods described herein.

The terms "machine-readable medium," "computer-readable storage medium" and

"computer-readable medium," as used herein, refer to any medium that participates in providing

data that causes a machine to operate in a specific fashion. These mediums may be non-

transitory. In an embodiment implemented using the computer system 2700, various computer-

readable media might be involved in providing instructions/code to processor(s) 2710 for



execution and/or might be used to store and/or carry such instructions/code. In many

implementations, a computer-readable medium is a physical and/or tangible storage medium.

Such a medium may take the form of a non-volatile media or volatile media. Non-volatile media

include, for example, optical and/or magnetic disks, such as the non-transitory storage device(s)

2725. Volatile media include, without limitation, dynamic memory, such as the working

memory 2735.

Common forms of physical and/or tangible computer-readable media include, for

example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic medium,

a CD-ROM, any other optical medium, any other physical medium with patterns of marks, a

RAM, a PROM, EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or cartridge, or any other

medium from which a computer can read instructions and/or code.

Various forms of computer-readable media may be involved in carrying one or more

sequences of one or more instructions to the processor(s) 2710 for execution. Merely by way of

example, the instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk and/or optical disc of a

remote computer. A remote computer might load the instructions into its dynamic memory and

send the instructions as signals over a transmission medium to be received and/or executed by

the computer system 2700.

The communications subsystem 2730 (and/or components thereof) generally will receive

signals, and the bus 2705 then might carry the signals (and/or the data, instructions, etc. carried

by the signals) to the working memory 2735, from which the processor(s) 2710 retrieves and

executes the instructions. The instructions received by the working memory 2735 may

optionally be stored on a non-transitory storage device 2725 either before or after execution by

the processor(s) 2710.

The methods, systems, and devices discussed above are examples. Various

configurations may omit, substitute, or add various procedures or components as appropriate.

For instance, in alternative configurations, the methods may be performed in an order different

from that described, and/or various stages may be added, omitted, and/or combined. Also,

features described with respect to certain configurations may be combined in various other

configurations. Different aspects and elements of the configurations may be combined in a

similar manner. Also, technology evolves and, thus, many of the elements are examples and do

not limit the scope of the disclosure or claims.



Specific details are given in the description to provide a thorough understanding of

example configurations (including implementations). However, configurations may be practiced

without these specific details. For example, well-known circuits, processes, algorithms,

structures, and techniques have been shown without unnecessary detail in order to avoid

obscuring the configurations. This description provides example configurations only, and does

not limit the scope, applicability, or configurations of the claims. Rather, the preceding

description of the configurations will provide those skilled in the art with an enabling description

for implementing described techniques. Various changes may be made in the function and

arrangement of elements without departing from the spirit or scope of the disclosure.

Also, configurations may be described as a process which is depicted as a flow diagram

or block diagram. Although each may describe the operations as a sequential process, many of

the operations can be performed in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the order of the

operations may be rearranged. A process may have additional steps not included in the figure.

Furthermore, examples of the methods may be implemented by hardware, software, firmware,

middleware, microcode, hardware description languages, or any combination thereof. When

implemented in software, firmware, middleware, or microcode, the program code or code

segments to perform the necessary tasks may be stored in a non-transitory computer-readable

medium such as a storage medium. Processors may perform the described tasks.

In this disclosure, terms such as "adjustment", "evaluation", "computation", "regulation",

and/or "algorithm" may be used to describe some portion of a calibration procedure or as

synonymous with calibration. Additionally, in this disclosure, terms that are part of a method, or

part of a procedure, may be used interchangeably with the method itself. For example, an

algorithm may be referred to as a computation, as a regulation, and the like.

While the disclosed techniques have been described in connection with certain preferred

embodiments, other embodiments will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art and are

intended to fall within the scope of this disclosure. For example, designs, methods,

configurations of components, etc. related to transmitting wireless power have been described

above along with various specific applications and examples thereof. Those skilled in the art will

appreciate where the designs, components, configurations or components described herein can be

used in combination, or interchangeably, and that the above description does not limit such

interchangeability or combination of components to only that which is described herein.



Note that the techniques described here may be ap lied to any wireless power system that

transmits power using electromagnetic fields. In cases where we have described source and

device resonators of highly resonant wireless power systems, one of skill in the art will

understand that the same sensors, detectors, algorithms, subsystems and the like could be

described for inductive systems using primary and secondary coils.

All documents referenced herein are hereby incorporated by reference.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An apparatus for detecting foreign object debris around a wireless power transfer system,

the apparatus comprising:

a plurality of detectors, each detector comprising one or more loops of conducting

material; and

a controller configured to measure at least one of a voltage and a current in each detector

and to determine, based on the measurements, whether foreign object debris is present around the

wireless power transfer system,

wherein at least some of the plurality of detectors comprise a first number of loops of the

conducting material, and at least some of the plurality of detectors comprise a second number of

loops of the conducting material larger than the first number.

2 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein at least some of the plurality of detectors contain one

loop and wherein at least some of the plurality of detectors comprise two loops.

3 . The apparatus of claim 2, wherein at least some of the plurality of detectors comprise

three loops.

4 . The apparatus of claim 1 wherein during operation, the apparatus is positioned so that

magnetic flux generated by a wireless power transfer source passes through the plurality of

detectors, and wherein detectors comprising the first number of loops are positioned in regions

where the magnetic flux is larger than in regions in which detectors comprising the second

number of loops are positioned.

5 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the plurality of detectors form an array.

6 . The apparatus of claim 5, wherein spacings between at least some adjacent detectors in

the array are different.



7 . The apparatus of claim 5, wherein cross-sectional areas of at least some detectors in the

array are different from cross-sectional areas of at least some other detectors in the array.

8. A method for detecting foreign object debris around a wireless power transfer system, the

method comprising:

measuring at least one of a voltage and a current in each one of a plurality of detectors;

and

determining, based on the measurements, whether foreign object debris is present around

the wireless power transfer system,

wherein each of the detectors comprises one or more loops of conducting material; and

wherein at least some of the plurality of detectors comprise a first number of loops of the

conducting material, and at least some of the plurality of detectors comprise a second number of

loops of the conducting material larger than the first number.

9 . A wireless power transfer system comprising:

a wireless power transfer source configured to generate a source magnetic field at a first

frequency to transfer power to a wireless power receiver;

an auxiliary magnetic field source configured to generate an auxiliary magnetic field at a

second frequency;

at least one detector configured to generate an electrical signal in response to

perturbations in the auxiliary magnetic field generated by the auxiliary magnetic field source;

and

a controller configured to determine whether foreign object debris is present around the

wireless power transfer system based on the electrical signal.

10. The wireless power transfer system of claim 9, wherein the auxiliary magnetic field

source comprises at least one auxiliary coil and at least one amplifier.

11. The wireless power transfer system of claim 9, wherein the first frequency is equal to the

second frequency.



12. The wireless power transfer system of claim 9, wherein the first frequency is different

from the second frequency.

13. The wireless power transfer system of claim 9, further comprising a power supply

coupled to the wireless power transfer source and configured to provide power to drive the

wireless power source, and wherein the power supply is turned off when the auxiliary magnetic

field source is generating an auxiliary magnetic field.

14. The wireless power transfer system of claim 9, wherein the auxiliary magnetic field

source comprises up to four auxiliary coils and up to four amplifiers.

15. The wireless power transfer system of claim 10, wherein the wireless power source

comprises a source resonator coil wound over a first area, and wherein the at least one auxiliary

coil is configured to be wound over the first area.

16. The wireless power transfer system of claim 15, wherein the at least one auxiliary coil

comprises two sets of conductor windings connected in series, each of the two sets of conductor

windings being wound over one of a second and a third area, respectively.

17. The wireless power transfer system of claim 16, wherein a sum of the second and third

areas is substantially equal to the first area.

18. The wireless power transfer system of claim 15, wherein the at least one auxiliary coil

comprises four sets of conductor windings connected in series, each of the four sets of conductor

windings being wound over one of a second, third, fourth, and fifth area, respectively.

19. The wireless power transfer system of claim 18 wherein a sum of the second, third,

fourth, and fifth areas is substantially equal to the first area.



20. The wireless power transfer system of claim 15, wherein the auxiliary magnetic field

induces a current in the source resonator coil, and wherein the current in the source resonator coil

generates a magnetic field having a strength greater than the auxiliary magnetic field.

21. The wireless power transfer system of claim 15, wherein the at least one auxiliary coil

comprises a first portion of a conductor winding on a first circuit board and a second portion of a

conductor winding on a second circuit board, and wherein a connector between the first and

second circuit boards provides an electrical connection between the first and second portions of

the conductor winding.

22. A wireless power transfer system comprising:

a source resonator;

a power amplifier coupled to the source resonator and configured to drive the source

resonator to generate a magnetic field at a first frequency to transfer power to a wireless power

receiver;

an auxiliary amplifier that can be selectively connected to and disconnected from the

source resonator and configured to drive the source resonator to generate a magnetic field at a

second frequency different from the first frequency and non-resonant with the wireless power

receiver; and

a controller configured to operate the system in one of two modes of operation,

wherein in a first mode of operation, the power amplifier drives the source resonator and

electrical power is transferred to the wireless power receiver; and

wherein in a second mode of operation, the auxiliary amplifier drives the source resonator

and the controller is configured to determine whether foreign object debris is present around the

wireless power transfer system.

23. The system of claim 22, further comprising a tank circuit that isolates the power amplifier

from the auxiliary amplifier when the auxiliary amplifier is connected to the source resonator.

24. The system of claim 22, further comprising one or more detectors each configured to

generate an electrical signal based on the magnetic field generated when the auxiliary amplifier



drives the source resonator, wherein the controller is configured to determine whether foreign

object debris is present around the wireless power transfer system based on each of the electrical

signals.

25 . A wireless power transfer system comprising:

a wireless power transfer source configured to generate a magnetic field to transfer power

to a wireless power receiver;

one or more detectors each comprising a coil positioned in proximity to the wireless

power transfer source; and

a controller configured to detect changes in inductance of each of the one or more coils,

and to determine based on the changes whether foreign object debris is present around the

wireless power transfer system.
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